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LOCAL COEFFICIENTS AND GAMMA FACTORS FOR PRINCIPAL
SERIES OF COVERING GROUPS
FAN GAO, FREYDOON SHAHIDI, AND DANI SZPRUCH
Abstract. We consider an n-fold Brylinski-Deligne cover of a reductive group over a
p-adic field. Since the space of Whittaker functionals of an irreducible genuine repre-
sentation of such a cover is not one-dimensional, one can consider a local coefficients
matrix arising from an intertwining operator, which is the natural analogue of the local
coefficients in the linear case. In this paper, we concentrate on genuine principal series
and establish some fundamental properties of such a local coefficients matrix, including
the investigation of its arithmetic invariants. As a consequence, we prove a form of
the Casselman-Shalika formula which could be viewed as a natural analogue for linear
algebraic groups. We also investigate in some depth the behaviour of the local coeffi-
cients matrix with respect to the restriction of genuine principal series from covers of
GL2 to SL2. In particular, some further relations are unveiled between local coefficients
matrices and gamma factors or metaplectic-gamma factors.
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1. Introduction
Let G be the F -rational points of a split connected reductive group G over a non-
archimedean local field F of characteristic 0. Fix a Borel subgroup B = TU of G. Let
ψ : U → C×
be a nondegenerate character. For any irreducible admissible representation π of G,
the space Whψ(π) of ψ-Whittaker functionals of π, which is the dual of the twisted
Jacquet module, plays a crucial role in studying the representation
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some observations by Langlands, the second-named author has developed the (Langlands-
Shahidi) theory of local coefficients and thus γ-factors and also L-functions, relying on an
essential usage of the space Whψ(π), whenever π is generic, i.e., Whψ(π) 6= 0. See [Sha78,
Sha81,Sha85,Sha88,Sha90]. By results of Gelfand-Kazhdan [GK75], Shalika [Shal74] and
Rodier [Rod73], one has a uniform bound that
(1.1) dimWhψ(π) ≤ 1 for every π ∈ Irr(G).
What is equally important is the Casselman-Shalika formula [CS80] for local unramified
representation, which relates value of the unique Whittaker function to L-functions. This
uniqueness (or multiplicity-one) property has been applied extensively in various methods
studying local representations of G, and global automorphic representations concerning
L-functions for an adelic group. This is especially the case for the Langlands-Shahidi
method mentioned above, which has many important applications in establishing various
cases of the Langlands functoriality (see [KS02a,KS02b,Kim03,AS06a,AS06b,CKPSS01,
CKPSS04,KK05]).
In this paper, we consider an n-fold Brylinski-Deligne cover G of G arising from [BD01].
In this case, the space Whψ(π) of Whittaker functionals of an irreducible genuine rep-
resentation π of G is in general not one-dimensional, i.e., (1.1) fails. However, one can
consider a local coefficients matrix arising from an intertwining operator, which is the
natural analogue of the local coefficients in the linear algebraic case mentioned above.
We concentrate on genuine principal series of G, study the arithmetic invariants associ-
ated to the local coefficients matrix, and investigate some consequences including proving
a natural analogue of the Casselman-Shalika formula in the covering setting. This paper
could be viewed as a continuation of our previous work [GSS18]. In loc. cit. we studied
the local coefficients matrix associated to unramified principal series of the degree n-fold
cover of SL2. In this paper, we carry out an extensive study for unramified principal
series of covers of a general split connected reductive group. We also deal with ramified
principal series for covers of GL2 and SL2. Such an investigation is directed towards a
potential theory of γ-factors and L-functions for covering groups in the framework of the
Langlands-Shahidi method (see [Szp13a,Gao18a,GSS18] and references therein).
Now we explain more precisely the setting and problems we study in this paper. Assume
that F× contains the full group µn of n-th roots of unity. Arising from certain K2-
extensions classified by Brylinski and Deligne [BD01], there are natural n-fold central
covers:
µn G G.
Denote by Irrgen(G) the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible admissible representa-
tions of G such that µn acts by a fixed embedding µn →֒ C
×. Such a representation
is called genuine. Since the cover G splits uniquely over the unipotent radical U of the
Borel subgroup, we identify U as a subgroup of G. For every π ∈ Irrgen(G), we denote
again by dimWhψ(π) the space of ψ-Whittaker functionals of π, where ψ : U → C
× is
the nondegenerate character as above.
For a fixed cover G, it is shown in [Szp07, GSS18] that dimWhψ(π) ≤ 1 holds for
every π ∈ Irrgen(G) if and only if the covering torus T is abelian. The latter con-
dition rarely holds for a general G, and thus the multiplicity-one property (1.1) fails
in general. For a fixed G, we expect an upper bound (depending on G) for the set{
dimWhψ(π) : π ∈ Irrgen(G)
}
, see Conjecture 3.3. However, such upper bounds for vary-
ing G are not uniformly bounded above, unlike the linear algebraic case where (1.1)
holds for all G. This clearly suggests the necessity of new methods to attack prob-
lems from studying Irrgen(G). Indeed, the difficulty that arises is already observed by
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Kubota [Kub69] in his work on theta series, and also elucidated by Shimura [Shi73] in
his correspondence on half-integral weight modular forms: the Fourier coefficients of a
modular form on G involve interesting arithmetic information, yet only part of which is
accessible by the method of Hecke operators. The work of Waldspurger [Wal81] further
illustrates on the subtleties on the parametrization of Irrgen(SL
(2)
2 ), even though SL
(2)
2
actually has the multiplicity-one property. Instead of giving an elaborate discussion of
the high multiplicity of Whψ(π) for π ∈ Irrgen(G), we refer the reader to the work in
[Del80,KP84,Gao17].
Nonetheless, we have dimWhψ(π) <∞ for every π ∈ Irrgen(G) (see [PP15]), and there
is the natural map
T (w, σ)∗ : Whψ(I(
wσ))→Whψ(I(σ))
arising from dualizing the standard intertwining operator
T (w, σ) : I(σ)→ I(wσ)
between two parabolically induced representations. There is also a natural isomorphism
Whψ(I(σ)) ≃Whψ(I(
wσ))
of vector spaces which, by pre-composing with T (w, σ)∗, gives an endomorphism (see
§3.2)
T (w, σ)∗ : Whψ(I(σ))→Whψ(I(σ)).
It is then a natural question to ask:
• what arithmetic information regarding σ is encoded in the characteristic polyno-
mial
top∧
(X · id− T (w, σ)∗) = det(X · id− T (w, σ)∗)?
Our investigation in this paper is motivated by this question.
If n = 1, i.e., G = G, then T (w, σ)∗ is scalar valued and is in fact the reciprocal
of the local coefficients studied by the second-named author for linear algebraic groups,
which shows that it encodes essential information of the representation σ. Indeed, the
theories of γ-factors and thus L-functions are both developed from T (w, σ)∗, and they are
fundamental ingredients in the Langlands-Shahidi method of studying representations of
G and its global counterpart.
For general G, we believe that, as an indispensable step towards a theory of γ-factors
or L-functions for covering groups, it is important to understand the above characteristic
polynomial det(X ·id−T (w, σ)∗). In particular, it is natural to consider the two invariants
(i.e., as coefficients of the polynomial)
Tr(T (w, σ)∗) and det(T (w, σ)∗).
However, there are fundamental obstacles to understanding these invariants for general
σ and w. Indeed, it seems to us that it is a difficult task at the moment to determine
completely dimWhψ(σ) for a general σ ∈ Irrgen(M), where M ⊂ G is a covering Levi
subgroup. This very first fundamental obstacle on determining dimWhψ(σ) and thus the
size of any matrix representing T (w, σ)∗ already poses much challenge in understanding
the two invariants. It is even harder to parametrize the space Whψ(σ) itself. One excep-
tional case is when M = T , in which case Whψ(σ) ≃ σ
∨ as vector spaces. For general
M , a widely studied family contains the so-called theta representations Θ(M,χ) (see
[KP84, Suz91, Suz97, Suz98, Kap16a, Kap16b, Kap17a, Kap17b, Gao17]), which are just
characters ofM if n = 1. There are also other work when σ is a depth-zero supercuspidal
representation ([Blo92,GW19]).
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For the above reasons, we specialize eventually to the case where σ ∈ Irrgen(T ) is a
genuine representation of the covering torus, and thus I(σ) is a genuine principal series
representation. In particular, we carry out an extensive study of det(T (w, σ)∗) when σ
is an unramified representation of T (and thus I(σ) is an unramified principal series). In
particular, it will recover our previous result on covers of SL2 (cf. [GSS18]) and the work
by Budden on GL2 [Bud06]. We also study Tr(T (w, σ)
∗) and det(T (w, σ)∗) for SL2 and
GL2 extensively for general σ, not necessarily the unramified ones.
1.1. Outline and main results. In §2, we provide the basic set-up on covering groups
and give a brief review of some results to be used in later sections.
In §3–§7, we concentrate mostly on unramified principal series of a general covering
group G. More precisely, specializing to the case where σ = i(χ) is an unramified repre-
sentation of T , the Whittaker space Whψ(I(i(χ))) is parametrized by a certain “moduli
space” XQ,n, which is a finite abelian quotient of the cocharacter lattice Y of G by a
sublattice YQ,n:
fX : Y ։XQ,n := Y/YQ,n.
In particular, one has
dimWhψ(I(i(χ))) = |XQ,n| .
Here XQ,n is naturally endowed with a twisted Weyl group action which we denote by
w[−]. The results in §3–§7, which we will explain below, rely crucially on certain prop-
erties of the twisted action w[−].
In §8–§10, on the other hand, we treat general (not necessarily unramified) genuine
principal series of GL2 and SL2. As we deal with ramified principal series as well, we take
the viewpoint of [Szp19] involving partial zeta-integrals. The relation between entries
of the local coefficients matrix and gamma factor or its metaplectic analogue will be
exploited to establish our results.
The results in this paper are of multi-fold in a logical order, as we elaborate now.
1.1.1. First, for unramified i(χ) and a simple reflection wα, we determine explicitly the
invariant det(T (wα, i(χ))
∗) in terms of the Plancherel measure µ(wα, i(χ)) and certain
gamma factor γ(wα, i(χ)) or metaplectic gamma factor γ˜(wα, i(χ)) (see §4.4 for the defi-
nition of these factors):
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.17). Loosely speaking, we have either
|XQ,n|∧
T (wα, i(χ))
∗ ≈ µ(wα, i(χ))
−aα · γ(wα, i(χ))
−bα
or
|XQ,n|∧
T (wα, i(χ))
∗ ≈ µ(wα, i(χ))
−aα · γ˜(wα, i(χ))
−bα .
Here ≈ indicates an equality modulo some other factors, which actually embody part
of the information of the group structure of G. For the exact formula, see Theorem 4.17.
To facilitate the computation, we define a local coefficients matrix to be the matrix
MB(wα, i(χ))
representing T (wα, i(χ))
∗ with respect to an ordered basis B of Whψ(I(i(χ))), see Defi-
nition 3.1; thus,
|XQ,n|∧
T (wα, i(χ))
∗ = det(MB(wα, i(χ))).
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The main difficulty with computing det(MB(wα, i(χ))) is that there is no preferred nat-
ural choice of B such that the matrix MB(wα, i(χ)) takes a simple form. (See however
Theorem 9.13 where det(MB(wα, i(χ))) is computed for ramified i(χ) for the group SL2
in a certain case.)
To overcome this, we relate the local coefficients matrix to another matrix (see Defini-
tion 3.5)
SR(wα, i(χ); rw)
which appears more frequently in literature: the so-called scattering matrix. Here R ⊂ Y
is a set of representatives for the space XQ,n. The matrix SR(wα, i(χ); rw) was first
studied in [KP84] and then further investigated extensively in [KP84,Pat87,Suz91,Suz97,
Suz98, Suz11,McN16]. Here rw is a choice of isomorphism between the two isomorphic
representations wi(χ) and i(wχ) of T . For general χ (not necessarily unramified), there
is no natural choice of rw. However, in the unramified setting, one has a canonical choice
runw as given in (3.8). In any case, the disadvantage of SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ) is that it is not
a good substitute for the local coefficients matrix in pursuit of arithmetic invariants. In
particular, the characteristic polynomial
det(X · I|XQ,n| − SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ))
depends sensitively on the choice R for general χ.
Nevertheless, the advantageous side of SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ) is that it is “essentially” a
diagonal-block matrix with size either two or one. The two possible sizes here correspond
to the free orbits or trivial orbits of the group
Wα = {id,wα}
acting on the space XQ,n with respect to the twisted Weyl-action alluded to above. In
fact, the number of free Wα-orbits is the exponent aα of the Plancherel measure which
appears in
det(SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w )),
while the number of trivial Wα-orbits equals the exponent bα of the factor γ(wα, i(χ)) or
γ˜(wα, i(χ)) (but not both). Moreover, for any representative set R ⊂ Y , we could have a
natural choice of basis B and thus the local coefficients matrix MB(wα, i(χ)), which is
then closely related to SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ): their difference is given by an invertible matrix
C(Bwχ,Bχ; r
un
w ) arising from a certain change of basis (see Lemma 3.6):
MB(wα, i(χ)) = SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
wα) ◦ C(Bwαχ,Bχ; r
un
wα).
This is the key property that we exploit in §3–§4 to prove the above formula for det(MB(wα, i(χ))).
In fact, at the end of §4, we obtain an explicit description of entries of the local coef-
ficients matrix MB(wα, i(χ)), see Theorem 4.22. As a consequence, we analyze for SL
(n)
2
the invariant Tr(T (wα, i(χ)), which is shown to be an average of the reciprocals of unram-
ified gamma-factors. See Proposition 4.26. This result agrees with [Szp19] which treats
the cases for general χ (not necessarily unramified) when 4 ∤ n; it also includes the case
4|n which is already implicit in [GS16,Szp19]. In fact, in Theorem 9.8 and Corollary 9.9,
we will give another proof of Proposition 4.26 from the perspective of partial zeta-integral
and show that one has a natural expression of Tr(T (wα, i(χ)) in terms of averaged sum
of gamma or metaplectic factors over both ramified and unramified characters; however,
the partial sum over ramified characters vanishes, and thus we recover Proposition 4.26.
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1.1.2. Second, motivated by the discussion in §3–§4, it is natural to consider the set
(XQ,n)
W .
We show in §5 that there exists an exceptional subset Y excn ⊂ f
−1
X
(X WQ,n) (possibly empty)
giving rise to certain exceptional subspaces of Whψ(I(χ)), where a coarse theory of
gamma-factors and L-functions for covering groups inhabits. There are several important
consequences of this we highlight below.
The usage of elements in Y excn enables us to obtain the following analogue of the
Casselman-Shalika formula for covering groups.
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.10). Let z ∈ Y excn . One has a dominant
element s−z ∈ T and
(1.2) Wsz(s−z) = δ
1/2
B (s−z) ·
∏
α>0
(1− q−1χα);
or in another formulation,
(1.3) W(sy+(−z)) = δ(sy) · Tr(
L
ρ(̟); πy) · W(s−z),
where y ∈ Y +Q,n is a dominant element and πy is the highest-weight-y representation of
the dual group G
∨
Q,n of G.
We remark that if G is a cover of a semisimple G not of metaplectic type (see Definition
4.9), then
Y excn = {ρ− ρQ,n} ∩ Y.
In particular, in the linear algebraic case when n = 1, we have ρQ,n = ρ and thus
Y excn = {0} .
The formula (1.2) above then recovers the Casselman-Shalika formula for split linear
algebraic groups [CS80]. Note that formula (1.3) only explains the Whittaker value for
sy+(−z) ∈ T with sy ∈ Z(T ). This is not surprising, as the value W(sy) for general
y ∈ Y is a delicate issue and involves the deep theory of Weyl group multiple Dirichlet
series (see [BBC+06,BBF06,BBFH07]). We also note that (1.2) is implicit in the work
[CO13,McN16,PP17], see §5.4. For Kazhdan-Patterson coverings of GLr, such a formula
is explicated in the work of Suzuki on Bump-Hoffstein conjecture (see [Suz97, Proposition
3.4]). The works of Suzuki [Suz91,Suz97,Suz98,Suz11] in fact provide many insights on
the unramified Whittaker function for covering groups. In any case, the formula (1.2)
shows clearly the obstacle of studying global L-functions from computing Whittaker-
Fourier coefficients, as z 6= 0 for general covering groups.
Another application of considering exceptional points Y excn (or just f
−1
X
(X WQ,n)) is to give
a crude form of the theory of γ-factors for general parabolic induction where the inducing
representation on the Levi subgroup is a full unramified principal series representation.
See Theorem 5.13 for details. Again, this gives another illustration on the remarkable
property of the set Y excn of exceptional points and also X
W
Q,n.
1.1.3. Third, in §6 we study the set (XQ,n)
W and also its size
bW,n :=
∣∣(XQ,n)W ∣∣
qualitatively.
Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 6.4). Let G be a semisimple group.
(i) One has bW,n ≤
∣∣∣π1(G∨Q,n)∣∣∣, where π1(G∨Q,n) is the fundamental group of the dual
group G
∨
Q,n of G.
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(ii) If G is simply-connected, then bW,n ≤ 1 for every n.
(iii) If G = Gad is of adjoint type, then bW,n =
∣∣∣π1(G∨Q,n)∣∣∣ for all n.
(iv) For fixed (G, Q) with G almost-simple, bW,n is periodic as a function of n ∈ N.
Such periodicity is compatible with that of the dual group G
∨
Q,n for varying n, as
proved in Proposition 2.13.
Such relation between bW,n and π1(G
∨
Q,n) appears to be a new phenomenon which only
manifests in the context of general covering groups. Indeed, for linear algebraic groups
(i.e., n = 1) we always have bW,1 = 1. However, for covering groups, it is possible to have
bW,n = 0 or bW,n > 1. In any case, for an almost-simple G, it follows from Theorem 1.3
(iv) that the Poincare´ series
PW (T ) :=
∞∑
n≥1
bW,nT
n
associated to {bW,n}n∈N is a rational function, and similarly for the Poincare´ series Pexc(T )
associated with |fX (Y
exc
n )|, see Corollary 6.5.
In §7, we consider covers of almost-simple simply-connected groups, the orthogonal
adjoint group and certain Kazhdan-Patterson cover of GL2 and Savin covers of GLr.
We work out explicitly the two Poincare´ series PW (T ) and Pexc(T ). We conjecture the
rationality of PW (T ) and Pexc(T ) for covers of linear reductive groups in general. Such
rationality of the Poincare series PW (T ) corresponds to a certain recurrence relation on
the bW,n’s, see §7.4.
1.1.4. Fourth, in §8, we consider the restriction of principal series representation of
GL2 to SL2. For a general covering group G with derived group Gder and a genuine
representation π of G, it follows from the definition that the space Whψ(π) is a priori
determined by the Whittaker space
Whψ(π|Gder),
asG andGder have the same unipotent subgroup U . Hence the local coefficients matrix for
π is naturally determined by the local coefficients matrix arising from considering π|Gder .
In the linear algebraic case the situation is relatively simple, since we have uniqueness of
Whittaker models and thus there exists exactly one generic summand in this restriction.
In the covering case, we expect to have more than one generic summand and the restriction
problem becomes more subtle.
This motivates the study of local coefficients matrices of GL2 and SL2 and their relations
in detail. We carry this out in §8–§10. The main result in §8 is the following, which
describes the decomposition of the restriction of a genuine principal series I(σ) of GL2
to SL2.
Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 8.15). Denote by T (resp. T o) the covering torus of GL2 (resp.
SL2). Let σ ∈ Irrgen(T ).
• Suppose that n is odd. Let σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) be the genuine smooth irreducible
representation of T o determined by the relation χσo = χσ|Z(To). Then
I(σ) |SL2≃ nc |nc|
−1/2 · I(σo).
• Suppose that n is even. Fix a σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) such that χσo agrees with χσ on
Z(T ) ∩ T o. Then we have
I(σ)|SL2 ≃
⊕
x∈F×/F×2
dc |dc|
−1/2 · Io(ηx,(n) ⊗ σo),
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where ηx,(n) is a certain non-genuine character of T o. Furthermore, if n ≡
2 (mod 4), then
I(σ)|SL2 ≃
⊕
x∈F×/F×2
dc |dc|
−1/2 · Io(ηx,(2) ⊗ σo).
We highlight that if n is even and I(σ) is an unramified genuine principal series rep-
resentation, there are always ramified genuine principal series representations appearing
as direct summands in I(σ)|SL2 . Hence, one inevitably has to study local coefficients
matrix for certain ramified genuine principal series of SL2 as well, in order to unveil the
behaviour of such a matrix under the restriction. We refer the reader to the beginning of
§8 for a more detailed discussion.
1.1.5. Fifth, for SL2, we study in the general case (without assuming gcd(n, p) = 1
whenever possible) a local coefficients matrix M(w, σo, s, ψ) and also the two invariants
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) and det(M(w, σo, s, ψ)),
for the latter of which we concentrate on σo arising from the restriction of an unramified
genuine principal series of GL2. The computation of such a matrix (especially in the
ramified case) seems to be a delicate issue, as we actually express the entries of such
a matrix in terms of certain γ-factors or γ˜-factors, see Proposition 9.4 and Proposition
9.5. The above two invariants are expressed in terms of (metaplectic-)gamma factors and
Plancherel measures, and this constitutes the main results in §9.
Theorem 1.5 (Theorems 9.8, 9.12 and 9.13). Regarding the trace, we have
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ))
=(dim σo)
−1 ·
{∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
γ(1− s, χ−1η, ψ) if n 6≡ 2 (mod 4);∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
γ˜(1− s, χ−1η, ψ) if n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
On the other hand, for determinant:
• Assume n 6≡ 0 (mod 4), gcd(n, p) = 1, the character ψ is normalized and that σo
occurs in an unramified element of Irrgen(T ). Then,
det(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) = µ(σo, s)
1−d
2 ·
{
γ(1− ds, χ−d, ψ) if n is odd;
γ˜(1− ds, χ−d, ψ) if n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
• Assume that n ≡ 0 (mod 4), gcd(n, p) = 1, f(ψ) = 0 and σo is unramified. Then,
det(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) =
(
ηu,(n)χ
−1(̟)qs
)d
· µ−
d
2 (σo, s).
Now for a genuine principal series I(σ) of GL2, by using the explicit decomposition
I(σ)SL2 described in Theorem 8.15, we compute the two invariants
Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) and det(M(w, σ, s, ψ))
for GL2 to obtain the following.
Theorem 1.6 (Theorems 10.6 and 10.9). Fix σ ∈ Irrgen(T ). Let χ be a linear character
of F× associated with σ.
• To consider the trace, if n ≡ 0 (mod 4), then we assume that gcd(p, n) = 1. One
has
Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) =
|gcd(n, 4c+ 1)|
1
2
gcd(n, 4c+ 1)
·
∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×n
γ(1− s, χ−1η, ψ).
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• To consider the determinant, we assume that gcd(p, n) = 1 and σ is unramified.
Also assume f(ψ) = 0. Then
det(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) = τ(n) · µ(σ, s)
(1−n)nc
2 · γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ)nc ,
where
τ(n) =
{
(−1, ̟)2 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4);
1 otherwise.
With reference to the previous notation, for SL2 one has σo = i(χo) and thus
M(w, σo, 0, ψ) =MB(wα, i(χo));
similarly
M(w, σ, 0, ψ) =MB(wα, i(χ))
for GL2. Also, the computation of det(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) and det(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) above is
compatible with Theorem 1.1 in the unramified case.
One application of our investigation is to understand the contrast between det(M(wα, i(χ)))
and det(M(wα, i(χo))) for GL2 and SL2 respectively. More precisely, from our previous
work [GSS18], it is evident that one has a trichotomy for the “pattern” of det(M(wα, i(χo)))
in terms of the (meta-)gamma factor and Plancherel measure, depending on whether
n is odd, n ≡ 2, 0 mod 4. On the other hand, there is a uniform description of
det(M(wα, i(χ))), which was first observed in [Bud06] for a special family of unramified
principal series and also follows from our Theorem 4.17 discussed in §1.1.1 above. Now in
the proof of Theorem 10.9, it is visibly clear how the “trichotomy” phenomenon for the
expression of det(M(wα, i(χo))) is dissolved in the computation of det(M(wα, i(χ))): for
example, if n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then it accounts to a certain identity relating γ˜-factors and
γ-factors as shown in Corollary 4.5, which appears to be a mystery to us at the moment
despite its proven truth.
1.2. Several remarks. Since we only treat unramified principal series here for a general
reductive group G, for general principal series representations, more work remains to
be done. Indeed, for a general I(i(χ)), the space Whψ(I(i(χ))) is parametrized by a
discrete space Ftn(i(χ)) of size greater than |XQ,n| in general. There is also a natural
action of the Weyl group on Ftn(i(χ)). Presumably the analysis could be carried out in a
similar way as in the unramified case, and we believe that an analogue of Theorem 4.17
also holds; that is, det(T (wα, i(χ))
∗) is essentially a product of Plancherel measures and
gamma (or metaplectic gamma) factors. However, understanding the exponents of such
factors requires more delicate analysis, and one would have yet to find more evidence for
supporting any conjectural formula. We would like to leave this to a future work.
As mentioned in [GSS18], it is a crucial issue that our local results on Whittaker
functions could not be globalised to study global L-functions, as discussed in §1.1.2
above (see also Remark 5.7). It seems to us that one needs some new ideas to overcome
such difficulties. On the other hand, for classical groups the extension of the doubling
method by Cai, Friedberg, Ginzburg and Kaplan [CFGK19,CFK] represents an important
advance in handling global L-functions, see especially the recent work [Kap] on coverings
of the symplectic groups.
Nevertheless, we hope that this paper could help clarifying the relation between the
local coefficients matrix MBχ(w, i(χ)) and the scattering matrix SR(w, i(χ); rw) which
appear in literature. Indeed, since these two matrices differ by an invertible matrix
C(Bwχ,Bχ; rw), thus their ranks are equal. That is, it is immaterial to consider either
MBχ(w, i(χ)) or SR(w, i(χ); rw) for the purpose of determining the rank; in fact in liter-
ature the scattering matrix SR(w, i(χ); r
un
w ) in the unramified setting is a preferred choice
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since its entries can be explained by incorporating the twisted Weyl group action men-
tioned above and discussed in §1.1.1. This is also the practice in the existing work on
theta representations, see [KP84,Gao17].
Despite their subtle difference, we hope to emphasize via the investigation in this
paper that both MBχ(w, i(χ)) and SR(w, i(χ); rw) are important objects for studying
representation of G, especially when there is a natural choice of rw. The fact that each
of these two matrices has its own advantage suggests the necessity of studying them
simultaneously, which is actually the main novelty in the starting point of our paper. We
believe that a tale of these two matrices together (rather than any of them alone) will
encode a fascinating story of the representation theory for covering groups, especially
that pertinent to a Langlands-Shahidi theory of covering groups.
Lastly, we remark that in the context of covering groups, we strive to work with the
minimal and necessary assumption that µn ⊂ F
×, though for computational simplicity
we may assume the stronger inclusion µ2n ⊂ F
× at various places. However, the latter
compromising assumption will be explicated whenever a theorem is proved based on it, as
there is non-negligible arithmetic arising from the difference between the two assumptions,
for example, see Remark 4.24.
1.3. Acknowledgement. The project was initiated when F. Gao held a Golomb post-
doctorate fellowship at Purdue university. He would like to thank Professors Shahidi,
C.-P. Mok and the faculty in the mathematics department in general for hospitality and
encouragement during his stay. The paper was largely completed when the authors were
attending the Singapore conference “On the Langlands Program: Endoscopy and Be-
yond” in 2019 January. F. Shahidi and D. Szpruch would like to thank the conference
organizers, the NUS mathematics department and IMS for support and hospitality. The
authors would also like to thank the referees for very insightful and helpful comments on
an earlier version of the paper. Improvements have been made at various places in the
paper following the referees’ suggestions.
F. Shahidi is partially supported by the NSF grant DMS-1801273.
2. Covering groups
2.1. Notation. Let F be a finite extension of Qp. Denote by OF the ring of integers
and p ⊂ OF its maximal ideal. Let
q := |OF/p|
be the size of the residual field. We fix once and for all a uniformizer ̟ of F×. We
normalize the absolute value on F such that |̟| = q−1.
Let ψ be a non-trivial character of F . For a ∈ F×, let ψa be the character of F given
by
ψa(x) = ψ(ax).
We define f(ψ), the conductor of ψ, to be the smallest positive integer k such that ψ is
trivial on pk. We say that ψ is normalized if
f(ψ) = 0.
For a ramified character χ of F× we define f(χ), the conductor of χ, to be the smallest
integer k such that χ is trivial on 1+pk. For an unramified character χ of F× (i.e., trivial
on O×F ), we set f(χ) = 0.
Let G be a group; we denote its center by Z(G).
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2.2. K2-extension. Let G be a split connected linear reductive group over F with root
datum:
(X,Φ,∆; Y,Φ∨,∆∨).
Here X and Y denote the character and cocharacter lattices of a fixed maximal split
torus T ⊂ G. The sets Φ and Φ∨ denote the roots and coroots respectively. We fix a set
of simple roots ∆ ⊂ Φ, and an associated Borel subgroup B = TU. Let
Y sc ⊂ Y
be the sublattice generated by all coroots. Denote by
W = N(T)/T
the Weyl group for (G,T). We identifyW with the group of reflections of Y ⊗Q generated
by wα for all α
∨ ∈ Φ∨. Fix a Chevalley-Steinberg system of pinnings:
{eα : Ga → Uα : α ∈ Φ} ,
where Uα is the root subgroup associated to α. Let Gder := [G,G] be the derived
subgroup of G and let
Gsc ։ Gder
be the simply-connected cover. We have the groups of rational points
G,B = TU,Gsc, Gder
ofG,B,Gsc and Gder respectively. By abuse of language, we call G reductive, semisimple
or almost-simple whenever G is reductive, semisimple or almost-simple respectively.
Consider the following data:
• an integer-valued bilinear form D : Y × Y → Z such that
Q(y) := D(y, y)
is an integer-valued Weyl-invariant quadratic form on Y ;
• a homomorphism
η : Y sc → F×
of Y sc, which is completely determined by the finite set
{η(α∨) : α ∈ ∆} .
For any integral Weyl-invariant quadratic form Q, there exists D satisfying the above
equality; in this case, we call D a bisector associated to Q. Then
B(x, y) := D(x, y) +D(y, x)
is an integer-valued Weyl-invariant bilinear form on Y .
It is shown by Brylinski and Deligne (under an equivalent formulation given in [Wei14,
GG18]) that there is an equivalence of Picard categories:
CExt(G,K2)→ {(D, η)} ,
where CExt(G,K2) denotes the category of K2-extensions G of G. There are natural
homomorphisms on the two categories, see [GG18] for details. Assume that F× contains
the full group µn of n-th roots of unity. An n-fold cover, in the sense of [Wei18], is just
(G, n). We note that if Gder is simply-connected, then one may assume η = 1 without
loss of generality on the isomorphism class of G.
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2.3. Hilbert symbol and Lagrangian decomposition. We identify µn as a subgroup
of C× via a fixed embedding µn →֒ C
×. Denote by
(−,−)n : F
× × F× → µn
the n-th power Hilbert symbol. Observe that if n is odd then µ2n ⊆ F
× as µn and −1
generate µ2n.
In the rest of this subsection, we will recall some technical results on the Hilbert symbol
and the Lagrangian decomposition, which will be mainly used later in §8 to construct
genuine principal series for covers of SL2 and GL2. The reader may skip to §2.4 to avoid
this digression.
In general, for every m|n one has the m-th Hilbert symbol (−,−)m, which gives a
perfect pairing between F×/F×m and F×/F×m, see [Wei95, page 260]. In particular, it
identifies F×/F×m with its dual, ̂F×/F×m, which may also be identified with the group
of characters of F× whose order divides m. One has (see [Lan94, page 48])
(2.1) [F× : F×m] = m2 · |m|−1 .
Moreover, for an integer c′ ∈ Z, if we write m = m1m2 with m1 = gcd(m, c
′), then (see
[CO13, Lemma 1])
F×m2 = {x ∈ F× | xc
′
∈ F×m}.
For every x ∈ F×,
(2.2) (x, x)m = (−1, x)m.
In particular, if µ2m ⊂ F
×, then
(2.3) (x, x)m = (−1, x)m = 1.
Also, if mm′ divides n then
(2.4) (x, y)m
′
mm′ = (x, y)m.
In particular, (x, y)m = (x, y)
n/m
n .
For every x ∈ F×, we have the character
ηx,(m) : F
× → C× given by ηx,(m)(a) := (x, a)m.
Note that ηx,(m) is determined by the image of x in F
×/F×m. In particular, it is trivial
if and only if x ∈ F×m. We view ηx,(m) as a character of F
×/F×
m
. Conversely, every
character of F×/F×m is of the form ηx,(m). It follows from the orthogonality of characters
that for x ∈ F×, one has
(2.5)
∑
a∈F×/F×m
ηa,(m)(x) =
{
[F× : F×m] if x ∈ F×m;
0 otherwise.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that m|n. For an integer c, if we set m = m1m2 where m1 =
gcd(m, c), then
Ker(ηcx,(m)) = Ker(ηx,(m2)).
Proof. Write c = m1c2. By (2.4) we have
Ker(ηcx,(m)) = Ker(η
m1c2
x,(m1m2)
) = Ker(ηc2x,(m2)).
Since Im(ηx,(m2)) ⊆ µm2 and gcd(m2, c2) = 1, we are done. 
Lemma 2.2. Let m, l be two integers such that m and ml both divide n.
(i) The map x 7→ ηx,(ml) |F×m gives an isomorphism from F
×/F×l to ̂F×m/F×ml.
(ii) The map x 7→ ηx,(ml) gives an isomorphism from F
×m/F×ml to ̂F×/F×l.
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(iii) Let L be a set of representatives of F×/F×l. The map (a, b) 7→ ηa,(ml) · ηb,(m) gives
a bijection from the set L× F×/F×m to ̂F×/F×ml.
Proof. Every character of F×m whose kernel contains F×ml is of the form
ηx,(ml)|F×m.
For x, y ∈ F×, we have
(x, ym)ml = (x, y)l.
Thus, ηx,(ml)|F×m is the trivial character if and only if x ∈ F
×l. This proves (i).
It follows from (2.4) that every character of F× which is trivial on F×l is of the form
ηx,(ml), where x ∈ F
×m. Moreover, ηx,(ml) is the trivial character if and only if x ∈ F
×ml.
This gives us (ii).
To prove (iii), it is sufficient to show that the map (a, b) 7→ ηa,(ml) ·ηb,(m) is an injection.
Thus, we assume
ηa,(ml) · ηb,(m) = ηc,(ml) · ηd,(m).
Then for all x ∈ F×, we have
(ac−1, x)ml · (bd
−1, x)m = 1.
In particular, for all x ∈ F×m, one has
(ac−1, x)ml = 1;
equivalently, for all z ∈ F×,
(ac−1, zm)ml = 1.
This implies that ηac−1,(l) is the trivial character. Thus ac
−1 ∈ F×l. Since a, c ∈ L, we
deduce that a = c. This shows that ηb,(m) = ηd,(m). The proof is now completed. 
For a subgroup J ⊂ F× (or a subgroup of F×/F×m), we define
J⊥(m) =
⋂
x∈J
Ker(ηx,(m)).
If J ⊂ F×, then we view J⊥(m) as a subgroup of F
×. On the other hand, if J ⊂ F×/F×m,
then we consider J⊥(m) ⊂ F
×/F×m.
Lemma 2.3. Let J ⊂ F× be a subgroup containing F×m. Then map
φ : F×/J⊥(m) → Ĵ/F
×m
given by
φ
(
x · J⊥(m)
)
= ηx,(m)|J
is a well-defined isomorphism. In particular,
[F× : J⊥(m)] = [J : F
×m].
Proof. Every character of J/F×m is of the form ηx,(m)|J for some x ∈ F
×. By definition,
ηx,(m)|J is trivial if and only if x ∈ J
⊥
(m). 
Definition 2.4. A subgroup J of F×/F×m (resp. of F×) is called an m-Lagrangian
subgroup if J = J⊥(m) ⊂ F
×/F×m (resp. as subgroups in F×).
If J ⊆ F× is an m-Lagrangian subgroup, then it follows from (2.1) that |m|−
1
2 ∈ N
and moreover
[F× : J ] = [J : F×m] =
√
[F× : F×m] = m · |m|−
1
2 .
Note that J ⊆ F× is an m-Lagrangian subgroup if an only if its image in F×/F×m is an
m-Lagrangian subgroup of F×/F×m.
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Definition 2.5. Let J and K be two Lagrangian subgroups of F×/F×m. The pair (J,K)
is called a Lagrangian decomposition of F×/F×m if F×/F×m = J ×K and that the map
b 7→ ηb,(m)|J gives an isomorphism from K to Ĵ .
Note that if (J,K) is a Lagrangian decomposition of F×/F×m, then J ≃ K and both
are of size m · |m|−
1
2 .
Lemma 2.6 ([Szp19, Lemma 2.3]). If µ2m ⊆ F
×, then a Lagrangian decomposition of
F×/F×m exists. Furthermore, if (J,K) and (J ′, K ′) are two Lagrangian decompositions
of F×/F×m, then there exists a group automorphism θ of F×/F×m preserving (−,−)m
such that θ(J) = J ′ and θ(K) = K ′.
Lemma 2.7. Let J ⊂ F× be an m-Lagrangian subgroup and l ∈ N. If gcd(l, m) = 1,
then the map x 7→ xl gives rise to an automorphism of F×/J and also of J/F×m.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that m′|m and m|n. If µ2m′ ⊆ F
×, then every m-Lagrangian
subgroup of F× is contained in an m′-Lagrangian subgroup.
Proof. Let J ⊆ F× be an m-Lagrangian subgroup. Write m = m′t. We note that for any
x, y ∈ J ,
1 = (x, y)tm = (x, y)m′.
Thus, J ⊆ J⊥(m′). We now describe a finite inductive process, which will give us the desired
result.
Set J0 = J . If J0 is an m
′-Lagrangian subgroup, then we are done. Otherwise, there
exists x ∈ F× which lies outside J0 such that (x, j)m′ = 1 for all j ∈ J . Since µ2m′ ⊆ F
×,
(x, x)m′ = 1. Define J1 to be the group generated by x and J . Clearly ,
J  J1 ⊆ J1
⊥
(m′).
If J1 = J1
⊥
(m′), we stop. Otherwise we continue the argument in a similar way as above.
This process must end at one point since F×/F×
m′
is finite. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.9. Let m, l be two integers such that (ml)|n. Let J ⊆ F× be an m-Lagrangian
subgroup. Then
J⊥(ml) = J
l, where J l := {xl | x ∈ J}.
In particular, ̂J/F×ml ≃ F×/J l and
[F× : J l] = m |m|−1/2 · l2 |l|−1 .
Proof. For all x, y ∈ J we have
(xl, y)ml = (x, y)
l
ml = (x, y)m = 1.
This shows that J l ⊆ J⊥(ml). On the other hand, if y 6∈ J , then there exists x ∈ J such
that (x, y)ml 6= 1. Indeed, this follows from the equality (x, y)
l
ml = (x, y)m along with the
fact that J is an m-Lagrangian subgroup. Thus we have shown
J l ⊆ J⊥(ml) ⊆ J.
We now show that if y ∈ J lies outside J l, then there exists x ∈ J such that (x, y)ml 6= 1.
From the assumption on y, it follows that there exists a character χ of J/J l such that
χ(y) 6= 1. Since J ⊇ F×m, we deduce that J l ⊇ F×ml. Thus, the pullback of χ to J must
be of the form ηx,(ml)|J for some x ∈ F
×. Since ηx,(ml)|J l is trivial, we have for all z ∈ J
1 = (x, zl)ml = (x, z)m.
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Thus, since J is an m-Lagrangian subgroup, we deduce that x ∈ J . We have proven
J⊥(ml) = J
l. Note that
(2.6)
[J : F×
ml
] = [J : F×
m
] · [F×
m
: F×
ml
] = [J : F×
m
] ·
[F× : F×
ml
]
[F× : F×m]
= m |m|−1/2
(ml)2 |ml|−1
m2 |m|−1
= m |m|−1/2 · l2 |l|−1
The rest follows from Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.10. Assume that gcd(p, n) = 1.
(i) Let Km = O
×
FF
×m. Let
K = O×FF
×m/F×m, J = ̟ZF×m/F×m.
Then Km is an m-Lagrangian subgroup of F
×. Both J and K are isomorphic
to the cyclic group with m elements. If µ2m ⊆ F
×, then (J,K) is a Lagrangian
decomposition of F×/F×m.
(ii) If n is even, then a set of representatives for F×/F×2 is given by {1, u,̟−1, u̟−1}
where ηu,(n) is unramified with η
n/2
u,(n)(̟) = −1 and f(η̟,(n)) = 1.
Proof. Under the condition p ∤ n, we have [F× : F×m] = m2. Also (−,−)m is trivial on
O×F × O
×
F . The assertion (i) now follows from the non-degeneracy of the Hilbert symbol
along with (2.3). For the proof of (ii), we simply note that 1+p ⊂ F×n (see [Lan94, page
43]). 
2.4. Topological covers. In the setting of §2.2, every K2-extension G gives rise to an
n-fold central covering
µn G G
ι p
by pushing out the short exact sequence
K2(F ) G(F ) G(F )
p
via the n-th Hilbert symbol
(−,−)n : K2(F )→ µn.
The above extension G of G by µn is a central extension of locally compact topological
groups with µn a finite and discrete subgroup. The embedding ι and the projection p are
continuous, and moreover p induces an isomorphism
G/ι(µn) ≃ G
of topological groups.
A representation of G is called genuine if µn acts via the fixed embedding µn →֒ C
×. In
this paper, we consider genuine representations of G (and its subgroups containing µn),
and denote the isomorphism class of such genuine representations by Irrgen(G). Occa-
sionally, we also consider anti-genuine representations, such that the action of µn is given
by the inverse of the embedding µn ⊂ C
×.
The structure of G is described elegantly in terms of generators and relations in the
early work of Steinberg [Ste62], Matsumoto [Mat69] and Moore [Moo68] etc, mostly
for covers of semisimple groups. The work of Brylinski and Deligne [BD01] allows an
extension of such description to covers of general reductive groups. See also the work
[Wei11,Wei14,Wei18,GG18] following this description.
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The covering group G splits over unipotent subgroups canonically and G-equivariantly,
where the action of G on G is by conjugation. Namely, if U ⊂ G is a unipotent subgroup,
then there is a unique splitting sU : U → G satisfying
sU(gug
−1) = gsU(u)g
−1,
where the right hand side is independent of the choice of lifting g ∈ G of g ∈ G.
Denote by eα(F ) the splitting of eα(F ) in G. For any α ∈ Φ and x ∈ F
×, define
(2.7) wα(x) := eα(x)e−α(−x
−1)eα(x)
and
(2.8) hα(x) := wα(x)wα(−1).
For any α ∈ Φ, for simplicity we write
wα := wα(1).
When we consider the case n = 1 (i.e. G = G), we will use the notations eα, wα, hα for
eα, wα, hα respectively.
Let W ′ ⊂ G be the subgroup generated by wα for all α ∈ Φ. Then the map wα 7→ wα
gives a surjective homomorphism
W ′ ։W
with kernel being a finite group (see [Sav04]). For any w = wαk ...wα2wα1 ∈ W in a
minimal decomposition, we let
w := wαk ...wα2wα1 ∈ W
′
be its representative, which is independent of the minimal decomposition (see [Ste16,
Lemma 83 (b)] and [BLS99, Page 141]). In particular, we denote by wG ∈ G the above
representative of the longest Weyl element wG of W . Note that we also have the natural
representative
w := wαk ...wα2wα1 ∈ G
of the above w ∈ W . In particular, one has the representative wG ∈ G for wG, which is
the image of wG in G.
The groupG, which is associated to the data (D, η) ofG, is generated by {eα(F ) : α ∈ Φ}
and {y(a) : y ∈ Y, a ∈ F×}, where Y is the cocharacter lattice of G. Relations among the
generators include the following:
(A) eα(x) is additive in x.
(B) If α and β are roots with α + β 6= 0, then the commutator
[eα(x), eβ(y)] =
∏
eiα+jβ(ci,jx
iyj),
where i and j are positive integers and ci,j ’s are certain integers.
(B)’ For any α ∈ Φ and x ∈ F×:
wα(x)eα(u)wα(x)
−1 = e−α(−x
2u).
(C) There exists a section s of T over T such that
s(y1(a)) · s(y2(b)) = s(y1(a) · y2(b)) · (a, b)
D(y1,y2)
n
for any y1, y2 ∈ Y and a, b ∈ F
×. For any α ∈ ∆ and x ∈ F×:
hα(x) = s(α
∨(x)) · (η(α∨), x)Q(α
∨)
n .
(D) For t ∈ T whose image in T is denoted by t, one has
wα · t · w
−1
α = t · hα(α(t)
−1).
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Here the relations (A), (B), (B)’ follow from [Wei11, Page 249, Theorem 2], the first
equality relation in (C) follows from [BD01, §3.9] (see also [Wei14, Page 100]) and the
second relation in (C) follows from [GG18, Proposition 2.5]. Lastly, the relation (D) is
given in [BD01, Proposition 11.9].
By (C) above, the commutator T × T → µn is given by
[y1(a), y2(b)] = (a, b)
B(y1,y2)
n ,
where yi ∈ Y and a, b ∈ F
×. Fix a uniformizer ̟ ∈ F . For any y ∈ Y , we write
ε := (−1, ̟)n ∈ µn, sy := s(y(̟)) ∈ T .
Moreover, in this paper, we assume that the composition
ηn : Y
sc → F× → F×/(F×)n
of η with the obvious quotient is trivial. Thus, it follows immediately from this assumption
and (C) above that
hα(̟
k) = skα∨
for every k ∈ Z. Moreover, this assumption on ηn entails many other consequences
including on the existence of an isomorphism
LG ≃ G
∨
×WF
for the L-group of G (to be discussed in §2.7), and on the existence of splitting of G over
K (as we will discuss in §3.5). For more detailed discussion on this, we refer the reader
to [GG18]. For convenience, we may also write
w(t) := wtw−1
for t ∈ T .
Lemma 2.11. For y ∈ Y and α ∈ ∆, one has
wα(sy) = ε
〈y,α〉D(y,α∨) · s
wα(y).
If µ2n ⊂ F
×, then the map s : Y → T given by y 7→ sy is a homomorphism; moreover, in
this case, w(sy) = s
w(y) for every w ∈W and y ∈ Y .
Proof. The first equality follows from (C) and (D) above. The rest of the statement is
clear, since ε = 1 if µ2n ⊂ F
×. 
2.5. Dual group. For a cover (G, n) associated to (D, η), with Q and BQ arising from
D, we define
(2.9) YQ,n := Y ∩ nY
∗,
where Y ∗ ⊂ Y ⊗Q is the dual lattice of Y with respect to BQ; more explicitly,
YQ,n = {y ∈ Y : BQ(y, y
′) ∈ nZ for all y′ ∈ Y } ⊂ Y.
For every α∨ ∈ Φ∨, denote
nα :=
n
gcd(n,Q(α∨))
and
α∨Q,n = nαα
∨, αQ,n =
α
nα
.
Let
Y scQ,n ⊂ YQ,n
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be the sublattice generated by Φ∨Q,n = {α
∨
Q,n : α
∨ ∈ Φ∨}. Denote XQ,n = HomZ(YQ,n,Z)
and ΦQ,n = {αQ,n : α ∈ Φ}. We also write
∆∨Q,n = {α
∨
Q,n : α
∨ ∈ ∆∨} and ∆Q,n = {αQ,n : α ∈ ∆} .
Then (
YQ,n, Φ
∨
Q,n, ∆
∨
Q,n; XQ,n, Φ
∨
Q,n,∆Q,n
)
forms a root datum with a choice of simple roots ∆Q,n. It gives a unique (up to unique
isomorphism) pinned reductive group G
∨
Q,n over Z, called the dual group of (G, n). In
particular, YQ,n is the character lattice for G
∨
Q,n and ∆
∨
Q,n the set of simple roots. Let
G
∨
Q,n := G
∨
Q,n(C)
be the associated complex dual group. We may write G
∨
for G
∨
Q,n whenever no confusion
arises. The center of G
∨
Q,n is
Z(G
∨
Q,n) = Hom(YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n,C
×).
Let H be the pinned split reductive group over F such that
H∨ ≃ G
∨
Q,n,
where H∨ is the Langlands dual group of H. Then H is the principal endoscopic group
of (G, n), and clearly H = G if n = 1.
For fixed (G, Q) with G a semisimple group, we want to show the periodicity of
G
∨
Q,n, as n changes. On one hand, this is not very surprising as there are only finitely
many semisimple groups associated with a fixed type of root system. Thus, the set{
G
∨
Q,n : n ∈ N
}
can be partitioned into finitely classes, each containing only isomorphic
groups. On the other hand, the periodicity we will prove shows that there exists c ∈ N
and a partition such that each class can be represented by
{
G
∨
Q,n0+ck
: k ∈ N
}
for some
no.
To proceed, we define for a ∈ N and E ∈ Z the number
aE :=
a
gcd(a, E)
∈ N,
and prove a general lemma which will be used in a later section in the paper as well.
Lemma 2.12. Let V be a finite-dimensional Q-vector space and let v ∈ V be a fixed
element. Let L1, L2 ⊂ V be lattices which are commensurable, i.e., there exists a lattice
L ⊂ V such that [Li : L] < ∞ for i = 1, 2. Let E ∈ Z\ {0} be a fixed nonzero integer.
Consider
S(n) := (n−1E (L1 − v)) ∩ L2 ⊂ V.
Then, there exists c := c(L1, L2) ∈ N depending only on L1 and L2 such that
S(n+ c) = S(n)
for all n. Similarly, if we define S ′(n) := (n−1E (L1 − v)) ∩ (nn
−1
E · L2) ⊂ V , then there
exists c′ = c′(L1, L2) such that S
′(n + c′) = S ′(n) for all n.
Proof. Let {e1, e2, ..., er} be a basis for L2. Let k1, k2, ..., kr ⊂ N be such that kiei lies in
L1 for all i. Denote k = lcm {ki : 1 ≤ i ≤ r}.
Let c := |E| · k. Note that
(n + c)E =
n + c
gcd(n+ c, E)
=
n+ c
gcd(n,E)
= nE + k · |E|n .
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One has
y ∈ (n−1E · (L1 − v)) ∩ L2
⇐⇒ y =
∑
i
aiei with ai ∈ Z such that nE · (
∑
i
aiei) + v ∈ L1
⇐⇒ y =
∑
i
aiei with ai ∈ Z such that (n+ c)E · (
∑
i
aiei) + v ∈ L1
⇐⇒ y ∈ ((n+ c)−1E · (L1 − v)) ∩ L2.
This completes the proof for S(n). The above consideration applies to S ′(n) with an easy
modification, by noting that for the c above one has (n+ c) · (n + c)−1E = n · n
−1
E . 
Proposition 2.13. Let G be a semisimple group and Q a fixed Weyl-invariant quadratic
form on Y . Then there exists a number c := c(G, Q) ∈ N such that
G
∨
Q,n ≃ G
∨
Q,n+c
for all n.
Proof. If Q = 0, then G
∨
Q,n = G
∨ (the Langlands dual group of G) for all n; in this case
we simply take c = 1. Now in the proof below we assume that Q 6= 0.
There are two cases we discuss, depending on whether there are two lengths of the
co-roots in Φ∨ of G.
First, assume that the coroot system Φ∨ is simply-laced. Then G
∨
Q,n is a semisimple
group with coroot system the same type as G. Therefore, it is determined uniquely by
the center Z(G
∨
Q,n) = Hom(YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n,C
×) of G
∨
Q,n; or equivalently, by YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n. Here,
Y scQ,n = nαY
sc, where nα is independent of the coroot α
∨. Thus,
YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n ≃ (n
−1
α YQ,n)/Y
sc.
Consider
M = {y ∈ Y ⊗Q : B(y, z) ∈ Z for all z ∈ Y } .
Now it follows that
n−1α YQ,n = {y ∈ Y ⊗Q : nαy ∈ Y and n|B(nαy, z) for all z ∈ Y }
= (n−1α Y ) ∩ (nn
−1
α M).
Applying Lemma 2.12 with (L1, L2, E, v) = (Y,M,Q(α
∨), 0), we see that there exists
c := c(G, Q) such that Z(G
∨
Q,n) = Z(G
∨
Q,n+c).
Second, we consider the case where G is not simply-laced. Let α∨, β∨ ∈ ∆∨ be two
adjacent nodes in the Dynkin diagram such that α∨ is long and β∨ is short.
Let l := |〈β, α∨〉| be the ratio of lengths of α∨ over β∨. We have Q(α∨) = l · Q(β∨).
Define
Y sc♭ = 〈giα
∨
i : 1 ≤ i ≤ r〉,
where
gi =
{
1 if α∨i is long , and
l if α∨i is short.
Define
NG,Q :=
{
n : nαi = nαj for all i, j
}
= {n : l ∤ nβ} .
We have
Y scQ,n =
{
nα · Y
sc if n ∈ NG,Q
nα · Y
sc
♭ if n ∈ N−NG,Q.
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For any n ∈ NG,Q we have YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n ≃ (n
−1
α YQ,n)/Y
sc, where
n−1α YQ,n = (n
−1
α Y ) ∩ (nn
−1
α M)
for any long coroot α. Again, by Lemma 2.12, there exists c1 := c1(G, Q) such that
n−1α YQ,n = (n + c1)
−1
α YQ,n+c1. By replacing c1 by a multiplier of it, we may assume that
c1 is divisible by Q(α
∨). We get
(n+ c1)β =
n+ c1
gcd(n+ c1, Q(β∨))
=
n+ c1
gcd(n,Q(β∨))
= nβ + l · (c1)β.
Thus n+ c1 ∈ NG,Q for any n ∈ NG,Q.
On the other hand, for n ∈ N−NG,Q, one has
YQ,n
Y scQ,n
=
(n−1α Y ) ∩ (nn
−1
α M)
Y sc♭
.
A similar argument shows that there exists c2 := c2(G, Q) such that for all n ∈ N−NG,Q
we have n+ c2 ∈ N−NG,Q and YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n ≃ YQ,n+c2/Y
sc
Q,n+c2
.
Taking c = lcm {c1, c2} completes the proof. 
2.6. Weyl orbits. Let
ρ :=
1
2
∑
α∨>0
α∨
be the half sum of all positive coroots ofG. Denote byw(y) the natural Weyl group action
on Y and Y ⊗Q generated by the reflections wα. We consider the twisted Weyl-action
w[y] := w(y − ρ) + ρ.
Clearly Y is stable under this twisted action. Throughout the paper, we denote
yρ := y − ρ ∈ Y ⊗Q
for any y ∈ Y , and thus
w[y]− y = w(yρ)− yρ.
One important reason motivating the consideration of w[·] is that it is involved in describ-
ing the entries of the scattering matrices and local coefficients matrices, the main objects
of interest in our paper. Such observation was initially made by Kazhdan-Patterson
[KP84] for covers of GLr.
Define
X
sc
Q,n = Y/Y
sc
Q,n, XQ,n = Y/YQ,n.
Since YQ,n and Y
sc
Q,n are both Weyl-invariant with respect to the action w(−), both the
usual action w(−) and w[−] descend to give well-defined actions on X scQ,n and XQ,n.
From now on, by Weyl orbits in Y or Y ⊗Q we always refer to the ones with respect to
the action w[y], unless specified otherwise. For any subgroup W ′ ⊂W , denote by
OW ′(XQ,n)
the set of twisted W ′-orbits in XQ,n. if W
′ = W , we simply write O(XQ,n) instead. We
also denote by
fX : Y ։ XQ,n,
the natural quotient map, which isW -equivariant with respect to the twisted Weyl action.
Define analogously
ρQ,n :=
1
2
∑
α∨>0
α∨Q,n,
the half sum of all positive coroots of the principal endoscopic linear group H of (G, n).
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Example 2.14. We consider the case of SL2 where Y = Y
sc = Zα∨. For every n ∈ N,
we define
d =
n
gcd(2, n)
.
Let Q : Y → Z be the quadratic for such that Q(α∨) = −1. One has
• if n is odd, then YQ,n = Y
sc
Q,n = Z(nα
∨) and XQ,n ≃ Z/nZ;
• if n = 2d is even, then YQ,n = Z(dα
∨) and Y scQ,n = Z(nα
∨), and in this case
XQ,n ≃ Z/dZ.
In any case, the twisted action of wα on Y is given by
wα[kα
∨] = (1− k)α∨.
The same formula describes the twisted action on XQ,n and X
sc
Q,n.
2.7. L-group. In [Wei14,Wei18], Weissman constructed the global L-group as well as
the local L-group extension
G
∨
Q,n
LG WF ,
which is compatible with the global L-group. Here WF is the Weil group of F . His
construction of L-group is functorial, and in particular it behaves well with respect to
the restriction of G to parabolic subgroups. More precisely, let M ⊂ G be a Levi
subgroup. By restriction, one has the n-cover M of M . Then the L-groups LM and LG
are compatible, i.e., there are natural homomorphisms of extensions:
G
∨
Q,n
LG WF
M
∨
Q,n
LM WF .
For details on the construction and some properties regarding the L-group, we refer the
reader to [Wei14,Wei18,GG18].
For convenience of reference, we recall the following result shown in [GG18]. Under
the assumption that ηn = 1, there exists a so-called distinguished genuine character
χψ : Z(T )→ C
×,
depending on a nontrivial additive character ψ of F , such that the following properties
hold:
• the character χψ takes values in µ4 ⊆ C
× and is Weyl-invariant, i.e., χψ(w
−1 · t ·
w) = χψ(t) for all t ∈ Z(T ) and w;
• χψ gives rise to a splitting of
LG over WF , with respect to which one has an
isomorphism LG ≃χψ G
∨
×WF .
3. Local coefficients matrix and scattering matrix
3.1. Whittaker functionals. Let ψ : F → C× be a nontrivial character. By abuse of
notation, denote by
ψ : U → C×
the unique character such that
ψ(eα(x)) = ψ(x)
for every α ∈ ∆ and x ∈ F . We identify U as a subgroup of G via the canonical splitting
given by eα(x) 7→ eα(x).
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Let (π, Vπ) ∈ Irrgen(G) be a genuine irreducible representation of G. A functional
λ : Vπ → C is called a ψ-Whittaker functional if
λ(π(u)v) = ψ(u) · λ(v)
for all u ∈ U and v ∈ Vπ. Denote by Whψ(π) the space of ψ-Whittaker functionals
for π. It follows from the work of Patel [PP15], which generalizes [MW87] by Moeglin-
Waldspurger, that
dimWhψ(π) <∞ for every π ∈ Irrgen(G).
3.2. Local coefficients matrix. Let
P =MN ⊂ G
be a parabolic subgroup of G associated with θ ⊂ ∆. Let (σ, Vσ) ∈ Irrgen(M), where Vσ
is a space of realization of σ.
Consider the normalized induced representation
IG
P
(σ) = IndGP (σ)
of G. Let P′ =M′N′ be the parabolic subgroup corresponding to θ′ ⊂ ∆. Define
W θ,θ = {w ∈ W : w(θ) = θ′} .
Call P and P′ associated if W θ,θ 6= ∅. Let w ∈ W θ,θ
′
. Then wMw−1 = M′. Let w ∈ G
the natural representative given in §2.4. We obtain a representation wσ of M
′
given by
wσ(m′)(v) := σ(w−1mw)(v)
for any m′ ∈ M
′
and v ∈ Vσ. In particular, for the underlying vector space, we have
Vwσ = Vσ.
Consider the intertwining operator
T (w, σ) : IG
P
(σ)→ IG
P
′(wσ)
given by the meromorphic continuation of the integral
(3.1) T (w, σ)(f)(g) =
∫
Nw
f(w−1ng)dn
where Nw = U ∩ (wN
−w−1) with N− the unipotent opposite N . Let
a∗M,C = X(M)⊗C.
There is a natural action of χ ∈ a∗M,C on σ by twisting χ ⊗ σ. We write Oσ,C for the
orbit a∗M,C · σ, which has a complex analytic structure. It is known that T (w,−) defines
a meromorphic function on Oσ,C, see [Sha81, Page 323, Theorem 2.2.2] and [Wal03,
Thoereme IV.1.1]. In most part of this paper, we only consider the generic case where
T (w, σ) is holomorphic at σ. (However, in Corollary 10.5 we also consider the case of
singular T (w, σ) pertaining to reducibility of representation.)
By dualizing, the intertwining operator T (w, σ), whenever holomorphic at σ, gives a
linear map between finite dimensional vector spaces:
T (w, σ)∗ : Whψ(I
G
P
′(wσ)) Whψ(I
G
P
(σ)).
Let ψM be the restriction of ψ to the unipotent radical UM of the Borel subgroup TUM
of M . Here ψM and w are compatible (in the sense of [Sha10, Page 51]). We have a
natural isomorphism (see [CS80,Rod73], [Sha81, §3] or [Sha10, §3.3])
J(σ) : WhψM (σ)→Whψ(I
G
P
(σ))
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given by
J(σ)(λ)(f) =
∫
N ′
λ(f(w−10 n
′)) · ψ(n′)dn′,
where N ′ = w−10 N
−w−10 with w
−1
0 = wl · wl,M . Here wl (resp. wl,M) is the longest
Weyl element in the Weyl group W (T,G) (resp. W (T,M)). Note that the injectivity of
J(σ) follows from [Sha81, Proposition 3.1]. Rodier’s heredity asserting dimWhψM (σ) =
dimWhψ(I
G
P
(σ)), which was proved in [Ban98] for covers of GLr but extends naturally
to general G, enforces J(σ) to be an isomorphism of vector spaces.
Similarly, one has
J(wσ) : WhψM′ (
wσ)→Whψ(I
G
P
′(σ)).
At the same time, since Vwσ = Vσ, we also have a canonical identification
ι : WhψM (σ) = WhψM′ (
wσ).
To verify this identification, we note that l ∈ WhψM (σ) if and only if l(σ(u)(v)) =
ψM(u) · v for all u ∈ UM , v ∈ Vσ. Now for every u
′ ∈ UM ′ one has w
−1u′w ∈ UM and
ψM ′(u
′) = ψ(u′) = ψ(w−1u′w) = ψM (w
−1u′w),
where the second equality follows from the fact that ψ(eα(x)) = ψ(x) for all simple root
α, and also w−1eα(x)w = ew−1(α)(x) if w
−1(α) ∈ ∆ (see [Spr09, Proposition 9.3.5]). Thus
we get
l(wσ(u′)(v)) = l(σ(w−1u′w)(v)) = ψM(w
−1u′w) · v = ψM ′(u
′) · v
for all u′ ∈ UM ′ and v ∈ Vwσ = Vσ. This shows that l ∈ WhψM′ (
wσ) and gives the
canonical ι.
One thus has a natural isomorphism of vector spaces
C = J(wσ) ◦ ι ◦ J(σ)−1 : Whψ(I
G
P
(σ)) Whψ(I
G
P
′(wσ)).
We therefore obtain an endomorphism
(3.2) T (w, σ)∗ = T (w, σ)∗ ◦ C : Whψ(I
G
P
(σ)) Whψ(I
G
P
(σ))
of the finite dimensional vector space Whψ(I
G
P
(σ)) ≃WhψM (σ).
Definition 3.1 ([Szp19, §4]). A local coefficients matrix associated to (P,w, σ) is the ma-
trixMB(w, σ) representing T (w, σ)
∗ with respect to an ordered basis B ⊂Whψ(I
G
P
(σ)).
Remark 3.2. An equivalent way of obtainingMB(w, σ) is as follows. The ordered basis
B gives rise to an ordered basis C(B) ⊂ Whψ(I
G
P
′(wσ)). Then MB(w, σ) is just the
matrix representing T (w, σ)∗ with respect to the two ordered bases C(B) and B.
If n = 1, i.e. G = G, then T (w, σ)∗ is scalar valued and is the reciprocal of the local
coefficients studied by the second author for linear algebraic groups. It is one of the
starting point of the Langlands-Shahidi theory of L-functions for linear algebraic groups.
For general covering G, the characteristic polynomial
top∧
(X · id− T (w, σ)∗) = det(X · id−MB(w, σ))
of T (w, σ)∗ can be computed by considering any local coefficient matrix MB(w, σ), and
it is independent of chosen basis B. As mentioned in the Introduction, our goal in this
paper is to investigate the two invariants (i.e. as coefficients of the above characteristic
polynomial) Tr(MB(w, σ)) and det(MB(w, σ)).
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3.3. Genuine principal series representation. Considering the Borel subgroup B =
TU, since U splits canonically in G, we have B = T ⋉ U . The covering torus T is a
Heisenberg group with center Z(T ). Moreover,
Z(T ) = φ−1(Im(iQ,n)),
where
iQ,n : YQ,n ⊗ F
× → T
is the isogeny induced from the embedding YQ,n ⊂ Y .
Let χ ∈ Irrgen(Z(T )) be a genuine character of Z(T ). Let A ⊂ T be a maximal
abelian subgroup. By the Stone-von Neumann theorem (see [Wei09, Theorem 3.1]), the
construction
χ 7→ i(χ) := IndTA(χ
′)
gives a bijection between the isomorphism classes of genuine representations of Z(T ) and
T , where χ′ is any extension of χ to A. In fact, the isomorphism class is independent of
the choice of A as well. As a consequence of the non-degeneracy of the commutator map
on T/Z(T ) × T/Z(T ), there is a Lagrangian decomposition of T/Z(T ), see [Wei16, §2].
In particular, [T : Z(T )] ∈ N is a square and one has
dim i(χ) = [T : A] =
√
[T : Z(T )].
We note that the group W does not act on i(χ), but only on its isomorphism class, see
[McN12, Page 310]. On the other hand, we have a well-defined action of W on χ given
by
(wχ)(t) := χ(w−1tw).
The two representations wi(χ) and i(wχ) are isomorphic since they have the same central
character. If we fix an isomorphism
(3.3) rw :
wi(χ)→ i(wχ),
then it induces an isomorphism also denoted by
rw : I(
wi(χ))→ I(i(wχ)).
For simplicity of notation, we may denote
I(χ) := I(i(χ))
for any χ ∈ Irrgen(Z(T )). Every element in I(χ) is viewed as an i(χ)-valued function.
3.4. Parametrization of Whψ(I(χ)). We would like to have a concrete parametrization
of the space of Whψ(I(χ)), which will enable a natural basis B. The parametrization
arises essentially from composing the Jacquet integral with functionals of i(χ).
Let Ftn(i(χ)) be the vector space of functions c on T satisfying
c(t · z) = c(t) · χ(z), t ∈ T and z ∈ A.
The support of c ∈ Ftn(i(χ)) is a disjoint union of cosets in T/A. For every γ ∈ T , let
cγ ∈ Ftn(i(χ)) be the unique element satisfying
supp(cγ) = γ · A and cγ(γ) = 1.
Clearly, cγ·a = χ(a)
−1 ·cγ for every a ∈ A. If {γi} ⊂ T is a chosen set of representatives of
T/A, then {cγi} forms a basis for Ftn(i(χ)). Let i(χ)
∨ be the vector space of functionals
of i(χ), which affords the contragredient representation of i(χ). The set {γi} gives rise
to linear functionals lγi ∈ i(χ)
∨ such that lγi(φγj ) = δij , where φγj ∈ i(χ) is the unique
element such that
supp(φγj ) = A · γ
−1
j and φγj(γ
−1
j ) = 1.
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See also [CO13]. It is easy to see that for every γ ∈ T and a ∈ A, one has
φγa = χ(a) · φγ, lγa = χ(a)
−1 · lγ.
Moreover, there is a natural isomorphism of vector spaces
Ftn(i(χ)) ≃ i(χ)∨
given by
c 7→ lc :=
∑
γi∈T/A
c(γi) · lγi .
It can be checked easily that this isomorphism does not depend on the choice of repre-
sentatives for T/A.
Furthermore, there is an isomorphism between i(χ)∨ and the space Whψ(I(χ)) of ψ-
Whittaker functionals on I(χ) given by
l 7→ λl
with
λl : I(χ)→ C, f 7→ l ◦ J(f) where J(f) =
(∫
U
f(w−1G u)ψ(u)
−1du
)
∈ i(χ).
Here f ∈ I(χ) is an i(χ)-valued function on G. For any c ∈ Ftn(i(χ)), write λc ∈
Whψ(I(χ)) for the ψ-Whittaker functional of I(χ) associated to lc. Therefore, c 7→ λc
gives an isomorphism between Ftn(i(χ)) and Whψ(I(χ)). For γ ∈ T , we will write
λγ := λcγ .
To avoid confusion, we may write λχ instead of λ ∈Whψ(I(χ)) to emphasize the under-
lying representation I(χ) involved. It is clear that
(3.4) dimWhψ(I(χ)) = dim i(χ)
∨ =
√
[T : Z(T )].
In fact, we believe that the following holds.
Conjecture 3.3. Let G be an n-fold Brylinski-Deligne cover of a connected reductive
group G. Then
dimWhψ(π) ≤
√
[T : Z(T )]
for every π ∈ Irrgen(G).
The above conjecture is motivated from the fact that for linear algebraic group, the
generic element in an L-packet has the minimal Bernstein support (see [Han18]). This
we expect to be true for covering groups as well, and that the full principal series has
the highest dimension for the Whittaker space. We also note that [GSS18, Corollary 2.8]
follows from the above conjecture.
3.5. Unramified I(χ). If |n|F = 1, let K ⊂ G be the hyperspecial maximal compact
subgroup generated by T(O) and eα(O) for all root α. With our assumption that ηn is
trivial, the group G splits over K (see [GG18]) and we fix such a splitting
sK : K →֒ G.
We call such G (together with the fixed splitting over K) an unramified group. If no
confusion arises, we will simply write
K ⊂ G
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and omit sK . Moreover, a representation π ∈ Irrgen(G) for an unramified G is called
unramified if πK 6= 0, in which case we have dim πK = 1. In particular, I(χ) is unramified
if and only if χ is unramified, i.e., χ is trivial on Z(T ) ∩K.
If G is an unramified group, then
A := Z(T ) · (K ∩ T )
is a maximal abelian subgroup of T with
XQ,n ≃ T/A.
In this case,
dimWhψ(I(χ)) = dim i(χ) = |XQ,n| .
Since
A/(T ∩K) ≃ Z(T )/Z(T ) ∩K,
which we denote by Y Q,n, there is a natural abelian extension
(3.5) µn Y Q,n YQ,n.
ϕ
Unramified genuine characters of both Z(T ) and A correspond to a genuine character of
Y Q,n. In particular, any unramified χ of Z(T ) has a canonical unramified extension to
A, which we also denote by χ. Let f0 ∈ I(χ) be the normalized unramified vector such
that f0(1G) ∈ i(χ) is the unramified vector with f0(1G)(1T ) = 1.
Definition 3.4. The i(χ)-valued unramified Whittaker function W is given by
W(g) = J (I(χ)(g)(f0)) for every g ∈ G,
while Wc(g) := lc (W(g)) is a scalar-valued unramified Whittaker function for every
c ∈ Ftn(i(χ)).
For convenience, for γ ∈ T , we may also denote
Wγ :=Wcγ
for the scalar valued Whittaker function associated to cγ.
3.6. Scattering matrix. Let χ be a genuine character of Z(T ). Let
R = {γi : i ∈ I} ⊂ T
be an ordered set of representatives of the quotient T/A. We denote by
Bχ =
{
λχγi : γi ∈ R
}
⊂Whψ(I(χ))
the ordered basis for the Whittaker functionals arising from {lγi} ⊂ i(χ)
∨. Note that the
restriction of the dual representation i(χ)∨ of T to A is given by
i(χ)∨ =
⊕
γi∈R
C · lγi ,
an isotypic sum with the action of A on C · lγi given by χ
−1. Thus, the basis Bχ is a
natural choice.
Let
rw :
wi(χ)→ i(wχ)
be an isomorphism. We use T (w, χ; rw) to denote the composite
T (w, χ; rw) := rw ◦ T (w, i(χ)) : I(i(χ))→ I(
wi(χ))→ I(i(wχ))
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of the intertwining map T (w, i(χ)) (see (3.1)) with the isomorphism between I(wi(χ))
and I(i(wχ)) induced from rw (see (3.8)). It induces a homomorphism
T (w, χ; rw)
∗ = T (w, i(χ))∗ ◦ r∗w : Whψ(I(
wχ))→Whψ(I(χ)),
where
r∗w : Whψ(I(
wχ))→Whψ(I
w(χ))
is the isomorphism induced from rw. The set R also gives rise to an ordered basis
Bwχ =
{
λ
wχ
γi
: γi ∈ R
}
⊂Whψ(I(
wχ)).
That both Bχ and Bwχ are defined using the same R motivates the consideration of
T (w, χ; rw) instead of T (w, χ). In fact, we have the following
Definition 3.5. A scattering matrix SR(w, i(χ); rw) is the matrix representing the map
T (w, χ; rw)
∗ with respect to the ordered bases Bwχ and Bχ, both of which depend on R.
The matrix SR(w, i(χ); rw) was first investigated in [KP84] and then studied extensively
in [KP84,Pat87,Suz91,Suz97,Suz98,Suz11,McN16] along the same line. In another direc-
tion, we refer to [BBB19,BBBF18] and reference therein for the recent work investigating
such matrix or its analogue (coined as R-matrices there) in the representation theory of
quantum groups.
The natural isomorphism
C : Whψ(I(χ))→Whψ(I(
wi(χ))
from §3.2 gives rise to an isomorphism
(3.6) Crw := (r
−1
w )
∗ ◦ C : Whψ(I(χ))→Whψ(I(i(
wχ)).
We denote by
C(Bwχ,Bχ; rw)
the matrix representing Crw with respect to the two ordered bases Bχ and Bwχ. We have
the following commutative diagram
(3.7)
Whψ(I(i(
wχ))) Whψ(I(
wi(χ))) Whψ(I(i(χ)))
Whψ(I(i(χ))),
r∗w
T (w,χ;rw)∗
T (w,i(χ))∗
Crw
C
T (w,i(χ))∗
where T (w, i(χ))∗ is given in (3.2). It immediately gives:
Lemma 3.6. Retain the above notations, we have
MBχ(w, i(χ)) = SR(w, i(χ); rw) ◦ C(Bwχ,Bχ; rw).
We would like to discuss the matrix SR(w, i(χ); rw) in more detail. Following the
notation in [KP84], we write
SR(w, i(χ); rw) = [τ(w, χ, γ, γ
′)]γ,γ′∈R
such that
T (w, χ; rw)
∗(λ
wχ
γ ) =
∑
γ′∈R
τ(w, χ, γ, γ′) · λχγ′.
In particular, τ(w, χ,−, γ′) denotes the “rows” of the matrix SR(w, i(χ); rw) and τ(w, χ, γ,−)
the “columns”. In fact, we will consider slightly a more general pseudo-matrix
[τ(w, χ, γ, γ′)]γ∈R,γ′∈R′,
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where R,R′ ⊂ T are both ordered sets of representatives of T/A, such that for every
γ ∈ R,
T (w, χ; rw)
∗(λ
wχ
γ ) =
∑
γ′∈R′
τ(w, χ, γ, γ′) · λχγ′ .
In general, there is no canonical choice of rw, and thus the scattering matrix depends
sensitively on such a choice. In particular, different choices of rw may give non-conjugate
scattering matrices. Nevertheless, in the unramified setting, we have a preferred choice
given as follows. For this, we resume the setting of §3.5. In particular, χ is unramified and
that ψ is of conductor OF . With the choice of A and canonical unramified extension of χ
to A (and thus the realization IndTAχ for i(χ)) as in §3.5, we have a natural isomorphism
(3.8) runw :
wi(χ)→ i(wχ) given by f 7→ runw (f)(t) := f(w
−1tw),
where w ∈ K ⊂ G. Here runw sends the normalized unramified vector of
wi(χ) to that of
i(wχ).
We will describe the matrix [τ(w, χ, γ, γ′)] representing T (w, χ; runw )
∗. A remark is in
order on the dependence of the matrix [τ(w, χ, γ, γ′)] on the measures. Note that there
are a priori three choices of measures: a measure du of Nw in the definition of T (w, i(χ))
in (3.1), a measure du′ of U in the definition of λχγi, and a measure du
′′ of U in the
definition of λ
wχ
γi
. We conveniently assume that du′ = du′′ and thus the local coefficients
matrix [τ(w, χ, γ, γ′)] depends only on the measure du of Nw.
We first show that T (w, χ; runw )
∗ satisfies the cocycle relation. For this purpose, we
denote runw,χ :
wi(χ)→ i(wχ) for the isomorphism runw given above.
Lemma 3.7. Let w,w′ ∈ W be such that l(w′w) = l(w′) + l(w). Then one has
T (w′w, χ; runw′w,χ) = T (w
′,wχ; runw′,wχ) ◦ T (w, χ; r
un
w,χ).
Proof. The claimed result follows from the following commutative diagram:
I(i(χ)) I(wi(χ)) I(i(wχ))
I(w
′wi(χ)) I(w
′
i(wχ))
I(i(w
′
wχ)).
T (w,i(χ))
T (w′w,i(χ))
runw,χ
T (w′,wi(χ)) T (w′,i(wχ))
runw,χ
run
w′w,i(χ)
run
w′,wχ
The commutativity of the upper triangle follows as in the linear case, i.e., the cocycle
relation for T (w, σ). The lower triangle commutes by the defining formula of runw,χ in (3.8).
It is also easy to check that the square commutes by considering (3.1) and (3.8). This
completes the proof since T (w, χ; runw,χ) = r
un
w,χ ◦ T (w, i(χ)) by definition. 
The matrix [τ(w, χ, γ, γ′)]γ∈R,γ′∈R′ representing T (w, χ; r
un
w )
∗ satisfies some immediate
properties:
• For w ∈ W and z, z′ ∈ A, the identity
(3.9) τ(w, χ, γ · z, γ′ · z′) = (wχ)−1(z) · τ(w, χ, γ, γ′) · χ(z′)
holds.
• For w1,w2 ∈ W such that l(w2w1) = l(w2) + l(w1), one has
(3.10) τ(w2w1, χ, γ, γ
′) =
∑
γ′′∈T/A
τ(w2,
w1χ, γ, γ′′) · τ(w1, χ, γ
′′, γ′),
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where the sum is well-defined, independent of any chosen representative γ′′. The
above equality follows from Lemma 3.7, and is also referred to as the cocycle
relation.
In view of the cocycle relation in (3.10), the understanding of τ(w, χ, γ, γ′) in principle is
reduced to the case where w = wα for some α ∈ ∆.
To explicate the entries of [τ(wα, χ, γ, γ
′)], we will take the Haar measure du on F such
that du(OF ) = 1, and thus du(O
×
F ) = 1− 1/q. The measure of each unipotent subgroup
Uα involved in the intertwining operator T (w, χ; r
un
w ) and in the definition of Jacquet
integral J(i(χ)) (see §3.2) is the push-out of the measure du via eα : F → Uα.
The Gauss sum is given by
Gψ(a, b) =
∫
O×F
(u,̟)an · ψ(̟
bu)du, a, b ∈ Z.
It is known that
Gψ(a, b) =

0 if b < −1,
1− 1/q if n|a, b ≥ 0,
0 if n ∤ a, b ≥ 0,
−1/q if n|a, b = −1,
Gψ(a,−1) with |Gψ(a,−1)| = q
−1/2 if n ∤ a, b = −1.
Recalling ε = (−1, ̟)n ∈ µn, one has
Gψ(a, b) = ε
a ·Gψ(−a, b).
For any k ∈ Z, we write
gψ(k) := Gψ(k,−1).
The following was first proved by Kazhdan-Patterson [KP84] for covers of GLr and later
generalized to general G by McNamara [McN16] (with some refinement from [Gao17]).
Theorem 3.8. Let γ = sy1 and γ
′ = sy with y1, y ∈ Y . Then we can write τ(wα, χ, γ, γ
′) =
τ 1(wα, χ, γ, γ
′) + τ 2(wα, χ, γ, γ
′) with the following properties:
• τ i(wα, χ, γ · z, γ
′ · z′) = (wαχ)−1(z) · τ i(wα, χ, γ, γ
′) · χ(z′), z, z′ ∈ A;
• τ 1(wα, χ, γ, γ
′) = 0 unless y1 ≡ y mod YQ,n;
• τ 2(wα, χ, γ, γ
′) = 0 unless y1 ≡ wα[y] mod YQ,n.
Moreover,
• if y1 = y, then
τ 1(wα, χ, γ, γ
′) = (1− q−1)
χ(hα(̟
nα))ky,α
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
, where ky,α =
⌈
〈y, α〉
nα
⌉
;
• if y1 = wα[y], then
τ 2(wα, χ, γ, γ
′) = ε〈yρ,α〉·D(y,α
∨) · gψ−1(〈yρ, α〉Q(α
∨)).
Now, for w = wαl ...wα1 ∈ W written in a minimal decomposition with αi ∈ ∆, let
∆
w
= {αi : 1 ≤ i ≤ l} .
It is known that ∆
w
⊂ ∆ is independent of the minimal decomposition chosen (see
[Bou02, Page 12]). Denote by W (∆
w
) ⊂W the parabolic subgroup generated by ∆
w
. In
particular, W = W (∆
wG
).
Take an order set of representatives of T/A as
R = {syi : 1 ≤ i ≤ |XQ,n|} ,
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where {yi} ⊂ Y is an ordered set of representatives of XQ,n. Let W
′ be a subgroup such
that
W (∆
w
) ⊂W ′ ⊂W.
Define an equivalence relation on R by requiring that yi is equivalent to yj if their images
yˆi and yˆj in XQ,n lies in the same W
′-orbit; that is, if
yi ≡ w[yj ] mod YQ,n for some w ∈ W
′.
Then we could reorder elements in R such that R is decomposed into an ordered equiv-
alent classes:
(3.11) R =
⊔
k
Rk,
and there are |OW ′(XQ,n)|-many equivalence classes. In particular, ifW
′ acts transitively
on XQ,n, then k = 1 with R1 = R.
In general, by abuse of notation, we denote
SRk(w, i(χ); r
un
w ) := [τ(w, χ, γ, γ
′)]γ,γ′∈Rk .
Corollary 3.9. With notations as above, we have
SR(w, i(χ); r
un
w ) =
⊕
k
SRk(w, i(χ); r
un
w ),
where the right hand side denotes the diagonal block matrix with each block arising from
Rk.
Proof. The decomposition was already observed in [Suz97, §3.2]. More precisely, the
cocycle relation (3.10) coupled with Theorem 3.8 shows that τ(w, χ, sy, sz) = 0, if yˆ and
zˆ lie in different W (∆
w
)-orbits in XQ,n. Since W
′ ⊃W (∆
w
), the statement follows. 
Clearly, one can consider the case W ′ = W , where the decomposition (3.11) is always
independent of w.
4. Plancherel measure and gamma factor
The goal of this section is to determine completely
det(MBχ(wα, i(χ))) for α ∈ ∆
in the unramified setting, in terms of the Plancherel measure and gamma or metaplectic
gamma factor, where Bχ depends on a chosen R as in the preceding section. It is not
visibly clear how to directly compute det(MBχ(wα, i(χ))) with respect to a chosen ordered
set R.
However, by Lemma 3.6, the local coefficients matrixMBχ(wα, i(χ)) is closely related to
the scattering matrix SR(w, i(χ); r
un
w ) which, by Corollary 3.9 (applied toW
′ = W (∆
wα)),
is essentially a diagonal block matrix. Moreover, since
W (∆
wα) = {id,wα}
is an order two group, each equivalence class Ri in (3.11) has size 2 or 1, corresponding
to the two sizes of W (∆
wα)-orbits in XQ,n. That is, SRi(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ) is either a two
by two matrix or a scalar. This is the key observation in our strategy of computing
det(MBχ(wα, i(χ))). Therefore, we will first analyze and compute
det(SR(w, i(χ); r
un
w ))
and then
det(C(Bwχ,Bχ; r
un
w )),
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and combine the results. In fact, as a byproduct of analysing C(Bwχ,Bχ; r
un
w ), we also
give an explicit description of MB(wα, i(χ)).
We remark that in our first step of computing det(SR(w, i(χ); r
un
w )), we assume only
the necessary condition that µn ⊂ F
×. However, in a later stage we impose the stronger
assumption that µ2n ⊂ F
× while dealing with det(C(Bwχ,Bχ; r
un
w )). Thus, our formula
for det(MBχ(wα, i(χ))) is proven under this stronger condition. However, our description
of the matrix MB(wα, i(χ)) per se relies only on µn ⊂ F
×.
4.1. Weil index. We denote by dψx the Haar measure on F which is self dual with
respect to ψ and we set
d×ψx =
dψx
|x|
,
which is a Haar measure on F×. Let
(4.1) ω(ψ) = lim
r→∞
∫
p−r
ψ(x2)dψ2x ∈ µ8
be the unnormalized Weil index defined in [Wei64], where ψa(x) = ψ(ax). Since the
sequence in the above definition of ω(ψ) stabilizes, one has
(4.2) ω−1(ψ) = ω(ψ−1).
Also, (4.1) implies that ω(ψa) = ω(ψ) for all a ∈ F
×2. Equivalently, the map a 7→ ω(ψa)
is a well defined function on F×/F×2. By [Wei64, §14], for all a, b ∈ F×
(4.3) (a, b)2 = ω(ψ)ω(ψ−a)ω(ψ−b)ω(ψab).
Now, the normalized Weil index ωψ is defined as
(4.4) ωψ(a) =
ω(ψa)
ω(ψ)
.
In particular,
ωψ(F
×2) = 1.
The equality (4.3) implies that the map a 7→ ωψ(a) splits the Hilbert symbol, i.e.,
(4.5) ωψ(ab) = ωψ(a)ωψ(b)(a, b)2.
In particular, ωψ(a)
2 = (a, a)2 = (a,−1)2. This implies that ωψ(F
×) ⊆ µ4 and that if
−1 ∈ F×2, then ωψ(F
×) ⊆ µ2. It follows from (4.3) that
(4.6) ωψa(x) = ηa,(2)(x) · ωψ(x).
In particular, it follows from (4.2) that
(4.7) ωψ(x)
−1 = (−1, x)2 · ωψ(x).
Lemma 4.1. Assume that p is odd and f(ψ) is even. Fix u ∈ O×F . Then ωψu(O
×
F ) =
ωψ(O
×
F ) = 1. If in addition −1 ∈ F
×2 and u is not a square, then {ωψ(̟), ωψu(̟)} = µ2.
Proof. The first assertion is well known, for a proof see [Szp10, Lemma 3.4]. To prove
the second assertion, note that ωψu(̟) = ωψ(̟)(u,̟)2; since (O
×
F , O
×
F )2 = 1, it follows
from the non-degeneracy of the Hilbert symbol that (u,̟)2 = −1. 
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4.2. Tate γ-factor. Let
χ : F× → C×
be a character. Depending on a nontrivial character ψ, Tate [Tat67] defined a gamma
factor γ(s, χ, ψ), s ∈ C, which is essentially the ratio of the two integrals involving a test
function and its Fourier transform. We have
γ(s, χ, ψ) = ε(s, χ, ψ) ·
L(1− s, χ−1)
L(s, χ)
,
where L(s, χ) is the L-function of χ.
In fact, γ(1− s, χ−1, ψ) is given by the meromorphic continuation of
(4.8) lim
r→∞
∫
p−r
χ
s
(x)ψ(x) d×ψx,
where χ
s
= χ |·|s, see [Bum97, Page 278]. If χ is unitary, then this limit exists for
Re(s) > 0. Since χ = χ
u
|·|so for some unitary character χ
u
and so ∈ C, it follows
that the limit above exists for Re(s) ≫ 0. In fact, the sequence in (4.8) stabilizes as r
increases.
It is well-known that ε(s, χ, ψ) is a monomial function in q−s satisfying (see [Tat79] or
[Sch02, §1]):
ε(1− s, χ−1, ψ) = χ(−1) · ε(s, χ, ψ)−1,(4.9)
ε(s, χ, ψa) = χ(a) |a|
s− 1
2 · ε(s, χ, ψ),(4.10)
ε(s+ t, χ, ψ) = qf(ψ)−f(χ)t · ε(s, χ, ψ),(4.11)
ε(s, χξ, ψ) = ξ(̟)f(χ)−f(ψ)ε(s, χ, ψ),(4.12)
where ξ is any unramified character of F×. The following is proven in [Kah85] and
[Kah87]:
ωψ(a) = ε(1/2, ηa,(2), ψ−1)(4.13)
ω(ψ) = [F× : F×2]−
1
2
∑
c∈F×/F×2
ε(1/2, ηc,(2), ψ).(4.14)
(See also [Szp18] for proofs using notations which are closer to the ones used here.) Now
(4.13) combined with (4.5) imply that
(4.15) ε(1/2, ηa,(2), ψ) · ε(1/2, ηb,(2), ψ) = (a, b)2 · ε(1/2, ηab,(2), ψ).
Assume n is even, gcd(n, p) = 1 and that ψ is normalized and χ unramified. Let ξ be
any character of F×. If the restriction of ξ to F×n/2 is trivial, then (see [GSS18, Lemma
3.13])
(4.16) ε(s, χξ, ψ) · ε(s, χξ−1, ψ) = q1−2sχ2(̟).
We note here that (4.16) holds also under the slightly weaker assumption that the
restriction of ξ to F×n is trivial. Indeed, the proof of [GSS18, Lemma 3.13] is still valid
under this assumption. In fact, the following minor generalization of (4.16) will be used
in the proof of Theorem 9.13 later.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that n is even, gcd(n, p) = 1 and f(ψ) = 0. Let χ and ξ be two
characters of F×. Assume that χ2 is unramified and that the restriction of ξ to F×n is
trivial. Then, equality (4.16) holds.
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Proof. By assumption χ = χ
o
ν where χ
o
is an unramified character of F× and ν is a
quadratic character of F×. We have
ε(s, χξ, ψ) · ε(s, χξ−1, ψ) = ε(s, χ
o
(νξ), ψ) · ε(s, χ
o
(νξ)−1, ψ).
Since νξ is trivial on F×n, the lemma now follows from the remark preceding it. 
If χ is unramified and ψ is normalized, then ε(s, χ, ψ) = 1 and
L(s, χ) = (1− q−sχ(̟))−1.
In this case we write
γ(s, χ) := γ(s, χ, ψ) =
1− q−sχ(̟)
1− q−1+sχ(̟)−1
with the ψ omitted.
4.3. Metaplectic γ˜-factor. Let γ˜(s, χ, ψ) be the factor defined and studied in [Szp11].
Recall that γ˜(1− s, χ−1, ψ) is the meromorphic continuation of
(4.17) lim
r→∞
∫
p−r
χ
s
(x)ωψ(x)
−1ψ(x) d×ψx.
This limit exists for Re(s) ≫ 0. We first state a result on γ˜(s, χ, ψ) which will be used
later in §9.6 and §10.2.
Lemma 4.3. The following equality holds:∑
a∈F×/F×2
γ˜(s, χηa,(2), ψ) =
∑
a∈F×/F×2
γ(s, χηa,(2), ψ).
Proof. It is sufficient to assume Re(s) ≫ 0, in which case all the limits below exist. We
have ∑
a∈F×/F×2
γ˜(1− s, χ−1ηa,(2), ψ)
=
∑
a∈F×/F×2
lim
r→∞
∫
p−r
ηa,(2)(x)χs(x)ωψ(x)
−1ψ(x) d×ψx
= lim
r→∞
∫
p−r
( ∑
a∈F×/F×2
ηa,(2)(x)
)
χ
s
(x)ωψ(x)
−1ψ(x) d×ψx.
It follows form (2.5) that∑
a∈F×/F×2
γ˜(1− s, χ−1ηa,(2), ψ) = [F
× : F×2] · lim
r→∞
∫
p−r∩F×2
χ
s
(x)ωψ(x)
−1ψ(x) d×ψx.
Since ωψ(x)
−1 = 1 for all x ∈ F×2, we have shown that∑
a∈F×/F×2
γ˜(1− s, χ−1ηa,(2), ψ) = [F
× : F×2] · lim
r→∞
∫
p−r∩F×2
χ
s
(x)ψ(x) d×ψx.
In view of (4.8), a similar argument also gives that∑
a∈F×/F×2
γ(1− s, χ−1ηa,(2), ψ) = [F
× : F×2] · lim
r→∞
∫
p−r∩F×2
χ
s
(x)ψ(x) d×ψx.
This completes the proof. 
The computation of the principal value integral in (4.17) is contained in the unpublished
notes [Swe] by W. Jay Sweet, and was reproduced in the appendix of [GS16].
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Theorem 4.4 ([GS16, Theorem A.1]). One has the following equality
(4.18) γ˜(1− s, χ−1, ψ) = ω(ψ)χ(−1) ·
γ(s+ 1
2
, χ, ψ)
γ(2s, χ2, ψ2)
.
Corollary 4.5. Suppose that p is odd and that ψ is normalized. Let χ be an unramified
character of F×. Then,
(4.19)∏
a∈F×/F×2
γ˜(1− s, χ−1ηa,(2), ψ) = (̟,−1)2 · γ(1− 2s, χ
−2, ψ)2
L(2s, χ2)L(−2s, χ−2
)
L(1− 2s, χ−2)L(1 + 2s, χ2)
.
Proof. Since p is odd, we may apply Lemma 2.10 to the case n = 2. A set of rep-
resentatives for F×/F×2 is given by {1, u,̟, u̟}. We have that ηu,(2) is unramified,
ηu,(2)(̟) = −1 and f(η̟,(2)) = 1. In particular,∏
a∈F×/F×2
ηa,(2)(−1) = 1.
Since p is odd, 2 ∈ O×F . It follows from (4.9) and (4.10) that
γ(2s, χ2, ψ2)
−1 = γ(1− 2s, χ−2, ψ).
Therefore, by (4.18) we have∏
a∈F×/F×2
γ˜(1− s, χηa,(2), ψ) = γ(1− 2s, χ
−2, ψ)4 ·
∏
a∈F×/F×2
γ(s+
1
2
, χηa,(2), ψ)
Note that the right hand side of (4.19) equals
(̟,−1)2 · γ(1 + 2s, χ
2, ψ) · γ(1− 2s, χ−2, ψ)3.
Thus, the equality (4.19) is equivalent to
(4.20)
∏
a∈F×/F×2
γ(s+
1
2
, χηa,(2), ψ) = (̟,−1)2 · γ(2s, χ
2, ψ) · γ(1 + 2s, χ2, ψ).
A direct computation gives∏
a∈F×/F×2
γ(s+
1
2
, χηa,(2), ψ)
=γ(s+
1
2
, χ, ψ) · γ(s+
1
2
, χηu,(2), ψ) · γ(s+
1
2
, χη̟,(2), ψ) · γ(s+
1
2
, χη̟u,(2), ψ)
=
(
1− q−(s+
1
2
)χ(̟)
)(
1− qs−
1
2χ−1(̟)
) (1 + q−(s+ 12 )χ(̟))(
1 + qs−
1
2χ−1(̟)
) · ε(s+ 1
2
, χη̟,(2), ψ) · ǫ(s+
1
2
, χη̟u,(2), ψ).
By (4.11) and (4.12) we have∏
a∈F×/F×2
γ(s+
1
2
, χηa, ψ) =
1− q−2s−1χ2(̟)
1− q2s−1χ−2(̟)
q−2sχ2(̟) · ε(
1
2
, η̟,(2), ψ)ε(
1
2
, η̟u,(2), ψ),
where by (4.15),
ε(
1
2
, η̟,(2), ψ) · ε(
1
2
, η̟u,(2), ψ) = (̟, u̟)2 · ε(
1
2
, η̟2u,(2), ψ) = −(̟,̟) · ε(
1
2
, ηu, ψ).
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Since (̟,̟)2 = (−1, ̟)2 and ε(
1
2
, ηu, ψ) = 1, we deduce that∏
a∈F×/F×2
γ(s+
1
2
, χηa, ψ) = −(̟,−1)2 ·
L(1 − 2s, χ−2)
L(1 + 2s, χ2)
q−2sχ2(̟).
Equation (4.20) is thus finally reduced to
−q−2sχ2(̟) =
L(−2s, χ−2)
L(2s, χ2)
,
which clearly holds. This completes the proof. 
4.4. Plancherel measure, γ- and γ˜- factor. Let χ : Z(T ) → C× be an unramified
central character. Let T (w, i(χ)) : I(i(χ))→ I(wi(χ)) be the intertwining operator given
in (3.1) with measure ∏
α>0,Uα⊂Uw
duα
on Uw normalized such that duα is the measure on Uα = eα(F ) satisfying duα(eα(O)) = 1.
Let f0 ∈ I(i(χ)) and f
′
0 ∈ I(
wi(χ)) be the normalized unramified vectors. Denote
Φ
w
= {α > 0 : w(α) < 0} .
We have
T (w, i(χ))(f0) = cgk(w, i(χ)) · f
′
0,
where
cgk(w, i(χ)) =
∏
α∈Φ
w
1− q−1χ(hα(̟
nα))
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
is the Gindikin-Karpelevich coefficient (see [Cas80,McN11,McN16,Gao18a]). The Plancherel
measure µ(w, i(χ)) associated to T (w, i(χ)) is the meromorphic function on the variety
Oi(χ),C (see §3.2, and also [CO13, §3.1] for an explicit parametrization of Oi(χ),C for
Kazhdan-Patterson covers of GLr) such that
T (w−1, wi(χ)) ◦ T (w, i(χ)) = µ(w, i(χ))−1 · id.
More explicitly, if i(χ) is unramified, then
µ(w, i(χ))−1 = cgk(w
−1, wi(χ)) · cgk(w, i(χ)).
In §9.5.2, we will also discuss µ(w, i(χ))−1 for ramified i(χ).
For w = wα with α ∈ ∆, we define the gamma factor γ(wα, i(χ)) to be such that
(4.21) γ(wα, i(χ))
−1 =
1− q−1χ(hα(̟
nα))−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
.
Then clearly,
µ(wα, i(χ)) = γ(wα, i(χ)) · γ(w
−1
α ,
wαi(χ)).
We note that for α ∈ Φ and unramified χ, the linear character
χ
α
: F× → C×, given by χ
α
(a) := χ(hα(a
nα))
is an unramified character of F×. Moreover,
γ(wα, i(χ))
−1 = γ(0, χ
α
)−1 =
1− q−1χ
α
(̟)−1
1− χ
α
(̟)
,
where γ(s, χ
α
) is the Tate gamma factor.
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To consider the metaplectic gamma factor γ˜(wα, i(χ)), we assume that nα = 2mα with
mα odd and mαα
∨ ∈ YQ,n. Define
χ♮
α
: F× → C×
given by
χ♮
α
(a) := χ(hα(a
mα)) · ωψ(a)
−1,
where ωψ(−) : F
× → µ4 is the Weil index. We have:
Lemma 4.6. With notations as above, χ♮
α
is a character of F×, and moreover
χ
α
=
(
χ♮
α
)2
.
Proof. We write c := gcd(n,Q(α∨)) and Qα = Q(α
∨)/c. Then,
χ♮
α
(a) · χ♮
α
(b)
=χ(hα(a
mα)) · χ(hα(b
mα)) · ωψ(b)
−1 · ωψ(a)
−1
=χ(hα((ab)
mα)) · (a, b)m
2
αQ(α
∨)
n · ωψ(a)
−1 · ωψ(b)
−1 by relation (C) in §2.4
=χ(hα((ab)
mα)) · (a, b)m
2
αQ(α
∨)
n · ωψ(ab)
−1 · (a, b)mαcn
=(a, b)m
2
αQαc+mαc
n · χ
♮
α
(ab).
Now since mα and Qα are both odd, we see n|(mαc(mαQα + 1)). The first statement
follows, and the proof also shows that
(
χ♮
α
)2
= χ
α
. 
With the above assumption on nα, we define the metaplectic gamma-factor γ˜(wα, i(χ))
to be
(4.22) γ˜(wα, i(χ)) := γ˜(1, χ
♮
α
)−1,
the reciprocal of the γ˜-factor associated to χ♮
α
in §4.3, which by Lemma 4.1 and Theorem
4.4 is equal to
γ(0, χ
α
)
γ(1/2, χ♮
α
)
.
4.5. The matrix SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ). To proceed, we first introduce some notations. For
α∨ ∈ ∆∨, let Wα ⊂W be the order two subgroup generated by wα. The surjection
X
sc
Q,n ։XQ,n
induces a natural map of sets
φα : (X
sc
Q,n)
Wα → (XQ,n)
Wα,
which is not surjective in general. The property that φα is surjective is equivalent to the
following: if y + YQ,n lies in (XQ,n)
Wα, then y + Y scQ,n ∈ (X
sc
Q,n)
Wα. Recall the natural
surjection
fX : Y ։ XQ,n.
For y ∈ Y , denote yˆ := fX (y) ∈ XQ,n.
Definition 4.7. A point y ∈ Y is called:
• α-free if yˆ /∈ (XQ,n)
Wα;
• α-normal if yˆ lies in the image of φα;
• α-special if yˆ ∈ (XQ,n)
Wα − Im(φα), i.e., if it does not lie in the image of φα.
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Denote by
Y freα , Y
nor
α and Y
spe
α ⊂ Y
the set of α-free, α-normal and α-special points respectively. We have a decomposition
Y = Y freα ⊔ Y
nor
α ⊔ Y
spe
α .
Clearly, y is α-free if and only if the Wα-orbit of yˆ in XQ,n is free; also,
Y norα ⊔ Y
spe
α = f
−1
X
((XQ,n)
Wα).
In general, it is quite rare to have an α-special point, as shown by the following.
Proposition 4.8. For a covering group G and fixed α, if Y speα 6= ∅, then necessarily the
following hold:
(i) the root system of G is of type Cr, r ≥ 1;
(ii) α∨ is the unique short simple coroot, and nα ≡ 2 mod 4;
(iii) (X scQ,n)
Wα = ∅, i.e., in this case Y norα = ∅.
In particular, if G is almost-simple and Y speα 6= ∅, then necessarily G = Sp
(n)
2r with nα ≡ 2
mod 4 where α∨ is the unique short simple coroot.
Proof. By assumption, let y ∈ Y be an α-special point. Then y − wα[y] ∈ YQ,n − Y
sc
Q,n;
that is,
〈yρ, α〉α
∨ ∈ YQ,n − Y
sc
Q,n.
This gives that nα ∤ 〈yρ, α〉, but
(4.23) B(〈yρ, α〉α
∨, z) = 〈yρ, α〉 · 〈z, α〉Q(α
∨) ∈ nZ for every z ∈ Y.
In particular, nα|(2 〈yρ, α〉), by applying z ∈ α
∨.
Moreover, we have necessarily that 2| 〈z, α〉 for all z ∈ Y ; otherwise there exists z0 such
that 〈z0, α〉 = 1, which enforces nα| 〈yρ, α〉. In particular,
2| 〈β∨, α〉 for all β∨ ∈ ∆∨.
This shows that the root system of G is of type Cr and α is the unique long simple root.
We also see from the above that nα = 2mα is an even number for some mα. We claim
that mα has to be odd. From above, we have 〈yρ, α〉 = k ·mα with k an odd number. By
(4.23) we have
nα| 〈yρ, α〉 · 〈y, α〉 ,
that is, nα divides (kmα)(kmα+1), which implies that mα is odd. This proves the second
assertion.
Lastly, we show that in this case, there is no α-normal point. If y′ is α-normal, then
y′ −wα[y] ∈ Y
sc
Q,n; that is,
nα| 〈(y
′)ρ, α〉 .
However, since both nα and 〈y
′, α〉 are even, this is not possible. This completes the
proof. 
Definition 4.9. Let (G, n) be a cover of a connected reductive group G associated with
(D, η). It is called of metaplectic type if Y speα 6= ∅ for some α ∈ ∆.
We say that G is of metaplectic type, if it arises from a metaplectic (G, n). By Propo-
sition 4.8, if G is a cover of an almost-simple G, then G is of metaplectic type if and only
if G = Sp
(n)
2r , which arises from (Sp2r, n) such that nα ≡ 2 mod 4 for the unique simple
short-coroot α∨ of Sp2r. In particular, the classical degree-two metaplectic cover of Sp2r
is one such example.
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Corollary 4.10. For each α, we have either Y norα = ∅ or Y
spe
α = ∅. Also, there are
exactly three mutually exclusive cases for the map φα:
(i) X WαQ,n = ∅ (and thus necessarily (X
sc
Q,n)
Wα = ∅);
(ii) (X scQ,n)
Wα = ∅ but X WαQ,n 6= ∅;
(iii) if (X scQ,n)
Wα 6= ∅ and X WαQ,n 6= ∅, then φα is surjective with each fiber being a torsor
over Z(G
∨
Q,n).
Now, recall the decomposition ofR in (3.11) whenW ′ = Wα, then for every equivalence
class Rk ⊂ R, we have either
Rk = {yi, yj} or Rk = {yi} .
In the first case, yi is an α-free point and yi−wα[yj] ∈ YQ,n (thus, yj is also α-free). In the
second case, yi −wα[yi] ∈ YQ,n, and yi is either α-normal or α-special. For convenience,
we will write
τ(w, χ, yi, yj) := τ(w, χ, syi, syj ).
4.5.1. For α-free points. LetR = {yi, yj} with yi an α-free point. We compute det(SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w )),
where
SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ) =
[
τ(wα, χ, yi, yi) τ(wα, χ, yj, yi)
τ(wα, χ, yi, yj) τ(wα, χ, yj, yj)
]
.
Proposition 4.11. One has
det
(
SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w )
)
= (−1) · χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈(yi)ρ+(yj)ρ,α〉
nα · µ(wα, i(χ))
−1,
where µ(wα, i(χ)) is the Plancherel measure associated to wα and i(χ).
Proof. Recall in this case, yi − yj /∈ YQ,n and yi ≡ wα[yj]. Suppose
yi = wα[yj] + z, with z ∈ YQ,n.
Since yi − yj /∈ YQ,n, one has
SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ) =
[
τ 1(wα, χ, yi, yi) τ
2(wα, χ, yj, yi)
τ 2(wα, χ, yi, yj) τ
1(wα, χ, yj, yj)
]
.
We compute each entry explicitly. First,
τ 2(wα, χ, yi, yj)
=τ 2(wα, χ,wα[yj ] + z, yj)
=χ(̟z) · εD(wα[yj ],z) · τ 2(wα, χ,wα[yj], yj)
=χ(̟z) · εD(wα[yj ],z) · ε〈(yj)ρ,α〉·D(yj ,α
∨) · gψ−1(〈(yj)ρ, α〉Q(α
∨)).
Similarly, since yj = wα[yi]−wα(z), it gives that
τ 2(wα, χ, yj, yi) = χ(̟
−wα(z)) · εD(wα[yi],−wα(z)) · ε〈(yi)ρ,α〉·D(yi,α
∨) · gψ−1(〈(yi)ρ, α〉Q(α
∨)).
It follows that
τ 2(wα, χ, yj, yi) · τ
2(wα, χ, yi, yj) = χ(̟
〈z,α〉α∨) · q−1 · εP (i,j),
where
P (i, j) =D(wα[yj], z) + 〈(yj)ρ, α〉 ·D(yj, α
∨)
+D(wα[yi],−wα(z)) + 〈(yi)ρ, α〉 ·D(yi, α
∨)
+D(z,−wα(z)) + 〈(yi)ρ, α〉Q(α
∨).
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By noting that 〈yρ, α〉α
∨ = y − wα[y] for every y ∈ Y , and computing the residue of
P (i, j) modulo 2, we see that
P (i, j) =D(yi, z) +Q(z) +D(yj, yj − yi) +D(yj, z)
+D(yj,wα(z)) +Q(wα(z)) +D(yi, yi − yj) +D(yi,wα(z))
+D(z,wα(z)) +D(α
∨, yj − yi) +D(α
∨, z)
=D(yi + yj, z) +D(yi + yj,wα(z)) +Q(yi − yj)
+D(z,wα(z)) +D(α
∨, yj − yi) +D(α
∨, z)
= 〈z, α〉 ·D(〈(yj)ρ, α〉α
∨ + z, α∨) +Q(〈(yj)ρ, α〉α
∨ + z)
+D(z,wα(z)) +D(α
∨, 〈(yj)ρ, α〉α
∨)
= 〈(yj)ρ, α〉B(α
∨, z) + 〈z, α〉D(z, α∨)
+ 〈(yj)ρ, α〉
2Q(α∨) + 〈(yj)ρ, α〉B(α
∨, α) +Q(z)
+D(z,wα(z)) + 〈(yj)ρ, α〉Q(α
∨)
= 〈z, α〉D(z, α∨) +Q(z) +D(z,wα(z))
=0 ∈ Z/2Z.
That is, we have τ 2(wα, χ, yj, yi) · τ
2(wα, χ, yi, yj) = χ(̟
〈z,α〉α∨) · q−1. Hence,
det(SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w )) =
(
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
)2
χ(hα(̟
nα))kyi,α+kyj,α − χ(̟〈z,α〉α
∨
) · q−1,
where
kyi,α + kyj ,α =
⌈
〈yi, α〉
nα
⌉
+
⌈
〈yj, α〉
nα
⌉
=
⌈
2− 〈yi, α〉
nα
⌉
+
⌈
〈yj, α〉
nα
⌉
+
〈z, α〉
nα
.
By the proof of [Gao17, Lemma 3.9], we get kyi,α + kyj ,α = 1 + (〈z, α〉 /nα). Therefore
det(SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ))
=
(
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
)2
χ(hα(̟
nα))1+
〈z,α〉
nα − χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈z,α〉
nα · q−1
=(−1) · χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈z,α〉
nα ·
(
1− q−1χ(hα(̟
nα))
)
·
(
1− q−1(wαχ)(hα(̟
nα))
)(
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
)
·
(
1− (wαχ)(hα(̟nα))
)
=(−1) · χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈z,α〉
nα · µ(wα, i(χ))
−1.
Lastly, we check easily that 〈z, α〉 = 〈(yi)ρ + (yj)ρ, α〉. This completes the proof. 
4.5.2. For α-normal points. Let R = {yi} be a singleton with yi ∈ Y
nor
α . We would like
to compute the scalar
det(SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w )) = τ(wα, χ, yi, yi).
By assumption,
yi = wα[yi] + zi
for some zi ∈ Y
sc
Q,n; that is nα| 〈(yi)ρ, α〉 in this case.
Proposition 4.12. If yi is an α-normal point, then
τ(wα, χ, yi, yi) = χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈(yi)ρ,α〉
nα
+1 · γ(wα, i(χ))
−1.
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Proof. We have
τ(wα, χ, yi, yi)
=τ 1(wα, χ, yi, yi) + τ
2(wα, χ, yi, yi)
=
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
χ(hα(̟
nα))⌈
〈y,α〉
nα
⌉ + τ 2(wα, χ,wα[yi] + zi, yi)
=
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
χ(hα(̟
nα))⌈
〈y,α〉
nα
⌉
+ χ(sz) · ε
D(wα[yi],zi) · ε〈(yi)ρ,α〉·D(yi,α
∨) · gψ−1(〈(yi)ρ, α〉Q(α
∨))
Note that by assumption z = 〈(yi)ρ, α〉α
∨ ∈ Y scQ,n, and it follows from a straightforward
checking that the exponent of ε is even and gψ−1(〈(yi)ρ, α〉Q(α
∨)) = −q−1. Thus,
τ(wα, χ, yi, yi)
=
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈(yi)ρ,α〉
nα
+1 − q−1 · χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈(yi)ρ,α〉
nα
=χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈(yi)ρ,α〉
nα
+1 ·
1− q−1(wαχ)(hα(̟
nα))
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
=χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈(yi)ρ,α〉
nα
+1 · γ(wα, i(χ))
−1.
This completes the proof. 
4.5.3. When yi is an α-special point. Let R = {yi} be a singleton with yi ∈ Y
spe
α . Note
that this occurs only when nα = 2mα is even. Again, let zi be such that
yi = wα[yi] + zi.
In this case,
zi = 〈(yi)ρ, α〉α
∨ = kmαα
∨ ∈ YQ,n − Y
sc
Q,n,
where k is an odd number; thus, 〈(yi)ρ, α〉+mα = (k + 1)mα is divisible by nα.
We would like to compute the scalar
det(SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w )) = τ(wα, χ, yi, yi).
Proposition 4.13. If yi is an α-special point, then
τ(wα, χ, yi, yi) = χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈(yi)ρ,α〉+mα
nα · γ˜(wα, i(χ))
−1.
Proof. We have
τ(wα, χ, yi, yi)
=τ 1(wα, χ, yi, yi) + τ
2(wα, χ, yi, yi)
=
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
χ(hα(̟
nα))⌈
〈y,α〉
nα
⌉
+ (wαχ)(sz)
−1 · εD(wα[yi],zi) · ε〈(yi)ρ,α〉·D(yi,α
∨) · gψ−1(〈(yi)ρ, α〉Q(α
∨))
=
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
χ(hα(̟
nα))
⌈
〈yi,α〉
nα
⌉
+ (wαχ)(sz)
−1 · εQ(zi) · gψ−1(mα ·Q(α
∨))
=
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
χ(hα(̟
nα))
⌈
〈yi,α〉
nα
⌉
+ χ(sz) · gψ−1(mα ·Q(α
∨)).
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Note that by assumption z = 〈(yi)ρ, α〉α
∨ = kmαα
∨ with k odd. It follows that⌈
〈yi, α〉
nα
⌉
=
⌈
kmα + 1
2mα
⌉
=
k + 1
2
=
⌈
〈(yi)ρ, α〉
nα
⌉
=
〈(yi)ρ, α〉+mα
nα
and
χ(sz) = χ(hα(̟
nα))
k+1
2 · χ(hα(̟
−mα)).
By [Gao17, Lemma 4.3], one has gψ−1(mα · Q(α
∨)) = q−1/2 · ωψ(̟)
−1 (see also [Szp18]),
and therefore it gives that
τ(wα, χ, yi, yi)
=χ(hα(̟
nα))
k+1
2 ·
(
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
+ χ(hα(̟
−mα)) · gψ−1(mα ·Q(α
∨))
)
=χ(hα(̟
nα))
k+1
2 ·
(
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
+ χ(hα(̟
−mα)) · q−1/2ωψ(̟)
−1
)
=χ(hα(̟
nα))
k+1
2 ·
(1 + q−1/2χ(hα(̟
−mα))ωψ(̟)
−1) · (1− q−1/2χ(hα(̟
mα))ωψ(̟)
−1)
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
=χ(hα(̟
nα))
k+1
2 ·
(1− q−1χ(hα(̟
−nα))) · (1− q−1/2χ(hα(̟
mα))ωψ(̟)
−1)(
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
)
·
(
1− q−1/2χ(hα(̟−mα))ωψ(̟)−1
)
=χ(hα(̟
nα))
k+1
2 · γ˜(wα, i(χ))
−1.
This completes the proof. 
4.6. The matrix C(Bwχ,Bχ; r
un
w ). Recall the matrix C(Bwχ,Bχ; r
un
w ) representing the
homomorphism
Crunw : Whψ(I(χ))→Whψ(I(
wχ))
as in (3.6) with chosen bases Bχ and Bwχ on the two sides respectively. Here Bχ and
Bwχ depend on the ordered set
R = {syi : 1 ≤ i ≤ |XQ,n|} ,
where
{yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ |XQ,n|} ⊂ Y
is an ordered set of representatives of XQ,n.
In order to compute entries of C(Bwχ,Bχ; r
un
w ), we do a further analysis of it as follows.
First, note that Crunw is induced (see §3.2) from the natural isomorphism of vector spaces
C0 : i(χ)
∨ → (wi(χ))∨ → (i(wχ))∨.
Here for the underlying vector spaces, we have i(χ) = wi(χ), which gives the first identity.
The second map arises from dualizing the isomorphism runw :
wi(χ) ≃ i(wχ) given in (3.8).
For clarity of notation, for any γ ∈ T we write
l(γ;χ) := lχγ ∈ i(χ)
∨
for the element introduced in §3.4; similarly, we have
l(γ;wχ) ∈ i(wχ)∨.
The set R gives an ordered basis
B0χ = {l(sy;χ) : sy ∈ R} ⊂ i(χ)
∨
for i(χ)∨; similarly, we have an ordered basis
B0
wχ = {l(sy;
wχ) : sy ∈ R} ⊂ i(
wχ)∨.
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Let
C0(B
0
wχ,B
0
χ; r
un
w )
be the matrix representing C0 with respect to these two bases. Transporting B
0
χ to the
right hand side of the isomorphism
i(χ)∨ ≃Whψ(I(χ))
in §3.4 gives the ordered basis Bχ of the right hand side. Similarly, one obtains the
ordered basis Bwχ of Whψ(I(
wχ)). In view of this, we have
C0(B
0
wχ,B
0
χ; r
un
w ) = C(Bwχ,Bχ; r
un
w ).
Recall the action w(γ) := wγw−1 of the representative w on any γ ∈ T .
Proposition 4.14. For every γ ∈ T , one has
C0 (l(γ;χ)) = l(w(γ);
wχ).
Proof. We will show l(w−1(γ);χ) = C−10 (l(γ;
wχ)) instead, which is clearly equivalent to
the assertion. For γ ∈ T let φγ ∈ i(χ) be the unique element such that
supp(φγ) = A · γ
−1, and φγ(γ
−1) = 1.
We have
(runw (φγ))((w(γ))
−1) = (runw (φγ))(wγ
−1w−1) = φγ(γ
−1) = 1.
It is also easy to check that the support of (rw(φγ)) is A · w(γ)
−1. This shows that
C−10 (l(γ;
wχ)) (φγ′) = l(γ;
wχ) ◦ rw(φγ′) =
{
1 if γ = w(γ′);
0 if γ /∈ w(γ′) · A.
This implies that C−10 (l(γ;
wχ)) = l(w−1(γ);χ) and the proof is completed. 
Corollary 4.15. For wα with α ∈ ∆, one has
C0 (l(sy;χ)) = ε
〈y,α〉D(y,α∨) · l(s
wα(y);
wαχ)
If µ2n ⊂ F
×, then for every w ∈ W one has
C0 (l(sy;χ)) = l(sw(y);
wχ).
Proof. The result follows from combining Lemma 2.11 and Proposition 4.14. 
Denote by
w
P
α : XQ,n → XQ,n
the map given by
w
P
α (y + YQ,n) = wα(y) + YQ,n.
Let sα ∈ Perm(XQ,n) be the element the permutation group of the set [1, |XQ,n|] ∩ N
such that
w
P
α (yi + YQ,n) = ysα(i) + YQ,n
for all syi ∈ R. Denote by
sgn(wPα ) := sgn(sα)
its sign, which is independent of the labelling of elements in XQ,n.
Proposition 4.16. Assume µ2n ⊂ F
×. Then,
det(C(Bwαχ,Bχ; r
un
w )) = sgn(w
P
α ) · χ(hα(̟
−〈
∑d
i=1 yi,α〉).
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Proof. As noted, it suffices to compute the determinant of C0(B
0
wχ,B
0
χ; r
un
w ). For any yi
with syi ∈ R, let zi ∈ YQ,n be such that
wα(yi) = ysα(i) + zi.
It follows from Corollary 4.15 that for every i,
C0(l(syi ;χ)) = l(swα(yi);
wαχ) = (wαχ)(szi)
−1 · l(sysα(i) ;
wαχ).
That is, the (ysα(i), yi)-entry of the matrix C(Bwαχ,Bχ; r
un
w ) is (
wαχ)(szi)
−1. Write d :=
|XQ,n|. This gives that
det(C(Bwαχ,Bχ; r
un
w )) =sgn(w
P
α ) ·
d∏
i=1
(wαχ)(szi)
−1
=sgn(wPα ) · χ
(
̟
∑d
i=1wα(zi)
)−1
=sgn(wPα ) · χ
(
̟
∑d
i=1(yi−wα(yi)
)−1
=sgn(wPα ) · χ(̟
−〈
∑d
i=1 yi,α〉·α∨)
=sgn(wPα ) · χ(hα(̟
−〈
∑d
i=1 yi,α〉).
This completes the proof. 
4.7. Summary on det(MB(wα, i(χ))). For a simple root α ∈ ∆, denote
(4.24) d = |XQ,n| , bα =
∣∣(XQ,n)Wα∣∣ , aα = d− bα
2
,
where Wα = {id,wα}.
Theorem 4.17. Assume µ2n ⊂ F
×. Let MB(wα, i(χ)) be any local coefficients matrix
representing the endomorphism T (wα, i(χ)) ∈ End(Wh(I(χ))). Then,
det(MB(wα, i(χ)))
=sgn(wPα ) · (−1)
aα · µ(wα, i(χ))
−aα ·
{
χ(hα(̟
bαnα−d)) · γ(wα, i(χ))
−bα if Y speα = ∅,
χ(hα(̟
bαmα−d)) · γ˜(wα, i(χ))
−bα if Y norα = ∅,
where µ(wα, i(χ)) is the Plancherel measure associated with wα and i(χ), and γ(wα, i(χ))
(resp. γ˜(wα, i(χ))) the gamma-factor (resp. metaplectic-gamma factor) as in (4.21) and
(4.22). In particular, if Y speα = Y
nor
α = ∅, then
det(MB(wα, i(χ))) = sgn(w
P
α ) · (−1)
d/2 · χ(hα(̟
−d)) · µ(wα, i(χ))
−d/2.
Proof. Note that, a priori, det(MB(w, i(χ))) is independent of B chosen. Now the result
follows from combining Propositions 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.16 as follows.
We choose an ordered R = {syi : 1 ≤ i ≤ d} such that {yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ d} is a set of
representatives of XQ,n.
From Propositions 4.11 and 4.12, we get that if Y speα = ∅, then
det(SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ))
=(−1)aα · χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈
∑
i yi,α〉−d
nα
+bα · µ(wα, i(χ))
−aα · γ(wα, i(χ))
−bα
=(−1)aα · χ(hα(̟
bαnα−d+〈
∑
i yi,α〉)) · µ(wα, i(χ))
−aα · γ(wα, i(χ))
−bα.
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On the other hand, if Y norα = ∅ (with necessarily nα = 2mα, mα odd), then Proposition
4.11 and 4.13 give that
det(SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ))
=(−1)aα · χ(hα(̟
nα))
〈
∑
i yi,α〉−d+bαmα
nα · µ(wα, i(χ))
−aα · γ˜(wα, i(χ))
−bα
=(−1)aα · χ(hα(̟
bαmα−d+〈
∑
i yi,α〉)) · µ(wα, i(χ))
−aα · γ˜(wα, i(χ))
−bα.
In either case, using Proposition 4.16, the result follows from a simplification, since
det(MB(wα, i(χ))) = det(SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w )) · det(C(Bwχ,Bχ; r
un
w )) in view of Lemma
3.6. 
Example 4.18. Let SL
(n)
2 be the degree n covering arising from Q(α
∨) = 1. This is the
group studied in our previous paper [GSS18]. Note nα = n in this case. Let
d =
n
gcd(n, 2)
.
We have XQ,n ≃ Z/dZ. The action wα[−] is given by
wα[y] = 1− y ∈ Z/dZ.
It is easy to compute:
bα =
{
1 if d is odd;
0 otherwise
.
Also, Y speα 6= ∅ if and only if n = 2d with d odd. Theorem 4.17 then gives that (under
the assumption µ2n ⊂ F
×)
det(MB(w, i(χ))) =

µ(wα, χ)
−(n−1)/2 · γ(wα, i(χ))
−1 if n is odd;
µ(wα, χ)
−(d−1)/2 · γ˜(wα, i(χ))
−1 if n = 2d with d odd;
(−1) · χ(hα(̟
−d)) · µ(wα, i(χ))
−d/2 if n = 2d with d even.
This is the content of [GSS18, Theorem 3.14 and §3.6].
The case of covers of GL2, which is considered in [Bud06] for some special principal
series representations, is already in contrast with SL2, as we show below.
Example 4.19. We follow the notation in [Gao18b, §2.1], see also [Gao17, Example
3.16]. In particular, let BQ be the unique Weyl-invariant bilinear form of Y , which is
generated by e1 and e2, given by
BQ(ei, ei) = 2p, BQ(e1, e2) = q ∈ Z.
For simplicity, we consider the case p = 0 and q = 1. Such BQ gives rise to a degree n
cover GL
(n)
2 , which is the untwisted cover in the sense of Kazhdan-Patterson (i.e. c = 0
in their notation). It is also the one studied in [Bud06].
In this case, we have YQ,n = nY and thus XQ,n = Z/nZ⊕Z/nZ with the action given
by
wα[(s, t)] = (t+ 1, s− 1) ∈ XQ,n
for every (s, t) ∈ XQ,n. It is easy to see that
d = n2, bα = n, aα =
n2 − n
2
and sgn(wα)
P = (−1)aα .
Also, Y speα = ∅. It follows from Theorem 4.17 that
det(MB(w, i(χ))) = µ(wα, i(χ))
−(n2−n)/2 · γ(wα, i(χ))
−n,
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which recovers and refines the results obtained by Budden [Bud06, Theorem 4.1] for
GL2. (See the work of Budden-Goehle [BG17] for GLr.) As noted, the uniformity in
det(MB(w, i(χ))) for GL
(n)
2 is in contrast with the trichotomy for SL
(n)
2 which depends
on the 2-exponent factor in n. In §8–§10, We will investigate this contrast from the
perspective of restriction of principal series on GL2 to SL2.
Theorem 4.17 entails a “pattern” in the description of det(MB(wα, i(χ))) in terms of
Plancherel measure, gamma (or metaplectic) gamma factors, and some other factors. As
a simple consequence of Theorem 4.17, we have
Corollary 4.20. If α∨, β∨ ∈ ∆∨ are of the same length, then bα = bβ and sgn(w
P
α ) =
sgn(wPβ ). Also, in this case, there are natural bijections Y
spe
α → Y
spe
β and Y
nor
α → Y
nor
β .
Therefore, for simply-laced groups, there is a uniform description of det(MB(wα, i(χ))),
i.e., bα = bβ and sgn(w
P
α ) = sgn(w
P
β ).
Proof. By assumption, there exists w ∈ W such that w(α∨) = β∨. We have
wβ = w ·wα ·w
−1.
We have a commutative diagram
Y X scQ,n XQ,n
Y X scQ,n XQ,n
fα,β fˆα,β fˆα,β
given by
fα,β(y) = w(y),
and fˆα,β is the naturally induced map. Then it is easy to see that both fα,β and fˆα,β
are equivariant with respect to the wα[·]-action on their domains and wβ[·] on their
codomains.
From this, it is easy to see that there are natural bijections between Y speα and Y
spe
β ,
Y norα and Y
nor
β . One also has a bijection between (XQ,n)
Wα and (XQ,n)
Wβ ; hence, bα = bβ .
Lastly, we also have sgn(wPα ) = sgn(w
P
β ). This concludes the proof. 
The above corollary answers affirmatively the pertinent question raised in [GSS18, §4.2].
Remark 4.21. In the rank-one quasi-split case where G = SU
(n)
3 , entries of the scattering
matrix SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ) for unramified i(χ) are already computed in [McN16, Theorem
14.1]. It would be desirable to compute the determinant of the local coefficients matrix
MB(wα, i(χ)). For this purpose, it might be necessary to refine the formula in [McN16]
(as we did for the split case in [Gao17]) and to express the entries naturally in terms of the
structural data of a Brylinski-Deligne covering group. Moreover, it would be interesting
to consider the case when i(χ) is ramified.
The formula for det(MB(wα, i(χ))) does not generalize easily to the ramified case. In-
deed, consider a general genuine character χ. Let (L1, L2) be a Langragian decomposition
of T/Z(T ) (a finite group), then we have from (3.4)
dimWhψ(I(χ)) =
√
[T : Z(T )] = |L1| = |L2| .
However, in general |L1| ≥ |XQ,n| and its size depends on the arithmetic of F . The case
of ramified χ for SL
(n)
2 has been investigated in [Szp19], some results of which are recalled
and also extended in §9.
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4.8. An explicit description of MB(wα, i(χ)). Suppose we have chosen an ordered
set of representatives {yi} of XQ,n and thus R and Bχ. In this subsection, we give an
explicit description of entries of the matrix
MB(wα, i(χ)) =
[
M(syi, syj)
]
,
where M(yi, yj) denotes a generic entry. We also denote matrix
C(Bwαχ,Bχ; r
un
w ) =
[
C(syi , syj )
]
,
Again, for simplicity, we also write SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ) = [τ(syi , syj)], where
τ(syi , syj ) := τ(wα, χ, syi, syj).
As noted in §3.6, the labelling in τ(syi ,−) denotes the “columns” while τ(−, syj ) denotes
the “rows”. Thus one has
M(syi, syj ) =
∑
syk∈R
τ(syk , syi) · C(syk , syj).
Since τ(syi , syk) = τ
1(syi, syk) + τ
2(syi , syk), it gives a decomposition of
M(syi , syj) =M
1(syi , syj) +M
2(syi , syj)
where for ν = 1, 2,
Mν(syi, syj ) =
∑
yk
τ ν(syk , syi) · C(syk , syj ).
Theorem 4.22. The matrix M(wα, i(χ)) = [M(syi , syj)] satisfies the following proper-
ties:
(i) M(syi, syj) =M
1(syi , syj) +M
2(syi, syj ) and for every z, z
′ ∈ YQ,n,
Mν(syi · sz, syj · sz′) = χ(sz) · M
ν(syi , syj) · χ
−1(sz′);
(ii) M1(syi, syj ) = 0 unless yi ≡ wα(yj) mod YQ,n, and M
2(syi , syj) = 0 unless
yi ≡ yj + α
∨ mod YQ,n;
(iii) one has
M1(sy, swα(y)) = ε
〈y,α〉D(α∨,y) · (1− q−1)
χ(hα(̟
nα))ky,α
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
where ky,α =
⌈
〈y,α〉
nα
⌉
, and
M2(sy, sy−α∨) = ε
D(α∨,y) · gψ−1(〈yρ, α〉Q(α
∨)).
Proof. First, (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 4.15. For (iii), we see
from Corollary 4.15 that C(s
wα(y), sy) = ε
〈y,α〉D(y,α∨), which gives that
M1(sy, s
wα(y)) = τ
1(sy, sy) · C(sy, s
wα(y)).
Then the first equality in (iii) follows from an easy simplification of the exponent of ε in
C(sy, s
wα(y)).
On the other hand, noting that wα[y] = wα(y − α
∨), we have
M2(sy, sy−α∨)
= τ 2(s
wα[y], sy) · C(swα[y], sy−α∨)
= ε〈yρ,α〉·D(y,α
∨) · gψ−1(〈yρ, α〉Q(α
∨)) · ε〈y−α
∨,α〉D(y−α∨,α∨)
= εD(α
∨,y) · gψ−1(〈yρ, α〉Q(α
∨)).
This completes the proof. 
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Example 4.23. To illustrate, we compute for SL
(3)
2 the three matrices explicitly. Keep
notation as from the previous Example 4.18. Let {0, α∨,−α∨} ⊂ Y be a set of ordered
representatives of XQ,3 ≃ Z/3Z. We have
R = {1, sα∨ , s−α∨}
which decomposes into R = R′ ⊔R′′ with
R′ = {1, sα∨} and R
′′ = {s−α∨} .
For simplicity of notation, we write χα := χ(hα(̟
3)), since nα = 3 in this case. We have
automatically µ2n ⊂ F
× and thus ε = 1. Hence Theorem 3.8 (applied to R) gives that
SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
w ) =

1−q−1
1−χα
gψ−1(−1) 0
gψ−1(1)
1−q−1
1−χα
χα 0
0 0 1−q
−1χ−1α
1−χα
 .
On the other hand, by Corollary 4.15, we have
C(Bwαχ,Bχ; r
un
w ) =
1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 .
We get that the local coefficients matrix associated with R and therefore Bχ is
MBχ(wα, i(χ)) =

1−q−1
1−χα
0 gψ−1(−1)
gψ−1(1) 0
1−q−1
1−χα
χα
0 1−q
−1χ−1α
1−χα
0
 .
Remark 4.24. Retain the notations from Example 4.19. Let p,q ∈ Z be such that
2p−q = −1 and Q(ei) = p and B(ei, ej) = q. Let GL
(2)
2 be the associated double cover.
Then it follows from Theorem 4.22 that
det(MB(w, i(χ))) = ε · µ(wα, i(χ))
−1 · γ(wα, i(χ))
−2.
This example already shows that if we assume only µn ⊂ F
× instead of µ2n ⊂ F
×, then
there might be factors involving ε = (−1, ̟)n in the formula for det(MB(w, i(χ))).
4.9. The trace Tr(T (wα, i(χ))) for SL
(n)
2 . Besides the determinant of T (wα, i(χ)), an-
other important invariant associated to it is the trace Tr(T (wα, i(χ))). Presumably,
Tr(T (wα, i(χ))) should also encode interesting arithmetic information for i(χ).
To illustrate, we consider in this subsection the covering group SL
(n)
2 and compute
explicitly the trace of the endomorphism map T (wα, i(χ)). We include the case n = 0
mod 4, which thus supplements [Szp19, Corollary 4.2]. In §9.5.1, we will investigate
Tr(T (wα, i(χ))) from the different perspective of partial zeta integrals and recover the
same results, see Corollary 9.9.
To give an interpretation, we use the following result whose proof is straightforward.
Lemma 4.25. Let n ≥ 2 ∈ N and ζ be a primitive n-th roots of unity. Then
1− q−1
1− T n
=
1
n
·
n−1∑
i=0
1− q−1(Tζ i)−1
1− Tζ i
∈ Q(ζ)(T )
Now for any n ∈ N and χ : F× → C× a linear unramified character, we define
RT(χ) =
{
χ′ ∈ Hom(F×,C×) : χ′ is unramified and (χ′)n = χ
}
.
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Clearly, RT(χ) corresponds to the n-th roots of χ(̟). Recall the unramified linear
character χ
α
defined in §4.4. We have
Proposition 4.26. Let n ≥ 1 ∈ N. Then for Tr(T (wα, i(χ))) we have the following
cases:
• If n = 1, then Tr(T (wα, i(χ))) = γ(wα, χ)
−1; if n = 2, then Tr(T (wα, i(χ))) =
γ˜(wα, χ)
−1.
• If n ≥ 3 and 4 ∤ n, then
Tr(T (wα, i(χ))) =
1
n
·
∑
χ∈RT(χ
α
)
γ(0, χ)−1.
• If n = 2m with m even, then
Tr(T (wα, i(χ))) =
1
m
·
∑
χ∈RT(χ†
α
)
γ(0, χ)−1,
where χ†
α
(a) := χ(hα(a
m)).
Proof. The case n = 1 is the known case for linear algebraic groups. For n = 2, it either
follows from [Szp19], or a direct computation with the matrix in Theorem 4.22 also gives
the desired result.
Now we assume n ≥ 3 and 4 ∤ n. Then YQ,n is generated by (n/gcd(n, 2)) · α∨. In this
case, since α∨ /∈ YQ,n, we see that M(sy, sy) 6= 0 unless y ≡ wα(y) mod YQ,n; that is,
y ≡ 0 mod YQ,n. Thus,
Tr(T (wα, i(χ))) =M
1(s0, s0) =
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟n))
.
The result then follows from Lemma 4.25.
We consider the last case n = 2m with m even. Similar discussion as above shows that
M(sy, sy) 6= 0 unless y = 0 or mα
∨/2 mod YQ,n. This shows that
Tr(T (wα, i(χ)))
=M1(s0, s0) +M
1(smα∨/2, smα∨/2)
=
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟n))
+M1(smα∨/2, s−mα∨/2) · χ(smα∨)
−1 · εD(mα
∨/2,mα∨)
=
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟n))
+ ε〈mα
∨/2,α〉D(α∨,mα∨/2) ·
(1− q−1)χ(hα(̟
n))
1− χ(hα(̟n))
· χ(smα∨)
−1
=
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟n))
(1 + χ(hα(̟
m)))
=
1− q−1
1− χ(hα(̟m))
.
Again, the result follows from Lemma 4.25. 
5. Exceptional point and the Casselman-Shalika formula
From the discussion in the previous section, we see that points y such that
yˆ ∈ (XQ,n)
Wα
play a pivotal role: they contribute γ or γ˜-factors to det(MB(wα, i(χ))), by Proposition
4.12 and 4.13.
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To generalize the consideration, letW ′ ⊂W be a subgroup of the Weyl group. Consider
the set
(XQ,n)
W ′,
the size of which is denoted by bW ′,n. Clearly bα = bWα,n. In this section, we study the
set X WQ,n and some applications. For the first application, we show that there is a natural
exceptional set
Y excn ⊂ f
−1
X
(X WQ,n)
such that every y ∈ Y excn serves as the basis point for the Whittaker function, with
respect to which one has a natural generalization in the covering setting of the classical
Casselman-Shalika formula, see Theorem 5.6. The second application is basically a direct
consequence of Proposition 4.12 and 4.13, and gives a very restrictive form of the theory
of γ-factors for parabolic induction from full unramified principal series, see Theorem
5.13.
We will study some properties of the number bW,n in the next section, including the
periodicity of bWn (as n varies) for almost-simple groups.
In this section, we continue assume that ψ is normalized and the genuine character χ
of Z(T ) is unramified.
5.1. Exceptional points. It is more convenient to work with some y ∈ Y which satisfies
not only that yˆ ∈ X WQ,n but also the following stronger condition.
Definition 5.1. A point y ∈
⋂
α∈∆(Y
nor
α ⊔ Y
spe
α ) is called exceptional (for G, Q, n) if for
every α ∈ ∆ it satisfies
〈yρ, α〉 =
{
−nα if y ∈ Y
nor
α ;
−nα/2 if y ∈ Y
spe
α .
Denote by Y excn ⊂ Y the set of exceptional points of Y . Clearly,
Y excn ⊆ f
−1
X
(X WQ,n),
where fX : Y ։ X
W
Q,n is the natural quotient. However, Y
exc
n may not be equal to
f−1(X WQ,n) in general.
Lemma 5.2. Let G be an n-fold cover of a semisimple group G. An exceptional point,
if it exists, is unique; that is, |Y excn | ≤ 1. If G is not of metaplectic type, then
Y excn = {ρ− ρQ,n} if ρ− ρQ,n ∈ Y.
On the other hand, if G = Sp
(n)
2r is of metaplectic type, then
Y excn =
{
ρ− ρQ,n +
nαr
2
ωαr
}
⊂ Y,
where ωαr is the fundamental coweight for αr ∈ ∆ (the unique long simple root).
Proof. If G is semisimple, then the uniqueness of exceptional point is clear, since the
pairing 〈−,−〉 between Y ⊗Q and X⊗Q is perfect, and ∆ is a basis for the latter vector
space. Now we check easily that if G is not of metaplectic type, then
〈(ρ− ρQ,n)ρ, α〉 = −nα for all α ∈ ∆,
and if G is of metaplectic type, then〈
(ρ− ρQ,n +
nαr
2
ωαr)ρ, α
〉
= −
nα
2
for all α ∈ ∆.
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Now, it suffices to show that in the second case, the element belongs to Y . However, in
this case, we have
ρ− ρQ,n +
nαr
2
ωα2 ≡ ωαr − nαrωαr +
nαr
2
ωαr ≡ (nαr/2 + 1)ωαr ≡ 0 mod Y,
where the last equivalence follows from the fact that nαr ≡ 2 mod 4. This completes the
proof. 
We will have a more extensive study of Y excn in §7. However, the above lemma im-
mediately entails concrete examples of Y excn . For instance, if n is odd, then for SL
(n)
2 in
Example 4.18 the unique exceptional point is (1− n)α∨/2.
5.2. Exceptional subspaces of Whψ(I(χ)). We show an immediate consequence of the
existence of an exceptional point, the results of which will be used to prove Theorem 5.13
later.
Let y ∈ Y excn . Recall the Whittaker functional
λχsy ∈Whψ(I(χ))
given in §3.4. Denote by
E(y;χ) := C · λχsy ⊂Wh(I(χ))
the one dimensional space which we call the exceptional subspace associated to y.
Recall the map T (w, χ; runw )
∗ : Wh(I(wχ)) → Wh(I(χ)) induced from T (w, χ; runw ).
Write
w = wlwl−1...w2w1
into a minimal decomposition with wi = wαi for some αi ∈ ∆.
Proposition 5.3. Fix y ∈ Y exen . Then the restriction T (w, χ; r
un
w )
∗ : E(y,wχ)→ E(y, χ)
is well-defined, i.e., the image of E(y,wχ) via T (w, χ; runw )
∗ lies in E(y, χ). Moreover,
T (w, χ; runw )
∗(λ
wχ
sy
) = λsy ·
l∏
i=1
γ♮(wi, i(
wi−1...w1χ))−1,
where
γ♮(wα, i(χ)) =
{
γ(wα, i(χ)) if y ∈ Y
nor
α ;
γ˜(wα, i(χ)) if y ∈ Y
spe
α .
Proof. In view of the cocycle relation in (3.10), it suffices to show the rank one w = wα
case. However, the statement for w = wα then follows from Propositions 4.12 and 4.13,
coupled with the defining property of an exceptional point y. More precisely, since y is
exceptional, if it is α-normal, then Proposition 4.12 implies that
T (wα, χ; r
un
wα)
∗(λ
wαχ
sy
) = γ(wα, i(χ)) · λsy .
The case when y is α-special is similar, by invoking Proposition 4.13 instead. 
As a simple example, we see that in the context and notations of Example 4.23 for
SL
(3)
2 , the point −α
∨ ∈ Y is exceptional. The (−α∨,−α∨)-entry of the diagonal-block
matrix SR(wα, i(χ); r
un
wα), which represents T (wα, χ; r
un
wα)
∗, is exactly γ(wα, i(χ)).
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5.3. The Casselman-Shalika formula. In this subsection, we assume that all excep-
tional points for a Brylinski-Deligne cover G, if exist, are α-normal for all α ∈ ∆; that
is,
Y excn ⊆
⋂
α∈∆
Y norα .
For cover G of a semisimple group G, this assumption is equivalent to the assumption
that G is not of metaplectic type. For computational simplicity, we also assume that
µ2n ⊂ F
×. Moreover, we denote
χα := χα(̟) = χ(hα(̟
nα)) ∈ C,
this notation is used already in Example 4.23.
Lemma 5.4. Let z ∈ Y excn be an exceptional point. Then τ(w, χ, sy, sz) = 0 unless
y ∈ z + YQ,n. Moreover,
τ(w,w
−1
χ, sz, sz) = (−1)
l(w)cgk(w
−1, i(χ)) ·
∏
α∈Φ
w
−1
χα.
Proof. By the defining property of z and Theorem 3.8,
τ(wα, χ, sz, sz) = γ(wα, i(χ))
−1 =
1− q−1χ−1α
1− χα
for every α ∈ ∆. It then follows from Proposition 5.3 that
τ(w,w
−1
χ, sz, sz) =
∏
α∈Φ
w
1− q−1(w
−1
χ)−1α
1− (w−1χ)α
,
where Φ
w
= {α ∈ Φ : α > 0,w(α) < 0}. It is easy to see
w(Φ
w
) = −Φ
w
−1
and therefore
τ(w,w
−1
χ, sz, sz)
=
∏
α∈Φ
w
−1
1− q−1χα
1− (χ−1)α
=
∏
α∈Φ
w
−1
(−χα)
1− q−1χα
1− χα
=(−1)l(w)cgk(w
−1, i(χ)) ·
∏
α∈Φ
w
−1
χα,
as desired. 
An element t ∈ T is called dominant if
t · (U ∩K) · t
−1
⊂ K.
Let
Y + = {y ∈ Y : 〈y, α〉 ≥ 0 for all α ∈ ∆} .
Then an element sy ∈ T is dominant if and only if y ∈ Y
+. We also write
Y +Q,n := Y
+ ∩ YQ,n.
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Let I(χ) be an unramified principal series of G and γ ∈ T . Let Wγ be the unramified
scalar-valued Whittaker function associated to f 0 and γ. Then Wγ(t) = 0 unless t ∈ T
is dominant. Moreover, for dominant t, one has (see [KP84,Pat87,Gao])
(5.1) Wγ(t) = δ
1/2
B (t) ·
∑
w∈W
cgk(wGw
−1, i(χ)) · τ(w,w
−1
χ, γ, wG · t · w
−1
G ),
where δB is the modular character of B. Before we proceed, we pause to remark
that various forms for the Whittaker value Wγ(t) have been obtained in works such
as [BBC+06,BBF06,BBFH07,BBBF18,BBB19,McN16], to mention a few. However, for
our purpose in this paper, we rely on (5.1).
Proposition 5.5. Let z ∈ Y excn , and let Wsz ∈ Wh(I(χ)) be the unramified Whittaker
function associated to λsz . Then one has
Wsz(sy+(−z)) = δ
1/2
B (sy−z) · cgk(wG, i(χ)) · (−1)
l(wG) ·
∑
w∈W
(−1)l(w)χ(s
w(y+ρQ,n)+ρQ,n)
for every y ∈ Y +Q,n
Proof. Note that y + (−z) is dominant. Also, wsyw
−1 = s
w(y) by our assumption µ2n ⊂
F×. Moreover, it is easy to see that z = wG(−z) for any z ∈ Y
exc
n . Now it follows from
(5.1) that
Wsz(sy+(−z))
=δ
1/2
B (sy−z) ·
∑
w∈W
cgk(wGw
−1, i(χ)) · τ(w,w
−1
χ, sz, wG · sy−z · w
−1
G )
=δ
1/2
B (sy−z) ·
∑
w∈W
cgk(wGw
−1, i(χ)) · τ(w,w
−1
χ, sz, s
wG(−z) · swG(y))
=δ
1/2
B (sy−z) ·
∑
w∈W
cgk(wGw
−1, i(χ)) · τ(w,w
−1
χ, sz, sz) · χ(swwG(y))
=δ
1/2
B (sy−z) ·
∑
w∈W
cgk(wGw
−1, i(χ))cgk(w
−1, i(χ)) · (−1)l(w)χ(s
wwG(y)) ·
∏
α∈Φ
w
−1
χα,
where the last equality follows from Lemma 5.4. We further simplify to get
Wsz(sy+(−z))
=δ
1/2
B (sy−z) · cgk(wG, i(χ)) ·
∑
w∈W
(−1)l(w)χ(s
wwG(y)) ·
∏
α∈Φ
w
−1
χα
=δ
1/2
B (sy−z) · cgk(wG, i(χ)) ·
∑
w∈W
(−1)l(wwG)χ(s
w(y)) ·
∏
α∈Φ
wGw
−1
χα
=δ
1/2
B (sy−z) · cgk(wG, i(χ)) · (−1)
l(wG) ·
∑
w∈W
(−1)l(w)χ(s
w(y)) ·
∏
α∈Φ
wGw
−1
χα.
Note that Φ
wGw
−1 = {α > 0 : w−1(α) > 0}. Moreover,
w(ρQ,n) + ρQ,n =
∑
α∈Φ
wGw
−1
α∨Q,n.
Thus, ∏
α∈Φ
wGw
−1
χα = χ(s
w(ρQ,n)+ρQ,n),
which gives the desired result by a simplification. 
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The following result is then immediate from the above. It gives a natural analogue of
the Casselman-Shalika formula [CS80] in the covering setting.
Theorem 5.6. Let G be a Brylinski-Deligne cover whose exceptional points are α-normal
for all α ∈ ∆. Let z ∈ Y excn be an exceptional point. Assume µ2n ⊂ F
×. Then
Wsz(s−z) = δ
1/2
B (s−z) ·
∏
α>0
(1− q−1χα).
Proof. The result follows from the expansion of Weyl denominator, i.e.,∏
α>0
(1− χα) =
∑
w∈W
(−1)l(w)
∏
α∈Φ
w
χα.
Indeed, it follows from the proof of the Proposition 5.5 that
Wsz(s−z) = δ
1/2
B (s−z) · cgk(wG, i(χ)) ·
∑
w∈W
(−1)l(w)
∏
α∈Φ
w
χα
= δ
1/2
B (s−z) ·
∏
α>0
(1− q−1χα).
This completes the proof. 
It follows from Lemma 5.2 that there are many covering groups G where Theorem 5.6
is applicable. We also note that for Kazhdan-Patterson coverings of GLr, Theorem 5.6
recovers [Suz97, Proposition 3.4 (2)].
Remark 5.7. Theorem 5.6 implies that the L-functions appear as the Whittaker value
only for a specific Whittaker functionWsz evaluated at a specific dominant torus element
s−z, both of which are associated to the exceptional point z of G. For linear algebraic
groups, one can take z = 0 and thus Theorem 5.6 is nothing but the Casselman-Shalika
formula for split G. However, for global problems pertaining to Whittaker functions of
a global covering group, one must study the local Whittaker function evaluated at the
identity 1G. Hence, Theorem 5.6 does not yield any global assertions.
Remark 5.8. One could consider a general
z ∈ f−1
X
(X WQ,n) ∩ (−(Y
+)).
However, for such z it is not clear that Wsz(s−z) is related to L-functions. Indeed, for
z with zˆ ∈ X WQ,n − fX (Y
exe
n ), one does not necessarily have Lemma 5.4. This shows the
difference between fX (Y
exc
n ) and X
W
Q,n in a potential generalization of the Casselman-
Shalika formula to covering groups.
By the local Langlands correspondence for covering torus (see [Wei18, GG18]), I(χ)
gives rise to a splitting Lρ := Lρχ of the L-group
LG over WF . Recall that (see §2.7) by
choosing a distinguished genuine character χψ, we have an isomorphism
LG ≃χψ G
∨
×WF .
As ψ is normalized, the genuine character χψ is unramified. We use ρ
∨
ψ to denote the
composition
ρ
∨
ψ :WF
LG G
∨
,
L
ρ
where the second map of projection depends on the choice of a distinguished genuine
character χψ. The element ρ
∨
ψ(̟) ∈ T
∨
is the Satake parameter for I(χ) relative to χψ.
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In the remaining of this subsection, we assume that G is semisimple. Together with
the assumption (at the beginning of this subsection) that G is not of metaplectic type,
one has
Y excn = {ρ− ρQ,n} ∩ Y
by Lemma 5.2.
For any y ∈ Y +Q,n, let
πy : G
∨
→ GL(Vy)
be the irreducible representation of G
∨
with highest weight y.
Proposition 5.9. For y ∈ Y +Q,n, we have
χψ(sy) · Tr
(
ρ
∨
ψ(̟); πy
)
=
∑
w∈W (−1)
l(w) · χ(s
w(y+ρQ,n)+ρQ,n)∑
w∈W (−1)
l(w) · χ(s
w(ρQ,n)+ρQ,n)
,
which in particular is independent of the choice of χψ.
Proof. Recall that the Weyl character formula (see [Bou05, Page 154]) for (πy, Vy) reads
ch(πy) =
∑
w∈W (−1)
l(w)ew(y+ρQ,n)∑
w∈W (−1)
l(w)ew(ρQ,n)
=
∑
w∈W (−1)
l(w)ew(y+ρQ,n)+ρQ,n∑
w∈W (−1)
l(w)ew(ρQ,n)+ρQ,n
.
We have T
∨
= Hom(YQ,n,C
×). By the local Langlands correspondence, the Satake
parameter ρ∨ψ(̟) ∈ T
∨
relative to χψ is given by
ρ
∨
ψ(̟)(y) =
(
χ
χψ
)
(sy), y ∈ YQ,n,
where χ · χ−1ψ is a linear character of Z(T )/µn, i.e., the image of Z(T ) in T with respect
to the natural projection T ։ T . Since χψ is Weyl-invariant, it follows that for every
w ∈ W , (
χ · χ−1ψ
)
(s
w(y+ρQ,n)+ρQ,n) = χ
−1
ψ (sy) · χ(sw(y+ρQ,n)+ρQ,n).
Therefore,
Tr(ρ∨ψ(̟); πy)
=
∑
w∈W (−1)
l(w) · (χχ−1ψ )(sw(y+ρQ,n)+ρQ,n)∑
w∈W (−1)
l(w) · (χχ−1ψ )(sw(ρQ,n)+ρQ,n)
= χ−1ψ (sy) ·
∑
w∈W (−1)
l(w) · χ(s
w(y+ρQ,n)+ρQ,n)∑
w∈W (−1)
l(w) · χ(s
w(ρQ,n)+ρQ,n)
.
This completes the proof. 
We denote:
(5.2) Tr
(
L
ρ(̟); πy
)
:= χψ(sy) · Tr
(
ρ
∨
ψ(̟); πy
)
.
Theorem 5.10. Assume µ2n ⊆ F
× and also that z := ρ− ρQ,n lies in Y . Let W : G→
i(χ) be the unramified i(χ)-valued Whittaker function associated to I(χ). Then for every
y ∈ Y +Q,n, we have
(5.3) W(sy+(−z)) = δ
1/2
B (sy) · Tr
(
L
ρ(̟); πy
)
· W(s−z).
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Proof. It suffices to show that the equality holds forWz′ for every z
′ ∈ Y . First, it follows
from (5.1) that
Wz′(sy+(−z)) = 0
unless z′ ∈ z + YQ,n. Thus, the two sides of (5.3) are both equal to zero if z
′ /∈ z + YQ,n.
Thus, it suffices to consider Wz, for which the result follows from Proposition 5.5 and
Proposition 5.9. 
If n = 1, then Theorem 5.10 recovers the classical reinterpretation of Casselman-Shalika
formula using the theory of highest weight vectors, see [Tam91, Proposition 1]. Indeed,
we can take z = 0 in this case, as mentioned in Remark 5.7.
Remark 5.11. It would be desirable to have a more intrinsic definition of Tr
(
L
ρ(̟); πy
)
instead of the seemingly ad hoc (5.2) above, provided that one could work with a proper
analogous highest weight y module for the LG instead of just G
∨
. However, we see that in
general there is no canonical extension of πy to be a representation of
LG. More precisely,
recall that by definition
LG = (G
∨
× E)/{(z, z−1) : z ∈ Z(G
∨
)},
where Z(G
∨
) → E → WF is a certain extension. Any extension of πy takes the form
πy ⊠ π
′ where π′ is a representation of E such that πy and π
′ agree on Z(G
∨
). A
distinguished character χψ provides a splitting of E over WF and thus an isomorphism
E ≃χψ Z(G
∨
) ×WF (which further gives rise to an isomorphism
LG ≃χψ G
∨
×WF ); it
gives a representation πψ of E relative to χψ by considering the composition
E → Z(G
∨
)→ GL(Vy)
where the second map is πy. It is easy to see that
Tr(Lρ(̟); πy ⊠ πψ) = Tr(ρ
∨
ψ(̟); πy),
which is dependent on χψ. On the other hand, the value of W is a priori independent of
any chosen distinguished character χψ, although it does depend on χ and ψ. Thus, the
appearance of χψ(sy) in (5.2) seems to be both expected (as to cancel the dependence of
Tr(ρ∨ψ(̟); πy) on χψ), but also at the same time intriguing, as we do not have a natural
interpretation of this value.
5.4. Relation with other formulation. The above Casselman-Shalika formula could
be deduced from other formulations [CO13, McN16, PP17] of the Whittaker function,
which are essentially the same as ours. The twisted Weyl action w[−] in our paper is
incarnated by the Chinta-Gunnells action w ⋆ ey of W on C[Y ] (see [CG10,PP17]), and
thus the set Y excn should play equally important role in their formulation. Let z ∈ Y
exc
n
be an exceptional point. The key observation is that, using notation of [PP17], one has
w ⋆ e−z = e−z ∈ C[Y ]
for all w ∈ W , which follows from a straightforward computation using the formula in
[PP17, (4.7)]. Now for every y ∈ Y +Q,n, by [PP17, Lemma 4.3], we have
(5.4) w ⋆ (ey+(−z)) = ew(y) · e−z.
Let W(πy) be the C[Y ]-valued universal Whittaker function given in [PP17]. Then it
follows from (5.4) and [PP17, Corollary 5.6] that an analogue of Theorem 5.10 holds for
the universal Whittaker function W(πy).
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5.5. Induction from general parabolic subgroup. In this subsection, we carry out
some preliminary study on induction for a general parabolic subgroup. We only consider
the case when the inducing representation of the Levi subgroup is a full unramified
principal series.
Recalling the notation in §3.2, let P = MN (resp. P
′
= M
′
N ′) be the parabolic
subgroup associated with the subset θ ⊂ ∆ (resp. θ′ ⊂ ∆). We have the set
W θ,θ
′
= {w ∈ W : w(θ) = θ′} ⊂W.
We say that P and P
′
are associated if W θ,θ
′
6= ∅. Note that for every θ, W θ,θ ⊂ W is a
subgroup. Call P self-associated if W θ,θ 6= {id}. If P is associated to P ′ by w ∈ W , then
M
′
= wMw−1 and one could consider the intertwining operator
T (w, σ) : IG
P
(σ)→ IG
P
′(wσ)
of parabolically induced representations from P and P ′. If σ = IndM
BM
i(χ) is a full princi-
pal series representation, then by induction in stages, we have the following commutative
diagram
(5.5)
I(i(χ)) I(wi(χ)) I(i(wχ))
IG
P
(σ) IG
P
′(wσ).
T (w,i(χ)) rw
T (w,σ)
jσ
Here jσ is the isomorphism induced from the isomorphism
w
(
IndM
BM
i(χ)
)
→ IndM
′
BM′
wi(χ)
given by f 7→ f˜(g) = f(w−1gw) for all g ∈M
′
.
Furthermore, in view of the factorization of the T (w, σ) into rank-one intertwining map
(cf. [Sha81, Theorem 2.1.1]), which corresponds to the factorization of T (w, i(χ)), one
needs to consider the group
W (θ, θ′) :=
〈
wα : α ∈ ∆(w) for some w ∈ W
θ,θ′
〉
.
In the covering groups setting, we would like to consider the set
(XQ,n)
W (θ,θ′);
every element y in the set will give rise to an exceptional subspace
E(y, wσ) := (rw ◦ jσ)
∗(E(y, wσ)) ⊂Whψ(I(
wσ)),
where E(y, wσ) ⊆ Wh(I(i(wχ))) is the exceptional space discussed in §5.2. The space
E(y, wσ) has a distinguished basis vector given by
λ(sy,
wσ) := (rw ◦ jσ)
∗(λ
wχ
sy
),
where λ
wχ
sy
∈Wh(I(wχ)) is as in §5.2.
A priori, W (θ, θ′) ⊂W might be just a proper subgroup and thus there might be more
exceptional subspaces for a general parabolic group than the Borel subgroup. However,
we show that space (XQ,n)
W (θ,θ′) is always either XQ,n or X
W
Q,n. For simplicity, we assume
that P is self-associated.
Lemma 5.12. Assume P is self-associated. For every θ′ ⊂ ∆, we have either W (θ, θ′) =
{id} or W (θ, θ′) = W .
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Proof. If θ = ∆, thenW (θ, θ′) = {id} for every θ′ ⊂ ∆. It suffices to prove the case where
θ 6= ∆, and thus we make this assumption. Let wG and wM be the longest element in
the Weyl group for (G,T) and (M,T) respectively. Denote
wl = wGwM .
Since P is self-associated, wl ∈ W
θ,θ and it follows from [Bou02, Page 126 Proposition 2]
and [Bou02, Page 151 Ex. 2(b)] that every wα, α ∈ ∆ appears in wl. Thus in this case,
W (θ, θ) = W .
For general θ′ ⊂ ∆, if W θ,θ
′
= ∅, then W (θ, θ′) = {id}. Now suppose W θ,θ
′
6= ∅, then
by picking w0 ∈ W
θ,θ′, the map of sets
W θ,θ →W θ,θ
′
given by w 7→ w0 ·w,
endows W θ,θ
′
with the structure as a W θ,θ-torsor. For every w ∈ W θ,θ, one has
∆(w) = ∆(w−10 ·w0w) ⊆ ∆(w
−1
0 ) ∪∆(w0w) = ∆(w0) ∪∆(w0w),
and therefore
W (θ, θ) ⊆ W (θ, θ′).
Thus, W (θ, θ′) =W in this case. This completes the proof. 
In any case, we consider a general P = MN . Let σ = IM
BM
(χ) be a genuine principal
series on M . Let w ∈ W θ,θ
′
and
T (w, σ)∗ : Whψ(I
G
P
′(wσ))→Whψ(I
G
P
(σ))
be the map induced from T (w, σ). Suppose Y excn is nonempty and we choose y ∈ Y
exc
n .
As discussed above, we have one-dimensional exceptional subspaces
E(y; σ) = C · λ(sy, σ) ⊂Whψ(I
G
P
(σ))
and
E(y; wσ) = C · λ(sy,
wσ) ⊂Whψ(I
G
P
′(wσ)).
The restriction
T (w, σ)∗ : E(y, wσ)→ E(y, σ)
is well-defined and is determined by a scalar with respect to the two basis λ(sy, σ) and
λ(sy,
wσ), which we will interpret as a product of gamma-factors. For simplicity, we
consider the case where P is a maximal parabolic subgroup. In this case there exists a
unique w0 ∈ W such that θ
′ := w0(θ) ⊂ ∆ and w0(∆\θ) ⊂ Φ
−.
In order to give an interpretation of the result relating to L-functions, we consider the
adjoint action
Adn∨ :
LM → GL(n∨),
where n∨ is the Lie algebra of N
∨
such that M
∨
N
∨
is a parabolic subgroup of G
∨
. It
factors through AdC
n∨
:
LM GL(n∨)
M
∨
/Z(G
∨
),
Ad
n
∨
AdC
n
∨
as Z(G
∨
) acts trivially on n∨.
Therefore, irreducible subspaces of n∨ for Adn∨ are in correspondence with irreducible
subspaces with respect to AdC
n∨
, which are familiar (see [Lan76] or [Sha88, §4]). More
precisely, we consider the decomposition of Adn∨ into irreducible representations Adn∨ =
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i=1Adi, where (Adi, Vi) ⊆ n
∨ is an irreducible space. Here, as observed by Langlands,
Vi is given by
(5.6) Vi =
⊕
〈ωP /nβ ,α
∨
Q,n〉=i
C ·Eα∨Q,n ,
where Eα∨Q,n ∈ n
∨ is the pinning associated to the root α∨Q,n of G
∨
. Moreover the following
equality holds:
(5.7) Φ
w0 =
m⊔
i=1
{
α ∈ Φ+ :
〈
ωP/nβ, α
∨
Q,n
〉
= i
}
.
Recall that L(s, σ, Adi) is by definition equal to the local Artin L-function L(s, Adi◦
L
ρχ)
associated with Adi ◦
L
ρχ, i.e.,
L(s, σ, Adi) := det
(
1− q−sAdi ◦
L
ρχ(Frob)|V Ii
)−1
,
where we also write Lρχ for the composition WF →
LT → LM . For unramified σ (i.e.
equivalently, unramified χ), the inertia group I acts trivially on Vi. It follows
L(s, σ, Adi) = det
(
1− q−sAdi ◦
L
ρχ(̟)|Vi
)−1
.
We also define
γ(s, σ, Adi) :=
L(1− s, σ, Ad∨i )
L(s, σ, Adi)
,
where Ad∨i is the contragredient representation of Adi.
Theorem 5.13. Retain notations as above. Assume that Y excn 6= ∅, and Y
spe
α = ∅ for all
α ∈ ∆. Fix any y ∈ Y excn . Then,
T (w0, σ)
∗(λ(sy,
w0σ)) = λ(sy, σ) ·
m∏
i=1
γ(0, σ, Adi)
−1.
Proof. Let w0 = wl...w2w1 be a minimal decomposition of w0, where wi is associated
with αi ∈ ∆. By our assumption that Y
spe
α = ∅ for all α ∈ ∆ and Proposition 5.3,
T (w0, σ)
∗(λ(sy,
w0σ))
=λ(sy, σ) ·
l∏
i=1
γ(wi, i(
wi−1...w1χ))−1
=λ(sy, σ) ·
∏
α∈Φ
w0
γ(0, χ
α
)−1,
where
γ(0, χ
α
)−1 =
1− q−1χ(hα(̟
nα))−1
1− χ(hα(̟nα))
.
It follows from [Gao18a, Theorem 7.8] that
L
ρχ ◦ Ad(̟)(Eα∨Q,n) = χ(hα(̟
nα)) · Eα∨Q,n .
Thus the result follows in view of (5.6) and (5.7). 
Remark 5.14. As noted in Remark 5.8, one could consider more generally an element
y ∈ f−1
X
(X WQ,n). In this case, an analogous formula as in Theorem 5.13 holds:
T (w0, σ)
∗(λ(sy,
w0σ)) = λ(sy, σ) · J(σ, y,w0) ·
m∏
i=1
γ(0, σ, Adi)
−1,
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where however J(σ, y,w0) ∈ C
× is not necessarily equal to 1. Such complication arises
from the exponents of χ(hα(̟
nα)) in Proposition 4.12.
6. The fundamental group π1(G
∨
Q,n) and periodicity of bW,n
In this section, we consider an n-fold cover G of a general linear reductive group G,
unless specified otherwise. In view of the discussion from the preceding section, we want
to study the number
bW,n :=
∣∣X WQ,n∣∣ .
We will give upper bounds for bW,n, and prove the periodicity of bW,n as a function of n,
if G is semisimple.
6.1. Bounds and periodicity of bW,n. Recall the map
φW,n : (X
sc
Q,n)
W → (XQ,n)
W
induced from the natural quotient
φ : X scQ,n ։XQ,n.
Denote by Yρ the affine lattice
Yρ := Y − ρ ⊂ Y ⊗Q.
If (XQ,n)
W = ∅, then necessarily (X scQ,n)
W = ∅.
Lemma 6.1. If (XQ,n)
W 6= ∅ and (X scQ,n)
W 6= ∅, then φW,n is surjective with fiber being
a torsor over Z(G
∨
Q,n).
Proof. Recall Z(G
∨
Q,n) = Hom(YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n,C
×), which is (non-canonically) isomorphic to
Ker(φ) = YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n. Also, for every z ∈ Ker(φ) and y ∈ X
sc
Q,n, one has
w[y + z] = w[y] +w(z) = w[y] + z.
In view of this, it suffices to prove the surjectivity.
Now for every α ∈ ∆, one has the following commutative diagram of sets
(X scQ,n)
W (XQ,n)
W
(X scQ,n)
Wα (XQ,n)
Wα.
φW,n
φα
The assumption implies that the domain and codomain of φα are both nonempty. Thus,
by Corollary 4.10, φα is surjective. That is, for any y + YQ,n ∈ (XQ,n)
Wα, one has
y + Y scQ,n ∈ (X
sc
Q,n)
Wα as well.
Since the above holds for all α ∈ ∆, it follows that if y + YQ,n ∈ (XQ,n)
W , one has
y + Y scQ,n ∈ (X
sc
Q,n)
W . This proves the desired surjectivity. 
Let L ⊂ Y ⊗Q be a lattice and S ⊂ Y ⊗Q a subset. We denote by
S/L ⊂ (Y ⊗Q)/L
the set of left cosets of S in (Y ⊗Q)/L. Denote by
P (Y scQ,n) ⊂ Y
sc
Q,n ⊗Z Q
the dual of the lattice XscQ,n with respect to the pairing 〈−,−〉 on (X ⊗Q) × (Y ⊗Q).
Thus, P (Y scQ,n) is the weight lattice associated to the root lattice Y
sc
Q,n, as 〈−,−〉 gives the
natural Z-valued pairing between XscQ,n and Y
sc
Q,n.
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Proposition 6.2. Let G be a semisimple group. Assume (XQ,n)
W 6= ∅ (see an elabora-
tion on this condition in §7).
(i) If φW,n is surjective, then there is a bijection between (X
sc
Q,n)
W and (Yρ∩P (Y
sc
Q,n))/Y
sc
Q,n.
In this case,
bW,n =
∣∣∣∣Yρ ∩ P (Y scQ,n)YQ,n
∣∣∣∣ .
(ii) If G is almost-simple and domain(φW,n) = ∅, then G = Sp
(n)
2r and is of metaplectic
type; in this case,
bW,n = 1.
Proof. First, we show (i). The map y 7→ y − ρ gives a bijection between two cosets in
(Y ⊗Q)/Y scQ,n:
X
sc
Q,n ↔ Yρ/Y
sc
Q,n.
This bijection is equivariant with respect to the w[·]-action on the left and the usual
w(·)-action on the right.
Now
(6.1)
w(yρ) ≡ yρ mod Y
sc
Q,n for all w ∈ W
⇐⇒ yρ ∈ Y ⊗Q is a special point for the affine Weyl group Waff = W ⋉ Y
sc
Q,n
⇐⇒ yρ ∈ P (Y
sc
Q,n) by [Bou02, Page 187, Proposition 3] .
Therefore, we have a bijection
(X scQ,n)
W ↔
Yρ ∩ P (Y
sc
Q,n)
Y scQ,n
.
By Lemma 6.1, it gives a bijection
(XQ,n)
W ↔
Yρ ∩ P (Y
sc
Q,n)
YQ,n
.
This proves the first statement.
Now we show (ii). By assumption, we pick y such that y + YQ,n ∈ (XQ,n)
W . Since
(X scQ,n)
W = ∅, there exists α ∈ ∆ such that y+Y scQ,n /∈ (X
sc
Q,n)
W . Thus the first statement
in (ii) follows from Proposition 4.8, we have G = Sp
(n)
2r and it is of metaplectic-type. In
particular, nα = 2m with m odd for the unique short simple coroot α of Sp2r.
In this case, a simple computation gives that
YQ,n = m · Y
sc,
which, by the above argument for (6.1) (relying on the fact that mY sc is a coroot lattice),
gives bijections
(XQ,n)
W ↔
Y scρ ∩ P (mY
sc)
mY sc
↔
(m−1 · Y scρ ) ∩ P (Y
sc)
Y sc
.
We observe that
ρ ∈ (m−1 · Y scρ ) ∩ P (Y
sc);
that is, the set (XQ,n)
W is nonempty and bW,n ≥ 1. Moreover, we will show that if for
i = 1, 2 we have
yi ∈ (m
−1 · Y scρ ) ∩ P (Y
sc),
then y1 − y2 ∈ Y
sc. For this, we have yi ∈ P (Y
sc) and myi + ρ ∈ Y
sc; it gives that
m− 1
2
· 2(y1 − y2) + (y1 − y2) ∈ Y
sc
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and therefore y1 − y2 ∈ Y
sc. This shows that bW,n = 1 and the proof is completed. 
Assume that G is semisimple. Let π1(G
∨
Q,n) be the fundamental group of the algebraic
dual group G
∨
Q,n (see [Mil17, Definition 18.7]). We have
π1(G
∨
Q,n) ≃ P (Y
sc
Q,n)/YQ,n.
Theorem 6.3. Let G be a semisimple group. Then the following holds.
(i) For every semisimple G, one has bW,n ≤
∣∣∣π1(G∨Q,n)∣∣∣.
(ii) If G is simply-connected, then bW,n ≤ 1 for all n.
(iii) If ρ ∈ Y , then for every n such that X ⊂ XscQ,n we have bW,n =
∣∣∣π1(G∨Q,n)∣∣∣. In
particular, if G = Gad, then we always have bW,n =
∣∣∣π1(G∨Q,n)∣∣∣ for every n.
Proof. For (i), if the domain of φW,n is empty, then by Proposition 6.2, bW,n = 1. Now
assume φW,n is surjective, again by Proposition 6.2,
bW,n ≤
∣∣∣∣P (Y scQ,n)YQ,n
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣π1(G∨Q,n)∣∣∣ .
For (ii), assume G is simply-connected. It suffices to show that if
yi ∈ Yρ ∩ P (Y
sc
Q,n), i = 1, 2,
then y1 − y2 ∈ YQ,n. Since y1 − y2 ∈ Y ∩ P (Y
sc
Q,n), for every α
∨ we have
B(y1 − y2, α
∨) = Q(α∨) · 〈y1 − y2, α〉 = Q(α
∨)nα ·
〈
y1 − y2, n
−1
α α
〉
∈ nZ,
where the last step follows from the fact that y1 − y2 ∈ P (Y
sc
Q,n). Since the coroots span
Y = Y sc, we see y1 − y2 ∈ YQ,n. This completes the proof for (ii).
We show the last assertion (iii). Assume ρ ∈ Y , then (G, n) is not of metaplectic-
type for all n. Therefore, φW,n is surjective for every n. Moreover, if X ⊂ X
sc
Q,n, then
P (Y scQ,n) ⊂ Y . By the first part of Proposition 6.2, one has
bW,n =
∣∣∣∣Y ∩ P (Y scQ,n)YQ,n
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣P (Y scQ,n)/YQ,n∣∣ = ∣∣∣π1(G∨Q,n)∣∣∣ .
If G is adjoint, then X = Xsc ⊂ XscQ,n for every n. This completes the proof of (iii). 
Theorem 6.4. Let G be almost-simple and Q a Weyl invariant quadratic form on Y .
Then there exists a natural number c := c(G, Q) depending only on G and Q such that
bW,n = bW,n+c
for every n ∈ N.
Proof. If Q = 0, then bW,n = 1 for all n. Clearly the statement holds, by taking c = 1.
Now we assume that Q 6= 0, i.e., Q(α∨) 6= 0 for every coroot α∨. We consider two cases
of G, depending on whether it is equal to Sp2r or not.
The first case, G 6= Sp2r, and we fix the quadratic form Q. In this case, φW,n is
surjective for every n. From the proof of Proposition 6.2, we see that
bW,n =
∣∣∣∣∣Yρ ∩ P (Y scQ,n)Y scQ,n
∣∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣YQ,n/Y scQ,n∣∣−1 .
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We note that
∣∣∣Z(G∨Q,n)∣∣∣ = ∣∣YQ,n/Y scQ,n∣∣, which by Proposition 2.13 is periodic with respect
to some c1 := c1(G, Q) . On the other hand, as in the proof of Proposition 2.13, we see
that
Y scQ,n =
{
nα · Y
sc if n ∈ NG,Q, and
nα · Y
sc
♭ if n ∈ N−NG,Q;
where α∨ is any long simple coroot. (If G is simply-laced, we have NG,Q = N.) We have
S(n) :=
Yρ ∩ P (Y
sc
Q,n)
Y scQ,n
=

(n−1α ·Yρ)∩P (Y
sc)
Y sc
if n ∈ NG,Q,
(n−1α ·Yρ)∩P (Y
sc
♭
)
Y sc
♭
if n ∈ N−NG,Q.
The same argument in Proposition 2.13 coupled with Lemma 2.12 shows that there is
c2 := c2(G,Q) such that S(n + c2) = S(n) for all n. Taking c = lcm(c1, c2) gives that
bW,n = bW,n+c for all n.
Now, we treat the case G = Sp2r, r ≥ 1 with a fixed quadratic form Q on Y = Y
sc.
Let α∨r be the unique short simple coroot; define
NQ = {n : 2|nαr but 4 ∤ nαr} ⊂ N.
We see that domain(φW,n) = ∅ if and only if n ∈ NQ. By Proposition, bW,n = 1 for all
n ∈ NQ.
Define c′ := 4 ·Q(α∨r ). We claim that n+ c
′ ∈ NQ for all n ∈ N. For this, we compute
(n+ c′)αr =
n + c′
gcd(n + c′, Q(α∨r ))
=
n + 4Q(α∨r )
gcd(n,Q(α∨r ))
= nαr + 4 ·
Q(α∨r )
gcd(n,Q(α∨r ))
.
Since Q(α∨r ) · gcd(n,Q(α
∨
r ))
−1 is odd, it follows that (n+ c′)αr ∈ NQ. Therefore, bW,n =
bW,n+c′ for all n ∈ NQ.
If n ∈ N − NQ, then φW,n is surjective. The same argument as in the G 6= Sp2r
case above shows that there exists c′′ := c′′(Sp2r, Q) such that n + c
′′ ∈ N − NQ and
bW,n = bW,n+c′′ for all n ∈ N−NQ.
We take c = lcm {c′, c′′}; this completes the proof for G = Sp2r. 
In view of (iii) of Corollary 6.3, we see that Proposition 2.13 and Theorem 6.4 are
compatible, when G is a cover of an adjoint group G.
6.2. Poincare´ series for bW,n. Let G be a split connected reductive group and (G, n)
a cover. The Poincare´ series attached to bW,n is by definition
PW (T ) :=
∑
n≥1
bW,nT
n ∈ Z[[T ]].
Analogously, define
Pexc(T ) :=
∑
n=1
|fX (Y
exc
n )| · T
n.
Note that if G is a semisimple group, then
|Y excn | = |fX (Y
exc
n )| .
Corollary 6.5. The following two statements are equivalent:
• There exists a natural number c ≥ 1 (depending on G, Q only) such that
bW,n = bW,n+c
for all n ≥ 1.
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• There exists k ∈ N and f(T ) ∈ Z[T ] such that
PW (T ) =
f(T )
1− T k
;
in particular, PW (T ) lies in Q(T ) in this case.
Moreover, if G is an almost-simple group, then any of the above two statements (and
thus both) holds for PW (T ); the analogous assertion also holds for Pexc(T ).
Proof. The equivalence of the two statements is straightforward. The assertion on PW (T )
for almost-simple G follows from Theorem 6.4. The assertion on Pexc(T ) follows from
Lemma 5.2. More precisely, it suffices to show that there exists c = c(G, Q) such that
for all n, one has
(6.2) |Y excn | =
∣∣Y excn+c∣∣
for every n. However, it is easy to see that there exists c′ = c′(G, Q) such that
ρQ,n − ρQ,n+c′ ∈ Y
for every n. If G = Sp2r, there also exists c
′′ = c′′(G, Q) such that
(ρQ,n −
nα
2
ωα)− (ρQ,n+c′′ −
(n+ c′′)α
2
ωα) ∈ Y,
where α ∈ ∆ is the unique simple long root. In any case, in view of Lemma 5.2, we
see that there exists c = c(G, Q) such that (6.2) holds and thus |Y excn | is periodic. This
completes the proof. 
7. Two Poincare´ series
In this section, we work out explicitly the bW,n and Y
exc
n for several family of covering
groups. First note that
|fX (Y
exc
n )| ≤ bW,n,
since Y excn ⊂ f
−1
X
(X WQ,n). The set |Y
exc
n | measure the size of the exceptional points, which
provide natural basis points for the Casselman-Shalika formula in view of Theorem 5.6.
Indeed, if G
(n)
is such that bW,n = 0 (or just Y
exc
n = ∅), we are not aware of a natural
analogue of Theorems 5.6 and 5.10. For instance, for the 4-fold cover SL2, one has
bW,4 = 0.
We will compute explicitly the two Poincare´ series PW (T ) and Pexc(T ). For all the
examples considered in this section, one has
Pexc(T ),PW (T ) ∈ Q(T ),
including certain covers of GLr. We conjecture that this is the case for covers of a general
reductive group G.
7.1. Almost-simple simply-connected groups. In this subsection, letG be an almost-
simple simply-connected group. We assume that
Q(α∨) = 1
for every short coroot α∨. This gives rise to a K2-extension G.
Let G
(n)
be the n-fold cover arising from (G, n). Then the necessary and sufficient
conditions for bW,n > 0 and Y
exe
n 6= ∅, which is equivalent to bW,n = 1 and |Y
exc
n | = 1
respectively by Corollary 6.3, are tabulated as follows. For G a classical group (resp.
exceptional group), we list the conditions in Table 1 (resp. Table 2). In the tables r ≡ a
represents r ≡ a mod 4. Also, for every n we denote by J(n) the highest exponent of 2
dividing n.
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Table 1. For classical groups
A
(n)
r , r ≥ 2 C
(n)
r , r ≥ 1 B
(n)
r , r ≥ 3 D
(n)
r , r ≥ 3
bW,n = 1 all n if r is even; 4 ∤ n all n if r ≡ 0; all n if r ≡ 0;
2J(n)| (r+1)
2
if r is odd 4 ∤ n if r ≡ 1; all n if r ≡ 1;
odd n if r ≡ 2; odd n if r ≡ 2;
all n if r ≡ 3 4 ∤ n if r ≡ 3
|Y excn | = 1 all n if r is even; 4 ∤ n all n if n ≡ 0; all n if r ≡ 0;
n is odd if r is odd 4 ∤ n if r ≡ 1 ; all n if r ≡ 1 ;
odd n if r ≡ 2; odd n if r ≡ 2 ;
odd n or 4|n if r ≡ 3 odd n if r ≡ 3
Table 2. For exceptional groups
E
(n)
6 E
(n)
7 E
(n)
8 F
(n)
4 G
(n)
2
bW,n = 1 all n odd n all n all n all n
|Y excn | = 1 all n odd n all n all n all n
To facilitate the computation, we first show two useful results.
Lemma 7.1. Let G be a semisimple simply-connected group. If ρ ∈ Y and the coroot
system Φ∨Q,n =
{
α∨Q,n
}
is the same type as Φ∨, then automatically ρQ,n ∈ Y
sc
Q,n and
therefore Y scn = {ρ− ρQ,n}; in particular, |Y
sc
n | = bW,n = 1 in this case.
Proof. Under the assumption one has ρ − ρQ,n ∈ Y . Thus the statement is a direct
consequence of Lemma 5.2. 
Lemma 7.2. Let P (Y sc) ⊂ Y sc ⊗Q be the weight lattice associated to the coroot lattice
Y sc. If n ≡ 1 mod [P (Y sc) : Y sc], then∣∣∣∣(n−1Y scρ ) ∩ P (Y sc)Y sc
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1.
Proof. Let yi ∈ (n
−1Yρ) ∩ P (Y
sc) for i = 1, 2. Then n(y1 − y2) ∈ Y
sc ∩ P (Y sc), and thus
in P (Y sc),
(y1 − y2) ≡ n(y1 − y2) mod Y
sc,
which follows from the assumption on n. 
7.1.1. Type Ar, r ≥ 2. Consider the Dynkin diagram for the simple coroots of Ar:
❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡❵ ❵ ❵ ❵ ❵ ❵ ❵ ❵ ❵
α∨1 α
∨
2 α
∨
r−2 α
∨
r−1 α
∨
r
By Lemma 5.2, Y excn 6= ∅ if and only if ρ − ρQ,n = (1 − n)ρ lies in Y . We discuss the
two cases depending on the parity of r.
First, if r ≥ 2 is even, then ρ ∈ Y . Thus ρ − ρQ,n ∈ Y and it is the only exceptional
point in Y excn . In this case
|Y excn | = 1 = bW,n.
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Now we assume that r ≥ 3 is odd. Then ρ /∈ Y , thus Y scn 6= ∅ if and only if n is odd.
To consider bW,n, we follow notations in [Gao17, §4] and have
YQ,n =
{
r+1∑
i=1
kiei :
∑
i
ki = 0 and k1 ≡ k2 ≡ ... ≡ kr+1 mod n
}
,
where {ei} is the standard coordinate used as in Bourbaki [Bou02] and in particular
α∨i = ei − ei+1. Let y =
∑r+1
i=1 kiei ∈ Y with
∑
i ki = 0. Then
y + YQ,n ∈ (XQ,n)
W
if and only if
〈yρ, αi〉 ∈ nZ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r;
that is,
(7.1) ki+1 + 1− ki ∈ nZ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
This gives that
r∑
i=1
i · (ki+1 + 1− ki) =
r + 1
2
(2kr+1 + r) ∈ nZ.
Since r is odd, this implies that
2J(n)|
(
r + 1
2
)
,
where 2J(n) denotes the 2-exponent in a natural number n.
Conversely, if 2J(n)| r+1
2
, we take kr+1 ∈ Z be to any number such that
(r + 1)kr+1 + r(r + 1)/2 = m · n for some m.
Also take
ki = ki+1 + 1 for all 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1,
and k1 = k2 + 1 −mn. Clearly this element
∑
i kiei lies in Y and thus bW,n > 0 in this
case.
The above discussion for bW,n and Y
exc
n can be summarized as follows:
• If r is even, then
PW (T ) = Pexc(T ) =
T
1− T
.
• For r is odd, let J(r) be such that 2J(r) is the 2-exponent appearing in (r + 1)/2.
Then we have
PW (T ) =
J(r)∑
i=0
T 2
i
1− (T 2i)2
and
Pexc(T ) =
T
1− T 2
.
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7.1.2. Type Cr, r ≥ 1. Consider the Dynkin diagram for the simple coroots for Cr:
❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ >
α∨1 α
∨
2 α
∨
r−2 α
∨
r−1 α
∨
r
Note
ρ =
r∑
i=1
i(2r − i)
2
α∨i .
We consider this case in three steps.
• First, if n is odd, then nα = n for all α
∨ and
ρ− ρQ,n = (1− n) · ρ ∈ Y.
Thus, Y excn = {ρ− ρQ,n} and
|Y excn | = 1 = bW,n.
• Second, n = 2m with m odd. In this case, it follows from Lemma 5.2 that
Y excn = {ρ− ρQ,n +mωαr}.
• Third, 4|n. In this case, we show that bW,n = 0, which also implies that Y
exc
n = ∅.
For this purpose, we claim
Yρ ∩ P (Y
sc
Q,n) = ∅.
However, in this case P (Y scQ,n) = YQ,n ⊂ Y . On the other hand, ρ /∈ Y . Therefore
the claim follows.
The above analysis shows that the Poincare´ series PW (T ),Pexc(T ) for Sp2r and the
fixed Q are
PW (T ) = Pexc(T ) =
T 3 + T 2 + T
1− T 4
.
7.1.3. Type Br, r ≥ 3. Consider the Dynkin diagram for the simple coroots for the group
Spin2r+1 of type Br:
❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ <
α∨1 α
∨
2 α
∨
r−2 α
∨
r−1 α
∨
r
Again, following notation in [Gao17, §6], we may identify
Y =
{
r∑
i=1
kiei ∈
⊕
i
Zei : 2|(
∑
i
ki)
}
.
In this case α∨i = ei − ei+1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 and also α
∨
r = 2er.
We have y ∈ (XQ,n)
W if and only if
yρ ∈ Yρ ∩ P (Y
sc
Q,n);
that is,
〈yρ, αi〉 ∈ nαZ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
or more explicitly,
(7.2) ki − ki+1 − 1 ∈ nαiZ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, and kr − 1 ∈ nαrZ.
We discuss the two cases according to the parity of n.
First, if n is odd, then nαi = n for every i. In this case, we see that one can find {ki}
such that 2|(
∑
i ki) satisfying (7.2). For example, we can take
ki = r + 1− i for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, and kr =
r(r + 3)
2
.
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Also, in this case Y scQ,n = nY
sc and thus
ρ− ρQ,n = (1− n)ρ ∈ Y.
That is, Y excn = {ρ− ρQ,n}. Therefore we have
bW,n = |Y
exc
n | = 1.
Second, if n = 2m is even, then we note that in this case
nαi = n for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, and nαr = m.
That is, the root system Φ∨Q,n is of type Br. We have
ρ− ρQ,n ≡
r(rn+ r + 1)
4
α∨r mod Y.
A straightforward checking shows that ρ− ρQ,n ∈ Y
sc if and only if we are in one of the
following three cases:
(I) r ≡ 0 mod 4;
(II) r ≡ 1 mod 4, and m is odd;
(III) r ≡ 3 mod 4, and m is even.
At the same time, the solvability of (7.2) under the constraint 2|(
∑
i ki) is equivalent to
the existence of t ∈ Z, where kr = 1 +m · t, such that
(7.3) 2 divides
(
r(r + 1)
2
+ rm · t
)
.
We discuss this in the following four cases:
• r ≡ 0 mod 4. In this case, Y excn = {ρ− ρQ,n} and thus
|Y excn | = bW,n = 1.
• r ≡ 1 mod 4. In this case, (7.3) holds for some t if and only ifm is odd. Therefore,
bW,n = |Y
exc
n | =
{
0 if m is even;
1 if m is odd.
• r ≡ 2 mod 4. In this case, (7.3) is always unsolvable. Thus
bW,n = |Y
exc
n | = 0.
• r ≡ 3 mod 4. In this case, (7.3) is always solvable and hence
bW,n = 1.
However, note that in this case |Y excn | = 1 if and only if m is even.
In summary, we have
PW (T ) = Pexc(T )

T
1−T
if r ≡ 0 mod 4;
T 3+T 2+T
1−T 4
if r ≡ 1 mod 4;
T
1−T 2
if r ≡ 2 mod 4.
Moreover, if r ≡ 3 mod 4, then
PW (T ) =
T
1− T
, Pexc(T ) =
T + T 3 + T 4
1− T 4
.
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7.1.4. Type Dr, r ≥ 4. Consider the Dynkin diagram for simple coroots of Dr:
❡ ❡ ❡ ❡ ❡
✉
✉
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ✟
✟
✟
❍
❍
❍
α∨1 α
∨
2 α
∨
3 α
∨
r−3
α∨r−2
α∨r−1
α∨r
We use the Bourbaki notation in [Bou02, Page 220]. In particular,
Y =
{
(y1, y2, ..., yr) ∈
r⊕
i=1
Zei : 2|(
r∑
i=1
yi)
}
.
Moreover,
YQ,n =

(y1, y2, ..., yr) ∈
⊕r
i=1 Zei :
• 2|(
∑r
i=1 yi),
• y1 ≡ y2 ≡ ... ≡ yr mod n,
• n|(2yi) for all i.
 , Y scQ,n =
 (y1, y2, ..., yr) ∈
⊕r
i=1 Zei :
• 2n|(
∑r
i=1 yi),
• n|yi for all i.

Since Dr is simply-laced, we have nα = n for all α
∨. To consider the set Y excn first, we
note that ρ− ρQ,n = (1− n)ρ. By [Bou02, Page 221 (VII)],
ρ− ρQ,n ≡ (1− n)
r(r − 1)
4
(α∨r−1 + α
∨
r ) mod Y
sc.
Thus it follows easily
|Y excn | =

1 for all n, if r ≡ 0, 1 mod 4;
1 for odd n, if r ≡ 2, 3 mod 4;
0 for even n, if r ≡ 2, 3 mod 4.
Now we consider bW,n. Let
∑
yiei ∈ Y be such that
〈yρ, αi〉 ∈ nZ.
We get
(7.4) ki − ki+1 − 1 ∈ nZ for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, and kr−1 + kr − 1 ∈ nZ.
It is equivalent to
(7.5) ki − (kr + (r − i)) ∈ nZ for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, and 2kr ∈ nZ.
Again, the existence of y ∈ Yρ ∩ P (Y
sc
Q,n) is equivalent to the solvability of (7.5); it is
further equivalent to saying that there exist ti such that
r∑
i=1
ki = r · kr +
r(r − 1)
2
+ n ·
r−1∑
i=1
ti
is even, and 2kr = ntr.
We discuss the situation according to the parity of n. If n is odd, then we have
bW,n = |Y
exc
n | = 1.
For n = 2m even, assume kr = mtr. We need to look at the solvability for ti’s under the
condition that
(7.6) 2|
(
rm · tr +
r(r − 1)
2
)
.
We will divide our discussion on bW,n into three cases:
• r ≡ 0 or 1 mod 4. In this case, bW,n = |Y
exc
n | = 1.
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• r ≡ 2 mod 4. In this case, there is no tr such that (7.6) holds. Thus, bW,n =
|Y excn | = 0.
• r ≡ 3 mod 4. If m is even, then (7.6) is not solvable, and we have bW,n = 0. On
the other hand, if m is odd, then we can check that bW,n = 1; note in this case
|Y excn | = 0.
We can compute the Poincare´ series easily to obtain:
PW (T ) = Pexc(T ) =
{
T
1−T
if r ≡ 0 or 1 mod 4;
T
1−T 2
if r ≡ 2 mod 4.
Moreover, if r ≡ 3 mod 4, then
PW (T ) =
T 3 + T 2 + T
1− T 4
, Pexc(T ) =
T
1− T 2
.
7.1.5. Type E6. In this case ρ ∈ Y ; since E6 is simply-laced, we have ρQ,n ∈ Y
sc
Q,n.
Therefore Y excn = {ρ− ρQ,n} for all n. Thus bW,n = |Y
sc
n | = 1 for all n. It follows that the
Poincare´ series are
PW (T ) = Pexc(T ) =
T
1− T
.
7.1.6. Type E7. Note [P (Y
sc) : Y sc] = 2 for E7. Since E7 is simply-laced, one has
YQ,n = n · Y
sc. Therefore, by Proposition 6.2 there are bijections
X
W
Q,n ↔
Yρ ∩ P (Y
sc
Q,n)
Y scQ,n
↔
(n−1Yρ) ∩ P (Y )
Y
.
There are two cases:
• If n is odd, then ρ− ρQ,n = (1− n) · ρ ∈ Y
sc. Thus
|Y excn | = bW,n = 1.
• If n is even, then we see that (n−1Yρ) ∩ P (Y ) = ∅ and thus
|Y excn | = bW,n = 0
in this case.
It follows that the two Poincare´ series for E7 are
PW (T ) = Pexc(T ) =
T
1− T 2
.
7.1.7. Type E8, F4 and G2. Let G be one of these three exceptional groups. It is both
simply-connected and adjoint. Therefore, ρ ∈ Y and ρQ,n ∈ Y
sc
Q,n. We have Y
exc
n =
{ρ− ρQ,n} for every n and therefore
bW,n = |Y
sc
n | = 1
for all n. The Poincare´ series are thus
PW (T ) = Pexc(T ) =
T
1− T
.
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7.2. Adjoint groups. It follows from Proposition 6.2 that if G is an adjoint group, then
bW,n =
∣∣∣π1(G∨Q,n)∣∣∣ for every n. We will not treat general adjoint groups, but consider the
example of SO2r+1.
Let Y be the cocharacter lattice of SO2r+1 spanned by
{e1, e2, ..., er}
and the coroot lattice Y sc by the set of simple coroots
{α∨i := ei − ei+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1} ∪ {α
∨
r := 2er} .
Let Q : Y → Z be the unique Weyl-invariant quadratic form on Y such that
Q(er) = −1.
Pick a bisector D associated to Q. Consider (D, η) with ηn being the trivial map. It
gives rise to the K2 extension SO2r+1. In fact, let SL2r+1 be the extension of SL2r+1
determined by Q(β∨) = −1 for any coroot β of SL2r+1. Then SO2r+1 is just its pull-back
via the embedding SO2r+1 →֒ SL2r+1.
In any case, for the dual group of G = SO
(n)
2r+1, we have
G
∨
Q,n =
{
Sp2r if 4 ∤ n;
SO2r+1 if 4|n.
For SO2r+1 and the above Q, it follows that the Poincare´ series for bW,n is
PW (T ) =
2T 4 + T 3 + T 2 + T
1− T 4
.
One can check easily that ρQ,n ∈ Y for all n, and thus |Y
exc
n | = 1 for all n. Therefore,
Pexc(T ) =
T
1− T
.
7.3. Covers of GLr. As in Example 4.19, we use the notation in [Gao18b, §2.1]. Below
we only illustrate the situation by considering two special families.
First, we consider the Kazhdan-Patterson K2-extension GL2 with
Q(ei) = p = 0, i = 1, 2; BQ(e1, e2) = q = 1.
In this case, YQ,n = nY for every n ∈ N, and thus XQ,n ≃ (Z/nZ)
2. We already obtained
from Example 4.19 that bW,n = n. Hence,
PW (T ) =
T
(1− T )2
.
Now we consider the set Y excn . By definition, y = y1e1 + y2e2 ∈ Y
exc
n if and only if
y1 − y2 = −n + 1.
In particular, there are infinitely many exceptional points. However, we see that
|fX (Y
exc
n )| = n
and hence
Pexc(T ) = PW (T ) =
T
(1− T )2
.
Second, we consider the Savin K2-extension GLr with
Q(ei) = p = −1; BQ(ei, ej) = q = 0, i 6= j.
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We have Q(α∨) = −2 for every coroot α∨. For n ∈ N, denote no := n/gcd(2, n), which
equals to nα for every α. Then YQ,n = noY and thus
XQ,n ≃ (Z/noZ)
r.
For every 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, the coset
∑
j kjej + YQ,n lies in (XQ,n)
Wαi if and only if
ki − (ki+1 + 1) ∈ noZ.
It follows that
bαi,n = n
r−1
o , and aαi,n =
nro − n
r−1
o
2
.
Moreover, one has bW,n = no and therefore the Poincare´ series for the Savin-cover GL
(n)
r
is
PW (T ) =
T + T 2 + T 3
(1− T 2)2
.
To consider Y excn , note that y =
∑
i yiei ∈ Y
exc
n if and only if
yi − yi+1 = −no + 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
Again, there are infinitely many exceptional points. On the other hand, since
|fX (Y
exc
n )| = no = bW,n
for all n, we have
Pexc(T ) = PW (T ) =
T + T 2 + T 3
(1− T 2)2
.
We note that for general Brylinski-Deligne cover GL
(n)
r parametrized by p,q ∈ Z, the
number bW,n varies sensitively. We leave the computation of the general PW (T ) and
Pexc(T ) to the interested reader.
7.4. Rationality of the Poincare´ series. In view of Corollary 6.5 and the above ex-
amples, we have
Conjecture 7.3. Let G be an n-fold cover of a connected reductive group G. Then both
PW (T ) and Pexc(T ) are rational functions in T .
Note that the Poincare´ series PW (T ) in Conjecture 7.3 is rational if and only if there
is a recurrence relation (of order m) on bW,n, i.e., there exist constants c1, c2, ..., cm such
that
bW,i = c1bW,i−1 + c2bW,i−2 + ...+ cmbW,i−m
for every i ≥ N , where N is some fixed number ≥ m + 1. If G is semisimple, then
the periodicity of bW,n gives a special recurrence relation. However, for general reductive
group G, the number bW,n may grow as n increases: this can be seen from the covers GLr
considered above. The same consideration also applies to Pexc(T ).
8. Principal series of GL2 and SL2
Let G be a p-adic linear algebraic group with derived group Go. Let τ be a parabolic
induction on G. Since the Whittaker functional is an equivariant functional with respect
to a unipotent subgroup, it follows that a Shahidi local coefficient associated with τ is
determined by the restriction of τ to Go. Thus, due to the uniqueness of Whittaker
model, the relation between Shahidi local coefficients associated with G and Go is clear.
In the case of covering groups, this uniqueness fails and one needs to study carefully the
restriction from a covering group to its derived group.
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In this section, we investigate the problem of restricting a genuine principal series repre-
sentation τ of Kazhdan-Patterson covers G = GL2 to Go = SL
(n)
2 . For the exact definition
of these groups see §8.1 below. After proving properties about local coefficients matrices
associated with Go in §9, we use in §10 such results to describe the local coefficients
matrices associated with τ , by means of those associated with genuine principal series of
Go which occur in the restriction of τ to Go . Moreover, we compute the invariants of the
local coefficients matrix associated with τ by using the invariants of the local coefficients
matrices associated with Go. In an ongoing project we intend to conduct a more thorough
study of the restriction problem for covering groups, and apply it to the study of local
coefficients matrices and related invariants. We intend the detailed example provided
here to serve as a first non-trivial example and as a reference.
As we show in Theorem 8.15, unlike the linear case, the restriction of τ to Go is always
a direct sum of principle series representations. Moreover, the restriction for most of
the coverings is seldom multiplicity-free. While in the odd n case all the principle series
representations appearing in the restriction are isomorphic, in the even n case there are
[F× : F×2] non-isomorphic principle series representations from the restriction. If n is
even and τ is unramified, then one can always find ramified principle series representations
of Go in the restriction. See [GPS80] and [Gel81] for the n = 2 case. Similar phenomenon
appears in the case of a double cover of GSp2r, see [Szp13b] and [Szp15].
We show that a local coefficients matrix associated with a principal series representation
of G can be chosen to be a diagonal-block matrix with each block arising from a genuine
principal series representation of Go, see Theorem 10.1. This gives a strong connection
between the invariants extracted from local coefficients matrix associated with G and
that associated with Go.
One of the outcomes of this study is an explanation for a discrepancy in the form a local
coefficients matrix takes between Go and G. Our results indicate again that there exists
a trichotomy among different degree coverings of Go: odd-fold covers, (4k+2)-fold covers
and (4k)-fold covers. This trichotomy is evident in the formulas for the determinant
of unramified local coefficients matrices, see Theorems 9.12 and 9.13. Remarkably, this
trichotomy is dissolved if we consider G, see Theorem 10.9. This phenomenon, though
observed in Example 4.18 and Example 4.19 already, is better explained by nature of the
restriction mentioned above. It is particularly striking that in the even fold cover case
we have to deal with certain ramified local coefficients matrices for Go, when restricted
from an unramified principal series of G.
From this section onwards, the approach taken towards the local coefficients matrix
and its invariants is different from the one adopted in earlier sections, where we essentially
modified the scattering matrices studied in [McN16]. This is inevitable, as remarked in
§3.6, there is no canonical choice of rw in general and thus a local coefficients matrix is
difficult to compute directly for ramified data. Here we use the computation from [Szp19]
which relies on ideas involving partial ζ-integrals, partial γ-factors and partial γ˜-factors,
see [Szp19, §2]. One of the advantages of this approach is that it incorporates naturally γ
and γ˜-factors in the study of the local coefficients matrices. Another advantage is that in
these computations we can treat both ramified and unramified cases, most often without
assuming gcd(n, p) = 1. In fact, in §9 we complement the results in [Szp19] and [GSS18]
in some ramified cases.
There might be a small overlap between the results given in this section and the
results given in earlier sections. For example, the determinants computed in Theorems
9.12, 9.13 and 10.9 in the unramified case may be deduced from Theorem 4.17, and the
explicit formula for the trace in the unramified case given in Corollary 9.9 appears also
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in Proposition 4.26. However, we believe that this repetition is actually important as it
demonstrates the advantages of each of the approaches mentioned above.
Let K be a group and H ⊂ K a subgroup. Let π′ be a representation of K and π a
representation of H . We say that π occurs in π′, or that π′ contains π, if
HomH(π
′, π) 6= 0.
If K is finite, we denote
K̂ := Hom(K,C×).
For k, h ∈ K we define
hk = khk−1.
If H is a normal subgroup of K, then for k ∈ K we define πk to be the representation of
H given by
πk(h) := π(hk).
Thus, π 7→ πk defines an action of K/H on the set of isomorphism classes of representa-
tions of H .
8.1. The Kazhdan-Patterson covers of GL2. For the rest of this paper, we consider
the Kazhdan-Patterson covering G = GL
(n)
2 depending on a parameter c ∈ Z, see [KP84].
In fact, the discussion could be carried out for general Brylinski-Deligne covers of GL2
with proper modification. However, our restriction to the Kazhdan-Patterson covers is
only for the purpose of convenience, as later we will use some results in [Szp19] which are
stated for such covers only.
Recall from Example 4.19 that we have the cocharacter lattice Y = Ze1 ⊕Ze2 of GL2.
Consider the Weyl-invariant bilinear form BQ of Y such that
BQ(ei, ei) = 2c, BQ(e1, e2) = 2c+ 1.
This gives rise to the n-fold Kazhdan-Patterson covering G of G = GL2. The bisector
D : Y × Y → Z is chosen to be
D(ei, ej) =

c if i = j;
c+ 1 if i = 1, j = 2;
c if i = 2, j = 1.
One can check that the cocycle cD on T ⊂ G determined by D is given by
cD(e1(a1)e2(a2), e1(b1)e2(b2)) = (a1, b2)n · (a1a2, b1b2)
c
n,
where ei(a) ∈ T for a ∈ F
×. In fact, a cocycle c on the whole group G which entails a
description of G in terms of the set-theoretic µn ×G is given by Kubota as follows:
(8.1) c(g, g′) =
(
x(gg′)x−1(g), x(gg′)x−1(g′) det(g)−1
)
n
·
(
det(g), det(g′)
)c
n
,
where
x
(
a b
c d
)
=
{
c if c 6= 0;
d otherwise.
That is, we have a section s : G → G such that G = µn × s(G) as sets, and the group
law on µn × s(G) is given by c:
s(g) · s(g′) = c(g, g′) · s(gg′).
It is easy to check that c actually extends the cocycle cD on T as above.
For every g, g′ ∈ G, we have the commutator
[g, g′] := g · g′ · g−1 · g′−1 ∈ G.
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As G is a central extension of G, the commutator map [−,−] of G × G factors through
G × G, and thus we write [g, g′] = [g, g′] where g, g′ ∈ G is the image of g and g′
respectively. If gg′ = g′g ∈ G, then one has
[g, g′] = c(g, g′) · c(g′, g)−1.
Let α∨ = e1 − e2. For a fixed n, the derived subgroup of G is Go = SL
(n)
2 , which arises
from the quadratic form
Q : Z(α∨)→ Z
such that Q(α∨) = −1. In particular, the derived subgroup of G is independent of the
underlying parameter c. This fact also follows from (8.1). We will write
Ho := H ∩Go
for every subgroup H ⊆ G. For every lifting g ∈ G of g ∈ G, we define det(g) = det(g).
For convenience, we also denote
diag(a, b) := e1(a)e2(b) ∈ G.
Lemma 8.1. The following hold.
(i) s(a1G) · s(g) · s(a1G)
−1 = s(g) ·
(
a, det(g)
)4c+1
n
.
(ii) s(g) · s(a1G) · s(g)
−1 = s(a1G) ·
(
det(g), a
)4c+1
n
.
(iii) For g = diag(x, y) and g′ = diag(z, t), we have
(8.2) [g, g′] = (x, t)n(y, z)n(xy, zt)
2c
n .
Proof. It follows from a straighforward computation with (8.1). 
Note that g, g′ ∈ G commute if and only if [g, g′] = 1, and (8.2) explicates the latter
condition for elements in T .
8.2. Centers. It is important to understand the centers of various groups.
Lemma 8.2. Z(G) is the centralizer of Go inside G.
Proof. Clearly, the centralizer of Go inside G is contained in Z(G). On the other hand,
Go is generated by unipotent elements, which split G-equivariantly with respect to the
G-conjugation action; since the action of Z(G) on any unipotent elements is trivial, we
see that Z(G) centralizes every element in Go. This second assertion also follows from
(i) of Lemma 8.1. 
Denote
nc =
n
gcd(n, 4c+ 1)
, d =
{
n if n is odd,
n
2
otherwise;
and
dc =
d
gcd(d, 4c+ 1)
=
{
nc if n is odd,
nc
2
otherwise.
Lemma 8.3. The following hold.
(i) Z(T ) is the inverse image in G of {diag(a, ab) : a ∈ F×nc , b ∈ F×n}. In particular,
[T : Z(T )] = (nnc)
2 · |nnc|
−1.
(ii) Z(G) is the inverse image in G of {a1G : a ∈ F
×nc}.
(iii) Z
(
Z(G)
)
is the inverse image in G of {a1G : a ∈ F
×dc}.
(iv) Z(T o) is the inverse image in G of {diag(a, a
−1) : a ∈ F×d}.
(v) Z(T ) ∩ T o is the inverse image in G of {diag(a, a
−1) : a ∈ F×n}.
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Proof. For (i), it follows from a straightforward computation that
YQ,n = Znc(e1 + e2)⊕ Zne2,
which then gives the desired result. We can also argue more explicitly as follows. By
(8.2), for g = diag(a, b), g′ = diag(x, x−1), we have
[g, g′] = (ba−1, x)n.
Since Z(T ) is contained in the centralizer of T o, it follows that any element in Z(T )
must be a lifting of an element of the form diag(a, at) where t ∈ F×n. Note that for
g = diag(a, ayn), g′ = diag(1, x) we have
[g, g′] = (a, x)4c+1n .
This implies that the centralizer of diag(1, F×) inside the centralizer of T o is
{diag(a, ab) : a ∈ F×nc , b ∈ F×n}.
Since elements of the form diag(1, y) and diag(x, x−1) generate T , the proof of (i) is now
complete.
For (ii), we note that since T and Go generate G, one has Z(G) = Z(G) ∩ Z(T ).
The assertion follows from (i). In fact, (ii) also follows from an explicit checking as in
[CO13, Lemma 1].
Now, it follows from (8.2) and Lemma 2.1 that
[a1G, b1G] = 1
if and only if (a, b)dc = 1. This proves (iii). The fourth assertion (iv) is proven in a similar
way. In fact, it is also contained in [Szp19, Lemma 3.1].
To prove (v), we note that if g = diag(a, a−1), then s(g) ∈ Z(T ) if and only if s(g) ∈
Z(T o) and also s(g) commutes with all the elements of the form s(diag(1, x)). The last
condition here is equivalent to that (a, x)n = 1 for all x ∈ F
×. Now (v) follows from
(iv). 
Let ξ be a genuine character of Z(T )∩T o. Let Eo(ξ) be the set of characters of Z(T o)
extending ξ. One has
|Eo(ξ)| = [Z(T o) : Z(T ) ∩ T o] <∞.
Using (iv) and (v) in Lemma 8.3, we deduce that
|Eo(ξ)| =
{
1 if n is odd;
[F× : F×2] otherwise.
Lemma 8.4. Assume that n is even.
(i) For to = s(α
∨(z)) ∈ Z(T o) and t ∈ T , we set µt(to) = (z, det(t))n ∈ µn. Then
ttot
−1 = µt(to)) · to
and the map t 7→ µt gives a well-defined isomorphism from T/Z(G)T o to the
Pontryagin dual of Z(T o)/Z(T ) ∩ T o.
(ii) Let ξ be a genuine character of Z(T ) ∩ T o. Then Eo(ξ) is a T/Z(G)T o-torsor.
Proof. Since n is even, it follows from Lemma 8.3 that
Z(T o)/Z(T ) ∩ T o ∼= F
×d/F×n.
Now Lemma 2.2 gives that F×/F×2 is isomorphic to the Pontryagin dual of Z(T o)/Z(T )∩
T o. The isomorphism is given by a 7→ ξa, where ξa is the character of Z(T o)/Z(T ) ∩ T o
given by
s(α∨(z)) · ζ 7→ (z, a)n.
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To finish the proof of the first assertion, just note that for to = s(α
∨(z)) ∈ Z(T o) and
t = s(diag(x, y)) ∈ T , we have
ttot
−1 = (z, xy−1)n · s(α
∨(z))
and that xy ≡ xy−1 mod F×2.
For (ii), we see from the above argument that T/Z(G)T o acts freely on the set of
genuine characters of Z(T o). The assertion now follows from the equality
[T : Z(G) · T o] = |Eo(ξ)| .

8.3. Maximal abelian subgroups. We fix a dc-Lagrangian subgroup J ⊆ F
×, the
existence of which follows from Lemma 2.6, as µ2dc ⊂ F
×. We also fix
M = {j1G : j ∈ J} ⊂ G.
Lemma 8.5. The group M ⊆ Z(G) is a maximal abelian subgroup of Z(G). Also,
M/Z(G) ∼= J/F×nc.
In particular,
(8.3) [M : Z(G)] = nc |nc|
−1/2 ·
{
1 if n is odd;
2 |2|−1/2 otherwise
Moreover, every maximal abelian subgroup M
′
of Z(G) is the inverse image in G of
{j1G : j ∈ J
′} where J ′ is a dc-Lagrangian subgroup of F
×.
Proof. From (8.2) combined with Lemma 2.1 we deduce that for g = a1G, g
′ = b1G, the
equality
[g, g′] = 1
holds if and only if (a, b)dc = 1. The first and fourth assertions follow from this. To prove
the second assertion, note that
ǫ · s(a1G) 7→ aF
×nc
is surjection from M to J/F×nc . By the second assertion in Lemma 8.3, the kernel of
this surjection is Z(G). The third assertion follows from (2.6). 
Let ω be a genuine character of Z(G). Let
E (M,ω) =
{
ξ ∈ Hom(M,C×) : ξ|Z(G) = ω
}
be the finite set of extensions of ω to M . For g ∈ G, let λg be the linear character of
Z(G) given by
λg(a1G) = [g, a1G].
Observe that by the second assertion in Lemma 8.1,
λg((a1G)) = (det(g), a)
4c+1
n .
We may view λg as a character of Z(G) (or any subgroup H of it) such that µn acts
trivially.
Lemma 8.6. Let χ be a genuine character of M . For g ∈ G we have χg = χ if and only
if det(g) ∈ Jn/d.
Proof. Note that χg = χ · λg|M . It follows from Lemma 2.1 that λg|M is trivial if and
only if det(g) ∈ J⊥(nc). The assertion follows from Lemma 2.9. 
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Lemma 8.7. Let ω be a genuine character of Z(G) .
(i) If n is even, then
g 7→ λg
is a well-defined isomorphism from T/MT o to the Pontryagin dual of M/Z(G).
Moreover, in this case, T/MT o acts freely and transitively on E (M,ω) by ξ 7→ ξ
x
for x ∈ T/MT o.
(ii) If n is odd, then g 7→ λg is a well defined isomorphism from Z(G)/M to the
Pontrayagin dual of M/Z(G). In this case, Z(G)/M acts freely and transitively
on E (M,ω) by ξ 7→ ξx for x ∈ Z(G)/M .
Proof. Assume first that n is even. In this case, Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.9 imply that
x 7→ η4c+1x,(n)
gives rise to an isomorphism
φ1 : F
×/J2 → Hom(J/F×nc,C×).
Consider the surjection
φ2 : T → F
×/J2
given by
φ2(g) = det(g) · J
2.
We show that the kernel of φ2 is MT o. Indeed, g ∈ T lies in the kernel of φ2 if and only
if its projection to T is diag(a, a−1j2) where a ∈ F× and j ∈ J . We have
diag(a, a−1j2) = diag(aj−1, a−1j) · diag(j, j).
Thus,
g 7→ (φ1 ◦ φ2)(g) = λg
is an isomorphism from T/MT o to the Pontryagin dual of M/Z(G). From the above it
follows that T/MT o acts freely on the set of genuine characters of M . The proof of the
second part of (i) is completed once we note the equality
[T : MT o] =
∣∣E (M,ω)∣∣ .
If n is odd, then J is an nc-Lagrangain subgroup and thus Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.9
give an isomorphism
φ3 : F
×/J → Hom(J/F×nc,C×)
by
φ3(x) := η
4c+1
x2,(n).
Also, consider the surjection
φ4 : Z(G)→ F
×/J
given by
φ4(ζ · s(a1G)) = a · J.
One has Ker(φ4) = M . Thus, we have shown that g 7→ (φ3◦φ4)(g) = λg is an isomorphism
from Z(G)/M to the Pontryagin dual of M/Z(G). This proves the first part of (ii),
whereas the second part follows from the same argument as we used for (i). 
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Remark 8.8. The covering torus T acts on the set of genuine characters of M in the
case n is odd as well. However, an element in T −Z(G)T o acts the same as some element
inside Z(G)T o. More precisely, let x ∈ F
× be a non-square element. Then
g = s(diag(1, x)) /∈ Z(G)T o.
However, it follows from Lemma 2.7 that there exists a ∈ F× such that xJ = a2J . This
implies that for t = s(a1G), we have χ
t = χg for every genuine character χ of M . The
crucial point here is that for s(g′), s(g′′) ∈ T and a character χ of M , we have χg
′
= χg
′′
if and only if det(g′)J = det(g′′)J .
We now fix a d-Lagrangian subgroup K ⊂ F×. In view of Lemma 2.8, we assume that
K ⊆ J ; furthermore, we assume that there exists a Lagrangian decomposition
(K†, K̂†)
of F×/F×d where K† is the projection of K to F×/F×d. We set
A =
{
{diag(a, at) : a ∈ J, t ∈ K} if n is odd;
{diag(a, a−1) · diag(b, b) : a ∈ K, b ∈ J} otherwise.
Lemma 8.9. The following hold.
(i) A ⊂ T is a maximal abelian subgroup of T . In particular [T : A] = ncn · |ncn|
−1/2.
(ii) A ∩ Z(G) =M .
(iii) Ao = {diag(a, a
−1) : a ∈ K} where Ao := A ∩Go.
(iv) Ao ⊂ T o is a maximal abelian subgroup of T o; every maximal abelian subgroup
of T o is the inverse image of {diag(a, a
−1) : a ∈ K ′} where K ′ ⊆ F× is a d-
Lagrangian subgroup.
Proof. Assume first that n is odd. In this case, the assertion (ii) is clear. We prove (iii).
Suppose that diag(a, at) ∈ A with a2t = 1. Then a2 ∈ K, and Lemma 2.7 implies that
a ∈ K. Conversely, if a ∈ K, then we have t := a−2 ∈ K. Hence,
diag(a, a−1) = diag(a, at) ∈ Ao.
The statement (iv) follows from (iii) and [Szp19, Lemma 3.1]. We now prove (i). It
follows from (8.2) that for g = diag(x, xb), g′ = diag(z, zd), we have
[g, g′] = (x, z)8c+2n (x, d)
4c+1
n (b, z)
4c+1
n (b, d)
2c
n .
This implies that A is abelian. Suppose that g = diag(x, xb) is such that [g, a] = 1 for
all a ∈ A, we need to show that g ∈ A. However, we have already shown that for every
z ∈ K,
g′ = diag(z, z−1) ∈ A.
Using (8.2) again, we obtain
[g, g′] = (b, z)n.
This enforces b ∈ K. For every d ∈ J and g′′ = diag(d, d) ∈ T , we have
[g, g′′] = (x, d)8c+2n (b, d)
4c+1
n = (x, d)
8c+2
n ,
which implies that x ∈ J . Therefore, it follows that if g = diag(x, xb) satisfies [g, a] = 1
for every a ∈ A, then g ∈ A. This completes the proof when n is odd.
Now, assume n is even. The assertions (ii) and (iii) are clear. As in the odd case, (iv)
follows from [Szp19, Lemma 3.1]. We are thus left to prove (i). From (ii) and (iii) along
with Lemma 8.2, it follows that A is abelian. Let g′ = diag(c, d). We show that if s(g′)
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commutes with every s(g) ∈ A, then g′ ∈ A. Indeed, by considering g = (a, a−1) ∈ A, we
deduce from (8.2) that
(a, dc−1)n = 1 for all a ∈ K.
Lemma 2.9 implies dc−1 ∈ K2. Similarly, by considering g = diag(x, x) ∈ T , we deduce
that (x, dc)4c+1n = 1 for all x ∈ J . It then follows from Lemmas 2.9 and 2.1 that dc ∈ J
2.
Therefore, there exist x ∈ K, y ∈ J such that
dc−1 = x2, dc = y2;
or equivalently,
c2 = (xy)2, d2 = (yx−1)2.
Since −1 ∈ F×d and F×d ⊆ J ∩K, we may change x to −x and y to −y if necessary, and
conclude that c = xy and d = yx−1. Thus,
g′ = diag(xy, yx−1) = diag(x, x−1) · diag(y, y) ∈ A.
This completes the proof when n is even. 
Lemma 8.10. One has the equality
{g ∈ G : det(g) ∈ Jn/d} = AGo.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove
(8.4) {t ∈ T | det(t) ∈ Jn/d} = ATo.
As the inclusion ⊇ is clear, it suffices to prove the converse inclusion.
Assume first that n is even. If diag(a, b) ∈ A is such that ab = x2 ∈ J2, then
diag(a, b) = diag(x, x) · diag(x−1a, xa−1) ∈ ATo.
Suppose now n is odd. If diag(a, b) ∈ T is such that ab = x ∈ J , then we obtain
diag(a, b) = diag
(
x−2c, x−2c(x4c+1)
)
· diag(ax2c, a−1x−2c).
The proof is completed once we show that J4c+1 ⊆ K. Indeed, since K ⊆ J = J⊥(dc), it
follows that for all j ∈ J, k ∈ K, we have
(j4c+1, k)d = (j, k)
4c+1
d = 1.
Thus, J4c+1 ⊆ K⊥(d) = K, as desired. 
8.4. Principal series representations. The group G (resp. Go) splits uniquely over
the unipotent radical U of the Borel subgroup B = TU (resp. Bo = ToU). In fact, it
follows from the cocycle formula (8.1) that the splitting is simply given by u 7→ s(u).
Recall from §3.3 that every genuine irreducible representation of T (resp. T o) is con-
structed as follows. Let χ be a character of A (or Ao). We define Ind
T
Aχ (resp. Ind
To
Ao
χo
) to be the space of complex functions on T (resp. on T o) such that
f(ah) = χ(a) · f(h)
for all a ∈ A, h ∈ T (resp. a ∈ Ao, h ∈ T o). We denote by i(χ) (resp. by io(χ)) the above
representation of T (of T o) acting on Ind
T
Aχ (resp. Ind
T o
Ao
χ) by right translations.
The isomorphism class of σ ∈ Irrgen(T ) (resp. of σo ∈ Irrgen(T o)) is determined by its
central character χσ (resp. χσo). Moreover, a realization of σ (resp. σo) is given by i(χ
′)
(resp. io(χ
′
o)) where χ
′ is a character of A (resp. Ao) which extends χσ (resp. χσo). In
particular, one has
dim σ = [T : A] = (nnc) |nnc|
−1/2 , dim σo = [T o : Ao] = d |d|
− 1
2 .
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For every σ ∈ Irrgen(T ), we have the principal series representation
I(σ) := IndGBσ
of G. Similarly, one has
I(σo) := Ind
Go
T o
σo
for every σo ∈ Irrgen(T o). We note that I(σ) could be realized in another equivalent
formulation. First, for fixed σ, let
χ′σ : A→ C
×
be an extension of χσ : Z(T )→ C
×. Consider the induced representation
I(χ′σ) := Ind
G
AU
(χ′σ ⊗ 1U),
which consists of smooth functions
f : G→ C
such that
f(tug) = δB(t)
1/2 · χ′σ(t)f(g)
for all t ∈ A, u ∈ U, g ∈ G. The action of G on I(χ′σ) is by right translations. Using
induction by stages, we have
I(σ) ≃ I(χ′σ).
Similarly, let χ′σo be an extension of χσo to Ao. We define in an analogous way I(χ
′
σo),
which gives I(σo) ≃ I(χ
′
σo).
8.5. Restriction of I(σ) to Go. Let χ be a genuine character of A. For a genuine
character ξ of M , denote by
I(χ)ξ ⊆ I(χ)
the subspace of I(χ) on which M acts by ξ. Since Z(G) is the centralizer of Go inside G,
it follows that I(χ)ξ is a Go-space. If
ξ /∈ E (M,χ|Z(G)),
then I(χ)ξ is trivial. Thus, we have a decomposition of I(χ) over the finite abelian group
M/Z(G) as follows:
I(χ) =
⊕
ξ∈E (M,χ|Z(G))
I(χ)ξ.
Lemma 8.11. Write σ = i(χ). If n is even, then
(8.5) I(χ) =
⊕
t∈T/MT o
I(χ)χt|M =
⊕
t∈T/MT o
σ(t)I(χ)χ|M .
If n is odd, then
(8.6) I(χ) =
⊕
t∈Z(G)/M
I(χ)χt|M =
⊕
t∈Z(G)/M
σ(t)I(χ)χ|M .
Proof. Assume first n is even. We observe that
χ|M ∈ E (M,χ|Z(G)).
The first equality in (8.5) follows from Lemma 8.7 . To prove the second equality in (8.5),
we note that if f ∈ I(χ)χ|M , then for m ∈M, t ∈ T one has
I(χ)(m) ◦ I(χ)(t−1)f = I(χ)(t−1) ◦ σ(mt)f = χ(mt) · I(χ)(t−1)f.
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Thus, f 7→ σ(t−1)f is a linear isomorphism from I(χ)χ|M to I(χ)χt|M . The proof for the
odd case follows along the same line, and we omit the details. 
For t ∈ T , let
I(χ)t ⊆ I(χ)
be the subspace of functions in I(χ) supported on the set
{g ∈ G | det(g) ∈ det(t) · Jn/d},
which is just equal to tAGo by Lemma 8.10.
Lemma 8.12. For t ∈ T , we have I(χ)χt|M = I(χ)t.
Proof. If f ∈ I(χ)χg|M , then for all m ∈ M , g ∈ G we have
(σ(m)f)(g) = χt(m)f(g).
On the other hand,
(σ(m)f)(g) = f(gm) = f(mgg) = χg(m)f(t).
Thus, if χt|M 6= χ
g|M , then f(t) = 0. It follows from Lemma 8.6 that
I(χ)χt|M ⊆ I(χ)t.
We now prove the converse inclusion. Suppose that f ∈ I(χ) is supported on tTGo.
Since
tAGoM = tAGo,
it suffices to show that if g ∈ tAGo, then for all m ∈ M we have f(gm) = χ
t(m) · f(g).
Indeed, from Lemma 8.2 it follows that for m ∈ M and g ∈ tAGo, we have gm = m
tg.
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 8.13. Let χ be a genuine character of A and χo be its restriction to Ao. For
t ∈ T , we have
I(χ)t ≃ Io((χo)
t)
as representations of Go.
Proof. Define
Rχ,t : I(χ)t → Io((χo)
t)
by
Rχ,t(f)(go) = f(tgo).
Clearly, Rχ,t ∈ HomGo
(
I(χ)t, Io((χo)
t)
)
. We also define
Yχ,t : Io((χo)
t)→ I(χ)t
by (
(Yχ,t)f
)
(g) =
{
(χ)t(a)f(go) if g = tago, a ∈ A, go ∈ Go;
0 if g /∈ tAGo.
We check that Yχ,t is well-defined. Indeed, suppose that ago = a
′g′o where a, a
′ ∈
A, go, g
′
o ∈ Go. Denote ao = aa
′−1 = g′og
−1
o and observe that ao ∈ A ∩ Go = Ao. For
f ∈ Io((χo)
t) we have
(χ)t(a′)f(g′o) = (χ)
t(a′a−1o )f(aogo) = (χ)
t(aa−1o )(χo)
t(ao)f(go) = (χ)
t(a)f(go).
Lastly, by a straightforward computation, one shows that
Yχ,t ∈ HomGo
(
Io((χo)
t), I(χ)t)
and Y −1χ,t = Rχ,t. This completes the proof. 
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Proposition 8.14. Let χ be a genuine character of A and χo its restriction to Ao. If n
is odd, then
(8.7) I(χ)|Go ≃
⊕
t∈Z(G)/M
Io
(
(χo)
t
)
= nc |nc|
−1/2 · Io(χo).
If n is even, then
(8.8) I(χ)|Go ≃
⊕
t∈T/MTo
Io
(
(χo)
t
)
=
⊕
t∈T/Z(G)To
dc |dc|
−1/2 · Io
(
(χo)
t
)
Proof. We prove first when n is odd. The isomorphism in (8.7) follows from (8.6) com-
bined with Lemmas 8.12 and 8.13. To prove the equality in (8.7), we note that Lemma
8.2 implies that
Io(χo) = Io
(
(χo)
t
)
for all t ∈ Z(G).
Assume now that n is even. The isomorphism in (8.8) follows from a similar argument
we used in the odd case. We have⊕
t∈T/MT o
Io
(
(χo)
t
)
≃
⊕
t∈T/Z(G)T o
⊕
g∈Z(G)T o/MT o
Io
(
(χo)
tg
)
.
To prove the equality in (8.8), observe that from Lemma 8.2 it follows that Io
(
(χo)
tg
)
=
Io
(
(χo)
t
)
for every g ∈ Z(G), and that by Lemma 8.4 one has
[Z(G)T o : MT o] = dc |dc|
−1/2 .
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 8.15. Let σ ∈ Irrgen(T ).
(i) Suppose that n is odd. Let σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) be the genuine smooth irreducible
representation of T o determined by the relation χσo = χσ|Z(To). Then
I(σ) |Go≃ nc |nc|
−1/2 · I(σo).
(ii) Suppose that n is even. Then,
I(σ)|Go ≃
⊕
σo∈Irrgen(T o)
χσo∈Eo(χσ |Z(T )∩To )
dc |dc|
−1/2 · Io(σo).
(iii) Suppose that n is even. Fix a σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) such that χσo agrees with χσ on
Z(T ) ∩ T o. Then we have
I(σ)|Go ≃
⊕
x∈F×/F×2
dc |dc|
−1/2 · Io(ηx,(n) ⊗ σo),
where ηx,(n) is viewed as a (non-genuine) character of T o given by
s(α∨(a)) · ζ 7→ ηx,(n)(a) for all ζ ∈ µn.
Furthermore, if n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then
I(σ)|Go ≃
⊕
x∈F×/F×2
dc |dc|
−1/2 · Io(ηx,(2) ⊗ σo).
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Proof. The first assertion (i) follows immediately from Proposition 8.14. To prove (ii), one
uses Proposition 8.14 and Lemma 8.4. For (iii), we note that as a set of representatives
of Z(T ) ∩ T o, one may pick a set of elements in T such that the determinants of the
elements inside vary over F×/F×2. In addition, by Lemma 8.4,
χtσo = ηdet(t),(n)|Z(T o) ⊗ χσo .
For the last statement in (iii), note that ηx,(n)|Z(T o) is a quadratic character. Thus, if d is
odd, then
ηx,(n)|Z(T o) = η
d
x,(n)|Z(To) = ηx,(2)|Z(To).
This completes the proof. 
The results above for I(σ) have a parallel for restricting the representation i(χ) to T o.
Proposition 8.16. Let χ be a genuine character of A and let χ be the restriction of χo
to Ao. Let σ ∈ Irrgen(T ).
(i) If n is odd, then
i(χ)|T o =
⊕
t∈Z(G)/M
io
(
(χo)
t
)
= nc |nc|
−1/2 · io(χo).
(ii) If n is even, then
i(χ)|T o =
⊕
t∈T/MT o
io
(
(χo)
t
)
=
⊕
t∈T/Z(G)T o
dc |dc|
−1/2 · io
(
(χo)
t
)
.
(iii) Suppose that n is odd. Let σo be the genuine smooth irreducible representation of
T o such that χσo = χσ|Z(To). Then,
σ|T o ≃ nc |nc|
−1/2 · σo.
(iv) If n is even, then
σ|T o ≃
⊕
σo∈Irrgen(T o)
χσo∈Eo(χσ |Z(T )∩To )
dc |dc|
−1/2 · σo.
(v) Suppose that n is even. Fix a σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) such that χσo agrees with χσ on
Z(T ) ∩ T o. Then,
σ|To ≃
⊕
x∈F×/F×2
dc |dc|
−1/2 · ηx,(n) ⊗ σo.
If n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then
σ|To ≃
⊕
x∈F×/F×2
dc |dc|
−1/2 · ηx,(2) ⊗ σo.
Remark 8.17. The main difference between Proposition 8.14 and Theorem 8.15 on one
side and Proposition 8.16 on the other side is that in the latter we write an irreducible
σ ∈ Irrgen(T ) as a direct sum of irreducible representations of T o. However, the principal
series representation in Proposition 8.14 and Theorem 8.15 may be reducible. In fact, if
n is odd, then it is possible that I(σ) is irreducible, while I(σo) becomes reducible.To see
more of this, one may compare Corollary 10.5 below with [Szp19, Proposition 5.5]. This
phenomenon does not occur if n is even.
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Remark 8.18. The statements (i) and (ii) in Theorem 8.15 and (iii) and (iv) in Propo-
sition 8.16 are proven as Propositions 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.48 and 4.49 in [Kar] using Mackey
theory under the assumption that gcd(p, n) = 1 for the untwisted Kazhdan-Patterson
covering GL2 (i.e., when c = 0). In our paper, we have used results such as in Lemmas
8.11, 8.12 and 8.13 to prove the general case. In fact, these lemmas will play a crucial
role in the computation of local coefficients matrices of G in the next section.
8.6. The unramified case. In this subsection we assume that
gcd(p, n) = 1,
and recall part of §3.5. Under this assumption G splits over K = GL2(OF ), and we fix
such a splitting sK . For σ ∈ Irrgen(T ), the representation I(σ) is called sK-unramified if
it contains a non-zero sK(K)-fixed vector, in which case one has
dim I(σ)sK(K) = 1.
We view Ko = K ∩Go as a subgroup of Go via the splitting, and the notion of unramified
I(σo), σ ∈ Irrgen(Go) is defined in a similar way.
We note that sK is not unique, and thus the notion of sK-unramified genuine principal
series representation of G depends on the splitting. However, the restriction of sK to Ko
is unique; therefore, the notion of unramified genuine principal series representation of
Go is defined canonically. In fact, one can check that for t ∈ To ∩Ko, we have
sK(t) = s(t).
Since gcd(p, n) = 1, the restriction of the n-th power Hilbert symbol to O×F ×O
×
F is trivial.
Consequently, (8.1) implies that the section s gives a splitting of G over T ∩K.
We also note that I(σo) is unramified if and only if the restriction of χσo to Z(T o)∩Ko
is trivial; equivalently, if and only if
χσo(s(α
∨(a)) · ζ) = ζ
for all a ∈ O×dF .
Proposition 8.19. Assume that gcd(n, p) = 1. Let σ ∈ Irrgen(T ). Then, the restriction
of σ to T o contains an unramified σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) (and thus I(σo) is unramified) if and
only if the restriction of χσ to Z(T ) ∩Go is trivial; equivalently, if and only if
χσ(s(α
∨(a)) · ζ) = ζ
for all a ∈ O×nF .
Proof. From Lemma 8.3 we have
Z(T ) ∩Ko ⊆ Z(T o) ∩Ko
and thus it follows from the preceding discussion that if σ contains an unramified σo ∈
Irrgen(T o), then the restriction of χσ to Z(T ) ∩Ko is trivial.
We prove the converse. If n is odd, then Lemma 8.3 gives
Z(T ) ∩Ko = Z(T o) ∩Ko.
Hence, the assertion follows in this case. Suppose now that n is even and assume that
χσo(s(α
∨(a)) · ζ) = ζ for all a ∈ O×nF .
Pick σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) which occurs in σ. If χσo is trivial on Z(T o) ∩ Ko, we are done.
Otherwise, we prove that η−1̟,(n)⊗σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) is unramified; equivalently, Io(η
−1
̟,(n)⊗σo)
is unramified. Indeed, we have in this case
[Z(T ) ∩Ko : Z(T o) ∩Ko] = [O
×d
F : O
×n
F ].
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Since by Lemma 2.2 we have
[F×d : F×n] = [F× : F×2] = 4,
it follows that
[O×dF : O
×n
F ] = 2.
Thus, for a ∈ O×dF , we have
χσo(s(α
∨(a)) · ζ) = ζ ·
{
1 if a ∈ O×nF ;
−1 otherwise.
Lastly, we note that if a ∈ O×dF , then
(a,̟)n =
{
1 if a ∈ O×nF ;
−1 otherwise.
This shows that the restriction of χη−1
̟,(n)
⊗σo
to Z(T o) ∩Ko is trivial, and thus the proof
is completed. 
We remark that if I(σ) is unramified, then σ satisfies the assumption of Proposition
8.19. However, the converse is not true.
Proposition 8.20. Suppose that n is even. Let σ ∈ Irrgen(T ), and let σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) be
an unramified constituent in σ|T o. Let u ∈ O
×
F be a non-square element.
(i) One has
σ|T o =
{
σo, ηu,(n) ⊗ σo, η̟−1,(n) ⊗ σo, ηu̟−1,(n) ⊗ σo
}
⊆ Irrgen(T o).
Moreover, if n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then
ηx,(n) ⊗ σo ∼= ηx,(2) ⊗ σo.
(ii) The principal series I(ηu,(n)⊗σo) is unramifed. On the other hand, I(η̟−1,(n)⊗σo)
and I(ηu̟−1,(n)⊗σo) are both ramified and contain one-dimensional K
s(e2(̟))
o -fixed
subspace.
Proof. The first assertion (i) follows from Lemma 2.10 and Corollary 8.15. We prove
(ii). Since ηu,(n) is an unramified character, it follows that the restriction of χηu,(n)⊗σo to
Z(T o)∩Ko is trivial. This shows that ηu,(n)⊗σo is unramified. Using a similar argument
as the proof of Proposition 8.19, we deduce that I(η̟−1,(n)⊗σo) and I(ηu̟−1,(n)⊗σo) are
ramified. We finally note that
I(ηa̟−1,(n) ⊗ σo) ≃ I(ηa,(n) ⊗ σo)
s(e2(̟))
for a ∈ F×. This completes the proof. 
8.7. Lower bound on dimWhψ(π). In Proposition 8.14 and Theorem 8.15, we have
proven that if Z(G) is not abelian, then the restriction of a genuine principal series of G
to Go is never multiplicity-free. We generalize this result.
Proposition 8.21. Let π be a genuine smooth representation of G and let πo be a genuine
smooth representation of Go.
(1) If HomGo(π, πo) is not trivial, then
dimHomGo(π, πo) ≥
√
[Z(G) : Z(Z(G))] = dc · |dc|
−1/2 .
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(2) If HomGo(πo, π) is not trivial, then
dimHomGo(πo, π) ≥
√
[Z(G) : Z(Z(G))] = dc · |dc|
−1/2 .
Proof. We prove only the first assertion as the second assertion is proven similarly. Fix
T ∈ HomGo(π, πo) and g ∈ Z(G). It follows from Lemma 8.2 that
T ◦ π(g) ∈ HomGo(π, πo).
This implies that Z(G) acts on the non-zero space HomGo(πo, π), giving rise to a smooth
and genuine representation of Z(G). Since Z(G) is a Heisenberg-type group, it follows
from the Stone-von Neumann Theorem that any genuine smooth representation of Z(G)
is of dimension at least dc |dc|
−1/2. 
The restriction problem of some special irreducible genuine principal series represen-
tations from the double cover GSp
(2)
2r to Sp
(2)
2r is investigated in [Szp13b], when r is odd.
In addition, some other examples are given in [PPP16] for the high multiplicity which
occurs in the restriction from a double cover of G to the double cover of Go. However, in
these examples, the inverse image of the center of the underlying linear group is always
abelian; hence, they are of a different nature compared to Proposition 8.21.
Proposition 8.22. Let π be a generic genuine smooth representation of G. Then
dimWhψ(π) ≥ dc |dc|
−1/2 .
Proof. By definition, the space of Whittaker functionals on π is HomU(π,Cψ). Fix
ξ ∈ HomU(π,Cψ). Since U ⊆ Go, it follows that for g ∈ Z(G), ξ ◦ π(g) ∈ HomU(π,Cψ).
In other words, Z(G) acts genuinely on HomU(π,Cψ). Thus, exactly as in Proposi-
tion 8.21, we deduce that if HomU(π,Cψ) is not trivial then its dimension is at least√
[Z(G) : Z(Z(G))] = dc · |dc|
−1/2 .

For a generic representation of a quasi-split linear reductive group, Whittaker model
is unique (see [Shal74,GK75,BZ76]). Thus, Proposition 8.22 implies a complete contrast
for G, when Z(G) is not abelian.
9. Local coefficients matrix for SL2
In this section, we first review some relevant results from [GS16], [Szp19] and [GSS18].
In fact we complement these results wherever necessary, notably regarding the trace
and the case where 4|n. The goal is to determine the invariants Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) and
det(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) from an explicit local coefficients matrixM(w, σo, s, ψ) for SL2, even
for ramified data.
For σo ∈ Irrgen(T o), we denote by χ
′
σo a fixed extension of χσo to Ao. As a consequence
of the Stone-von Neumann Theorem, we may assume without loss of generality that
σo = i(χ
′
σo).
9.1. A convenient model. For s ∈ C, we denote
σo,s = δ
s/2
Bo
⊗ σ.
We view the representation space of I(σo,s) as the space of functions
f : T o ×Go → C,
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which are smooth from the right in the right argument and satisfy
f(ato, tug) = δ
s+1
2
Bo
(t) · χ′σo(a) · f(tot, g)
for all t, to ∈ T o, a ∈ Ao, u ∈ U and g ∈ Go. Similarly, the representation space of
I
(
(σo,s)
w
)
consists of functions
f : T o ×Go → C,
which are smooth from the right in the right argument satisfying
f(ato, tug) = δ
−s+1
2
Bo
(t) · χ′σo(a) · f(tot
w, g)
for all t, to ∈ T o, a ∈ Ao, u ∈ U and g ∈ Go. The group Go acts on both spaces by right
translations on the right argument. Denote
χ′σo,s = δ
s/2
Bo
|Ao ⊗ χ
′
σo .
Recall that using induction by stages, we have
I(σo,s) ≃ I(χ
′
σo,s).
Local coefficients matrices for Go are computed in [Szp19] when n 6≡ 0 (mod 4), by
realizing the principal series I(σo,s) as I(χ
′
σo,s). In §9.4.2 below, we shall deal with the
case n ≡ 0 (mod 4). In §10.3, we shall use a similar realization for G = GL2.
Let T (w, σo,s) : I(σo,s) → I((σo,s)
w) be the standard intertwining operator which is
given by
(9.1) T (w, σo,s)(fs)(t, g) =
∫
F
fs(t, wu(x)g) dψx,
where u(x) = eα(x) ∈ U .
The following Lemma is proven as [Szp19, Lemma 4.6] for the cases where n 6≡
0 (mod 4); however, the same proof works for all n.
Lemma 9.1. The following diagram of Go-maps commutes:
I
(
χ′σo,s
)
I
(
σo,s
)
I
(
(χ′σo,s)
w
)
I
(
(σo,s)
w
)
,
T
(
w,χ′σo,s
) Mo,s
T (w,σo,s)
No,s
where Mo,s and No,s are the Go isomorphisms defined by(
Mo,s(f)
)
(g) = f
(
1, g
)
,
(
No,s(h)
)
(t, g) = δBo(t)
1−s
2 h(twg),
with inverse given by(
(Mo,s)
−1(h)
)
(t, g) = δBo(t)
−1−s
2 h(tg),
(
(No,s)
−1(f)
)
(g) = f
(
1, g
)
,
and where for hs =Mo,s(fs) ∈ I
(
χ′o,s
)
and g ∈ Go, T (w, χ
′
σo,s)(hs)(g) is the meromorphic
continuation of ∫
F
hs
(
wn(x)g
)
dψx.
This integral converges absolutely wherever T (w, σo,s) converges absolutely.
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Recall that given two representations π and ς of Go and T ∈ HomGo
(
π, ς
)
, one obtains
by duality
T ∗ : Whψ(ς)→Whψ(π), where T
∗(l) = l ◦ T.
Fix σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) and an ordered basis R of σ
∨
o . Let
Bσs(R) ⊂Whψ(I(σs))
and
B(σs)w(R) := C(Bσs(R)) ⊂Whψ(I((σs)
w))
be the two ordered bases.
Proposition 9.2. The following three matrices are equal:
(i) the local coefficients matrix representing T
(
w, σo,s
)∗
with respect to the ordered
basis Bσs(R);
(ii) the matrix representing T
(
w, σo,s
)∗
with respect to the two ordered bases B(σs)w(R)
and Bσs(R);
(iii) the matrix representing T
(
w, χ′σo,s
)∗
with respect to the two ordered bases N∗o,s(B(σs)w(R))
and (M−1o,s )
∗(Bσs(R)).
Proof. The identity between (i) and (ii) is just Remark 3.2, and that between (ii) and
(iii) follows from Lemma 9.1. 
Remark 9.3. Our strategy adopted in this section and the next for computing the
(entries of the) local coefficients matrix for SL2 and GL2 is different from that in §4,
where we concentrate on unramified representations of a general G. Indeed, in view of
the diagram in (3.7), we computed in the unramified setting explicitly the two matrices
SR(w, i(χ); r
un
w ) and C(Bwχ,Bχ; r
un
w ) to obtain the local coefficients matrix.
However, in this section and the next, we do not start with an explicit isomorphism
rw. Instead, by using the above convenient model, we have essentially exhibited an
isomorphism No : I(i(
wχ)) → I(wi(χ)) directly in the notation of (3.7). That is, N∗o
takes the place of the (r∗w)
−1 in diagram (3.7). Fix a basis B for Whψ(I(i(χ))), which
then gives rise to a basis N∗o ◦ C(B) of Whψ(I(i(
wχ))). We will essentially compute the
matrix representing
T (w, i(χ))∗ ◦ (N∗o )
−1 : Whψ(I(i(
wχ)))→Whψ(I(i(χ)))
with respect to the bases N∗o ◦C(B) and B on the two sides. This matrix is just the local
coefficients matrix MB(w, i(χ)) with respect to B, as asserted in Proposition 9.2.
9.2. Parametrization of genuine characters.
9.2.1. n is odd. Assume that n is odd. In this case the restriction of the cocycle to
Ao ×Ao is trivial. In particular the sets of genuine characters of both Z(T o) and Ao are
canonically parameterized by the sets of characters of the underlying linear groups (i.e.,
the image of Z(T o) and Ao in To respectively). More precisely, χ
′
σo takes the form
s(α∨(a)) · ζ) 7→ ζ · χ(a)
where χ : F× → C× is a character of F×. Clearly, χ is not uniquely determined by σo,
since χ′σo is determined only by the restriction of χ to K. Moreover, the isomorphism
class of σo is determined by χσo , which depends only on the restriction of χ to F
×d.
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9.2.2. n ≡ 2 (mod 4). Assume now that n ≡ 2 (mod 4). In this case the restriction of
the cocycle to Z(T o)×Z(T o) is not trivial. Thus, although the sets of genuine characters
of both Z(T o) and Ao are parameterized by the sets of characters of the underlying linear
groups, such parametrization is not canonical. Fix a non-trivial character ψ′ = ψb of F
and a character of χ of F×. Define
χψ′ : F
× → C
by
χψ′(a) = χ(a) · ωψ′(a)
−1.
Note that
(9.2) χψ′(a) = χ(a) · ηb,(2)(a) · ωψ(a)
−1.
Every χ′σo has the form
s(α∨(a)) · ζ 7→ ζ · χψ′(a)
for suitable choices of χ and ψ′. Furthermore, since d is odd in this case, χσo is not
independent of ψ′. We note that for a fixed ψ′, χσo is determined only on the restriction
of χ to F×d. However, the restriction of χσo to Z(T ) ∩Ao is independent of ψ
′.
Henceforth, in the n ≡ 0 (mod 4) case we will always choose ψ′ = ψ to parameterize
the set of genuine characters of Ao and Z(T o). Here ψ is the additive character of F used
in defining Whψ(π).
9.2.3. n ≡ 0 (mod 4). In this case, since n divides d2, it follows that
(x, y)n = 1 for all x, y ∈ F
×d.
Consequently, the set of genuine characters of Z(T o) are canonically parameterized by
F̂×d. Thus, on the one hand, the situation is similar to the odd case, i.e.,
(9.3) χσ(s(α
∨(a)) · ζ) = ζ · χ(a)
where again χ is a character of F× defined up to twisting by elements of ̂F×/F×d.
On the other hand, the cocycle on Ao×Ao is not trivial. Therefore, the set of genuine
characters of a maximal abelian subgroup of T o is not canonically parameterized by
characters of the underlying subgroup of To. In fact, we do not know how to parameterize
this set in the case where gcd(n, p) 6= 1. Since at this moment our methods for the
computation of the local coefficients matrix rely on this parametrization we shall need to
assume that gcd(n, p) = 1 wherever we compute the local coefficient matrices and related
invariants in the case n ≡ 0 (mod 4).
In contrast to the case n 6≡ 0 (mod 4), we now explicitly choose K by
K = Kd.
Under the assumption that gcd(n, p) = 1, the group K ⊂ F× is a d-Lagrangian subgroup
(see Lemma 2.10). Thus, the associated group Ao is again a maximal abelian subgroup
of T o.
Fix a non-trivial character ψ′ of F . For a character χ of F , we define
χψ′ : K → C
×
by
χψ′(x) = χ(x)ω
−1
ψ′ (x) ·
{
1 if x ∈ Kn;
ωψ′(̟)
−1 · ηd̟,(n)(x) if x 6∈ Kn.
.
It is shown in [GS16, §3.2] that χ′σo has the form
s(α∨(a)) · ζ 7→ ζ · χψ′(a)
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for a suitable choice of χ. We note that since 4|n, it follows that K ⊆ O×FF
×2 and
−1 ∈ F×2. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, we may pick ψ′ such that
(9.4) χψ′
(
s(α∨(a)) · ζ
)
= ζχ(x) ·
{
1 if x ∈ Kn;
ηd̟,(n)(x) if x 6∈ Kn.
We emphasize that contrary to the case n ≡ 2 (mod 4) case, the character ψ′ is fixed
independently of ψ.
9.3. Linear character associated with an element of Irrgen(T o). In light of the
discussion in Section 9.2 we define a linear character χ associated with σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) to
be a character of F× satisfying the following properties:
• if n 6≡ 2 (mod 4), then χσo
(
s(α∨(a))
)
= χ(a);
• if n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then χσo
(
s(α∨(a))
)
= χψ(a).
Thus, in the case n ≡ 2 (mod 4), the character χ depends also on ψ. In all cases of n,
χ is determined only up to twisting by elements of ̂F×/F×d. If gcd(n, p) = 1 and σo is
unramified, then we may assume that χ is unramified. Furthermore, by Proposition 8.20,
if n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and
σo = η̟,(2) ⊗ σoo
where σoo is unramified, then we may assume that χ is ramified and that χ
2 is unramified.
We will use χ to describe some invariants related to σo.
9.4. An explicit local coefficients matrix. Fix a linear character χ associated with
σo. For k ∈ F
×, we set
norχ,ψ(k) =
{
χ(k)−1 if n 6≡ 2 (mod 4),
χψ(k)
−1 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4),
and define ξχ,ψ,k ∈ i(χ
′
σo)
∨ by
ξχ,ψ,k(f) = norχ,ψ(k) · f
(
s(α∨(k))).
In the cases where n 6≡ 0 (mod 4), it is proven in [Szp19, §4.2] that
Ro,χ,ψ = {ξχ,ψ,k : k ∈ K̂†}
is a well defined ordered basis for i(χσo)
∨. The same argument applies to the case n ≡
0 (mod 4) as well.
Let
M(−,−, χ, s, ψ) : K̂† × K̂† → C(q−s)
be the local coefficient matrix associated with σo representing T
(
w, σo,s
)∗
with respect to
B(σo,s)w(Ro,χ,ψ) and Bσo,s(Ro,χ,ψ), see Proposition 9.2.
9.4.1. The n 6≡ 0 (mod 4) cases. For k̂ ∈ K̂†, we define
(9.5) γK(s, χ, ψ, k̂) = [F
× : F×n]−1/2 ·
∑
a∈K†
γ(s, χηa,(n), ψ) · ηa,(n)(k̂
−1)
and
γ˜K(s, χ, ψ, k̂) = [F
× : F×d]−1/2 ·
∑
a∈K†
γ˜(s, χηa,(d), ψ) · ηa,(d)(k̂
−1).
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Proposition 9.4 ([Szp19, Theorem 4.12]). For a, b ∈ K̂†, one has
M(a, b, χ, s, ψ) =
{
γK(1− s, χ
−1ηab,(n), ψ, ab
−1) if n is odd;
γ˜K(1− s, χ
−1η
(d+1)/2
ab,(d) , ψ, ab
−1) if n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
In [Szp19, §4.4], explicit formulas for the entries ofM(a, b, χ, s, ψ) are given in the case
where gcd(n, p) = 1 and K = O×F · F
×d.
9.4.2. The n ≡ 0 (mod 4) case. Assume that n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and gcd(n, p) = 1. Since
the appearance of the γ˜-factors rather than γ-factors in Proposition 9.4 above in the
n ≡ 2 (mod 4) case is explained by the non-canonical parametrization of the set of genuine
characters of Z(T o), it is reasonable to expect that in the case n ≡ 0 (mod 4), one
could describe the local coefficients matrices and the related invariants using γ factors.
The scattering matrix is computed in [GS16] under the assumption that gcd(n, p) = 1.
However, that matrix actually involves the metaplectic γ˜-factor. In fact, one can use
both γ and γ˜ to describe the local coefficients matrices and related invariants in the case
n ≡ 0 (mod 4). We first use γ-factors below, and then in §9.6 we will explain how to
relate the same objects to the γ˜-factors.
We now give an analogue for Proposition 9.4 and the results in [Szp19, §4.4], namely,
explicit formulas for the entries of M(·, ·, χ, s, ψ).
We note here that while Kn is an n-Lagrangian subgroup of F
×, it is not true in
general that a Lagrangian decomposition of F×/F×n exists. Nevertheless, as explained
in [Szp19, Remark 2.13], γKn(s, χ, ψ, ·) and γ˜Kn(s, χ, ψ, ·) are still defined as functions on
F×/Kn ≃ K̂
†
n. More precisely,
γKn(s, χ, ψ,̟
j) = [F× : F×n]−1/2 ·
∑
k∈K†n
γ(s, χηk,(n), ψ) · ηk,(n)(̟
−j),
and we have
γKn(s, χ, ψ,̟
j) = γKn(s, χ, ψ,̟
n+j).
When computing local coefficients matrices for the case n ≡ 0 (mod 4), we write
M(i, j, χ, s, ψ) :=M(̟i, ̟j, χ, s, ψ).
Proposition 9.5. One has
(9.6) M(i, j, χ, s, ψ) = γKn(1−s, χ
−1η
(i+j)
̟,(n), ψ,̟
i−j)+γKn(1−s, χ
−1η
d+(i+j)
̟,(n) , ψ,̟
d+i−j).
Proof. Arguing as in [Szp19, Proposition 4.9], one shows that M(·, ·, χ, s, ψ) is given by
the relation
T
(
w, χ′σo,s
)∗(
λs(α∨(̟−i)),χ−1,ψ,−s
)
=
d−1∑
j=0
M(i, j, χ, s, ψ) · λs(α∨(̟−i)),χ,ψ,s.
Here, for j ∈ Z the Whittaker functional
λs(α∨(̟−j)),χ,ψ,s ∈Whψ
(
I
(
χ′σo,s
))
is the analytic continuation of
fs 7→ δ
−s−1
2 (̟j)χ−1(̟j)
∫
p−r
fs
(
s(α∨(̟−i))wu(x)
)
ψ−1(x) dψx.
We have
λs(α∨(̟j)),χ,ψ,s = λs(α∨(̟d+j)),χ,ψ,s.
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Furthermore, similar to the proof of [Szp19, Theorem 4.12], one shows using a suitable
test function that M(i, j, χ, s, ψ) is the meromorphic continuation of
(9.7) qs(i−j)χj−i(̟) · lim
r→∞
∫
Kd̟j−i∩p−r
χ′s(zω
i−j)η
−(i+j)
̟,(n) (z)nψ(z) d
×
ψz.
The limit above exists for Re(s)≫ 0. Note that
Kd̟
j−i = Kn̟
j−i ⊔Kn̟
j−i+d.
Equation (9.4) along with the fact that
ηd̟,(n)(̟) = 1
imply that for z ∈ Kd̟
j−i we have
χ′(z̟i−j) = χ(z)χi−j(̟) ·
{
1 if z ∈ Kn = Kn̟
j−i;
ηd̟,(n)(z) if z ∈ Kn̟
j−i+d.
Thus, we can write (9.7) as
lim
r→∞
∫
Kn̟j−i∩p−r
χs(z)η
−(i+j)
̟,(n) (z)ψ(z) d
×
ψ z + limr→∞
∫
Kn̟d+j−i∩p−r
χs(z)η
−d−(i+j)
̟,(n) (z)ψ(z) d
×
ψ z.
Comparing the integrals above with the integral representation of γKn given in [Szp19,
Theorem 2.12], the proposition follows. 
Lemma 9.6. Suppose that gcd(p, n) = 1. Let ψ be a normalized character of F . If χ is
ramified, then
(9.8) γKn(1− s, χ
−1, ψ,̟t) =
{
ε(1− s, χ−1, ψ) if t ≡ f(χ) (mod n);
0 otherwise.
If χ is unramified, then
(9.9) γKn(1− s, χ
−1, ψ,̟−t) =
(
q−sχ(̟)
)t
·
{
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn) if 0 ≤ t ≤ n− 2;
γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ) if t = n− 1.
Proof. For odd n, this was proven as [Szp19, Proposition 4.16]. The proof works for the
even cases as well, once one replaces all the indices denoted by d to n. 
We now give explicit formulas for the local coefficients matrix for all possible elements of
Irrgen(T o). For this purpose, note that since 4|n we have −1 ∈ F
×2 and thus ωψ(̟) = ±1
by Lemma 4.1. We write
dω := d · ωψ(̟) ∈ {d,−d}
and define
(9.10) β(σo, s, ψ) =
L((χηu,(n))
dω , dωs)L(χ
−dω ,−dωs)
L((χηu,(n))−dω ,
1
2
− dωs)L(χdω , dωs+
1
2
)
.
Proposition 9.7. Assume that ψ is normalized. If χ is unramified, then
(9.11)
M(i, j, χ, s, ψ)
=

(1− q−1)L(ns, χn) if (i, j) = (0, 0);(
χ(̟)q−s
)n−2i
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn) if j = d− i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1;
ε(1− s, χ−1η−1̟,(n), ψ) if (i, j) = (0, d− 1);
ε(1− s, χ−1η2i−1̟,(n), ψ) if j = i− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1;
0 otherwise.
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Also,
(9.12)
M(i, j, χη−1̟,(n), s, ψ)
=

(
q−sχ(̟)
)n−1
γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ) if (i, j) = (0, d− 1);
−γψ(̟)
(
χ−1qs
)
· β(σo, s, ψ) if (i, j) = (
d
2
, d
2
− 1);(
q−sχ(̟)
)n−2i−1
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn) if j = d− 1− i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, i 6= d
2
;
ε(1− s, χ−1η2i̟,(n), ψ) if j = i− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 i 6=
d
2
;
0 otherwise.
If χn is ramified, then
M(i, j, χ, s, ψ) = χi−j(̟) ·

ε(1− s, χ−1η
(i+j)
̟,(n), ψ) if i− j ≡ f(χ) (mod n);
ε(1− s, χ−1η
d+(i+j)
̟,(n) , ψ) if i− j + d ≡ f(χ) (mod n);
0 otherwise.
Proof. We first prove (9.11). Since χ is unramified, it follows from [Szp19, Lemma 4.15]
that
f(χ−1ηt̟,(n)) = 1
unless t ≡ 0 (mod n). Thus, by Lemma 9.6 we have
γ
Kn
(1− s, χ−1η
(i+j)
̟,(n), ψ,̟
i−j) =

(1− q−1)L(ns, χn) if (i, j) = (0, 0);
ε(1− s, χ−1η2i−1̟,(n), ψ) if j = i− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1;
0 otherwise.
Also,
(9.13)
γ
Kn
(1− s, χ−1η
d+(i+j)
̟,(n) , ψ,̟
d+i−j)
=

(
q−sχ(̟)
)n−2i
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn) if j = d− i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1;
ε(1− s, χ−1η−1̟,(n), ψ) if (i, j) = (0, d− 1);
0 otherwise.
Equation (9.11) now follows.
We now prove (9.12). By (9.6) we have
(9.14)
M(i, j, χη−1̟,(n), s, ψ) = γKn (1−s, χ
−1η
(1+i+j)
̟,(n) , ψ,̟
i−j)+γ
Kn
(1−s, χ−1ηd+i+j+1̟,(n) , ψ,̟
d+i−j).
Proposition 9.8 gives
γ
Kn
(1− s, χ−1η
(1+i+j)
̟,(n) , ψ,̟
i−j) =
{
ε(1− s, χ−1η2i̟,(n), ψ) if j = i− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1,
0 otherwise;
and
γ
Kn
(1− s, χ−1ηd+i+j+1̟,(n) , ψ,̟
d+i−j)
)
=
(
χ(̟)q−s
)n−2i−1
·

γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ) if (i, j) = (0, d− 1),
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn) if j = d− 1− i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1,
0 otherwise.
Note that the two summands in the right hand side of (9.14) do not vanish simultaneously
if and only if (i, j) = (d
2
, d
2
− 1). For i = d
2
, we have
ε(1− s, χ−1η2i̟,(n), ψ) = ε(1− s, χ
−1η̟,(2), ψ) = q
s− 1
2χ−1(̟)ω−1ψ (̟).
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The second equality above follows from (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13). Hence, so far we have
shown that
M(i, j, χη−1̟,(n), s, ψ)
=

(
q−sχ(̟)
)n−1
γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ) if (i, j) = (0, d− 1);(
χ(̟)q−s
)d−1
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn) if (i, j) = (d
2
, d
2
− 1);
+qs−
1
2χ−1(̟)ω−1ψ (π)(
q−sχ(̟)
)n−2i−1
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn) if j = d− 1− i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, i 6= d
2
;
ε(1− s, χ−1η2i̟,(n), ψ) if j = i− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, i 6=
d
2
;
0 otherwise.
It thus remains to show that(
χ(̟)q−s
)d−1
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn) + qs−
1
2χ−1(̟)ω−1ψ (̟) = −ωψ(̟)
(
χ−1qs
)
β(σo, s, ψ),
which however follows from a straightforward computation.
The ramified case follows immediately from Proposition 9.5 and Equation (9.8). 
9.5. Invariants from M(w, σo, s, ψ). Let σo ∈ Irrgen(T o). Let χ be a linear character
associated with σo. If n ≡ 0 (mod 4), then we also assume gcd(n, p) = 1 unless stated
otherwise.
9.5.1. Trace. Denote by Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) the trace of a local coefficients matrixM(w, σo, s, ψ)
associated with σo and ψ.
Theorem 9.8. We have
(9.15)
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ))
=(dim σo)
−1 ·
{∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
γ(1− s, χ−1η, ψ) if n 6≡ 2 (mod 4);∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
γ˜(1− s, χ−1η, ψ) if n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
For Re(s)≫ 0, we have
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) = (dim σo) · lim
r→∞
∫
p−r∩F×d
χσo,s
(
s(α∨(x))
)
ψ(x) d×ψx.
Proof. This proposition is proven for the n 6≡ 0 (mod 4) case in [Szp19, Corollary 4.14].
We now prove for n ≡ 0 (mod 4) starting with (9.15).
Let u be generator of Kn/F
×n. Note that ηu,(n) is unramified and
ηu,(n)(̟) = ξ,
where ξ is a primitive n-th root of 1. By Proposition 9.6,
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ))
=
d−1∑
i=0
M(i, i, χ, s, ψ)
=
d−1∑
i=0
(
γ
Kn
(1− s, χ−1η2i̟,(n), ψ, 1) + γKn (1− s, χ
−1ηd+2i̟,(n), ψ,̟
d)
)
.
By (9.5) we have
(9.16)
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ))
=
1
n
d−1∑
i=0
n−1∑
j=0
(
γ(1− s, χ−1η2i̟,(n)η
j
u,(n), ψ) + γ(1− s, χ
−1η2i+d̟,(n)η
j
u,(n), ψ)ξ
dj
)
.
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Recall that Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) depends only on χσ. In particular, since η
d
̟,(n) is trivial
on F×d, we may replace χ by χηd̟,(n) and obtain
(9.17)
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ))
=
1
n
d−1∑
i=0
n−1∑
j=0
(
γ(1− s, χ−1η2i+d̟,(n)η
j
u,(n), ψ) + γ(1− s, χ
−1η2i̟,(n)η
j
u,(n), ψ)ξ
dj
)
.
Summing (9.16) and (9.17) together gives
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) =
1
2n
d−1∑
i=0
n−1∑
j=0
α(i, j)(1 + ξdj)
where
α(i, j) = γ(1− s, χ−1η2i+d̟,(n)η
j
u,(n), ψ) + γ(1− s, χ
−1η2i̟,(n)η
j
u,(n), ψ).
Since ξdj = (−1)j , we have
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ))
=
1
n
d−1∑
i=0
d−1∑
j=0
γ(1− s, χ−1η2i+d̟,(n)η
2j
u,(n), ψ) + γ(1− s, χ
−1η2i̟,(n)η
2j
u,(n), ψ)
=
1
n
d−1∑
i=0
d−1∑
j=0
γ(1− s, χ−1ηd̟,(n)η
i
̟,(d)η
j
u,(d), ψ) + γ(1− s, χ
−1ηi̟,(d)η
j
u,(d), ψ),
where the last equality follows from (2.4). The proof of the equality in (9.15) is completed
once we note that in the right hand side of the above equality, each summand of the form
γ(1− s, χ−1η, ψ), η ∈ ̂F×/F×d appears exactly twice.
Finally, the integral formula given in the proposition for the case n ≡ 0 (mod 4) follows
from (9.15) by the same argument used in the proof of [Szp19, Corollary 4.14]. 
To reconcile the expression for Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) given in Theorem 9.8 with that in
Proposition 4.26, we have the following result.
Corollary 9.9. Suppose that n ≥ 3 and gcd(n, p) = 1. Assume that σo is unramified and
ψ is normalized. Denote by χ the linear character associated with σo. Then
(9.18) Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) = (1− q
−1) ·
{
L(ns, χn) if n 6≡ 0 (mod 4);
L(ds, χd) if n ≡ 0 (mod 4).
If n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then
(9.19)
Tr(M(w, η̟,(2) ⊗ σo, s, ψ)) = (1− q
−1)(q−sχ(̟))d−1 · ε(
1
2
− s, η̟,(2)χ
−1, ψ)−1 · L(ns, χn).
Proof. We first consider the case where n 6≡ 2 (mod 4). In view of (9.15) it is sufficient
to show that if χ is unramified, then
1
d
∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
γ(1− s, χ−1η, ψ) = (1− q−1) · L(ds, χd).
Since gcd(n, p) = 1, we have
̂F×/F×d = D × U.
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Here D is a cyclic group generated by η̟,(d) and U is a cyclic group of unramified char-
acters generated by ηu,(d), where u ∈ O
×
F such that
ξ := ηu,(d)(̟)
is a primitive d-th root of unity. Both groups D and U are of order d. We have
1
d
∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
γ(1− s, χ−1η, ψ)
=
1
d
d−1∑
i=0
d−1∑
j=0
γ(1− s, χ−1ηiu,(d)η
j
̟,(d), ψ)
=
1
d
d−1∑
i=0
γ(1− s, χ−1ηiu,(d), ψ) +
1
d
d−1∑
i=0
d−1∑
j=1
γ(1− s, χ−1ηiu,(d)η
j
̟,(d), ψ).
We first show that
(9.20)
d−1∑
i=0
d−1∑
j=1
γ(1− s, χ−1ηiu,(d)η
j
̟,(d), ψ) = 0.
First note all the summands in (9.20) are ε-factors. Since gcd(d, p) = 1, it follows that
1 + p ⊆ F×d. This implies that all the ramified elements in ̂F×/F×d have conductor 1.
Thus, it follows from (4.12) that
d−1∑
i=0
d−1∑
j=1
γ(1− s, χ−1ηiu,(d)η
j
̟,(d), ψ) = ε(1− s, χ
−1ηj̟,(d), ψ) ·
d−1∑
i=0
ηiu,(d)(̟).
The equality (9.20) then follows from
d−1∑
i=0
ηiu,(d)(̟) =
d−1∑
i=0
ξi = 0.
The proof of (9.18) for the case n 6≡ 2 (mod 4) is completed if we have
1
d
∑
α∈U
γ(1− s, χ−1α, ψ) = (1− q−1) · L(ds, χd),
which however follows from the equality
1
d
∑
α∈U
γ(1− s, χ−1α, ψ) =
1
d
d−1∑
l=0
1− qs−1χ−1(̟)ξl
1− q−sχ(̟)ξ−l
coupled with Lemma 4.25. We remark that the above computation is similar to that of
γ
J
(1− s, χ−1, ψ, k0) in [Szp19, Proposition 4.16, Equation (4.6)].
The proof for the case n ≡ 2 (mod 4) is achieved along the same lines, by replacing
the γ-factors by γ˜-factors and using (4.18). 
Remark 9.10. For n 6≡ 0 (mod 4), Corollary 9.9 could be proven also by examining the
matrices in Propositions 4.17 and 4.19 of [Szp19]. Similarly, for n ≡ 0 (mod 4), a careful
examination of the matrices in Proposition 9.7 above also gives an alternative proof for
Corollary 9.9.
Proposition 9.11. Suppose that n ≥ 3 and gcd(n, p) = 1. Assume that σo is ramified.
If n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then we also assume that η̟,(2) ⊗ σo is ramified. Let χ be the linear
character associated with σo. Then the following hold.
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(i) The conductor f(χ) of χ is determined by σo.
(ii) If f(χ) 6≡ f(ψ) (mod d), then Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) = 0.
(iii) If f(χ) ≡ f(ψ) (mod d), then
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ))
=

∑
β∈
̂
O×/O×d
ε(1− s, χ−1β, ψ) if n 6≡ 2 (mod 4);∑
β∈
̂
O×/O×d
ω(ψ) · ε(1
2
− s, (χβ)−1, ψ)−1 · ε(2s, χ2β, ψ2)
−1 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
(iv) There exists ψ such that Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) 6= 0.
Proof. Since σo is ramified we deduce that χ
d is ramified. The assertion (i) then follows
from the fifth item in [Szp19, Lemma 4.15].
We now prove the other assertions when n 6≡ 2 (mod 4). By (9.15), proving (ii) amounts
to showing that if f(χ) 6≡ f(ψ) (mod d), then∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
ε(1− s, χ−1η, ψ) = 0.
Keeping the notation in the proof of Corollary 9.9 and using the fact that χd is ramified,
it follows from (9.15) that
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) =
1
d
d−1∑
i=0
d−1∑
j=0
ε(1− s, χ−1ηiu,(d)η
j
̟,(d), ψ).
By the fourth assertion in [Szp19, Lemma 4.15] we have
f(χ) = f(χβ) for every β ∈ D.
Thus, by (4.12) we have
(9.21) Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) =
1
d
(
d−1∑
i=0
ξi·(f(χ)−f(ψ))
)
·
(∑
β∈D
ε(1− s, χ−1β, ψ)
)
.
Now, (ii) and (iii) follow from the fact that
d−1∑
i=0
ξi·(f(χ)−f(ψ)) =
{
d if f(χ) ≡ f(ψ) (mod d)
0 otherwise.
To prove (iv), we pick ψ such that f(χ) ≡ f(ψ) (mod d). We also fix a ∈ O×F . It follows
from (9.21) and (4.10) that
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψa)) =
d−1∑
j=1
ε(1− s, χ−1ηj̟,(d), ψa) =
d−1∑
j=1
χ−1ηj̟,(d)(a) · ε(1− s, χ
−1ηj̟,(d), ψ).
Thus, ∑
a∈D
χ−1(a) · Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψa)) =
d−1∑
i=0
d−1∑
j=1
ηj̟,(d)(u
i)ε(1− s, χ−1ηj̟,(d), ψ)
=
d−1∑
j=1
ε(1− s, χ−1ηj̟,(d), ψ) ·
d−1∑
i=0
ξ−ij.
We have shown
1
d
∑
a∈D
χ−1(a) · Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψa)) = ε(1− s, χ
−1, ψ).
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Since ε(1−s, χ−1, ψ) 6= 0 for every s ∈ C, we must have Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψa)) 6= 0 for some
a.
The proof for the case n ≡ 2 (mod 4) can be completed by similar arguments replacing
γ by γ˜ and using (4.18). 
9.5.2. Plancherel measure. In the case where gcd(n, p) = 1, it is proven in [GS16, Theo-
rem 5.1] that for every n we have
(9.22) µ(σo, s)
−1 = qf(ψ)−f(χ
n) L
(
ns, χn
)
L
(
−ns, χ−n
)
L
(
1− ns, χ−n
)
L
(
1 + ns, χn
) .
In fact, if n 6≡ 0 (mod 4), then in general (i.e. without the constraint gcd(n, p) = 1) we
have
µ(σo, s)
−1 = c(σ) ·
L
(
ns, χn
)
L
(
−ns, χ−n
)
L
(
1− ns, χ−n
)
L
(
1 + ns, χn
)
where c(σ) ∈ R>0 is a positive constant given by
c(σ) = qf(ψn/d) ·
{
[F× : F×d]−1
∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
q−f(χ
n/dηn/d) if χn is ramified,
|d| if χn is unramified.
See [Szp19, Theorem 5.7]. It is discussed in [Gao18a, §8.5] that for all n and p, µ(σo, s) has
the same analytic properties as the right hand side of (9.22). Since a priori µ(σo, s) is a
rational function in q−s depending only on χσo , one deduces that in the case n ≡ 0 (mod 4)
and gcd(n, p) > 1, µ(σo, s) differs from the right hand side of (9.22) by a multiplicative
factor of the form aq−ks where a ∈ C, k ∈ dZ. In fact, it follows from Corollary 10.2 and
Remark 10.3 that k ∈ nZ.
9.5.3. det(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) in the unramified case.
Theorem 9.12. Assume n 6≡ 0 (mod 4), gcd(n, p) = 1, the character ψ is normalized,
and that σo occurs in an unramified element of Irrgen(T ). Then,
det(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) = µ(σo, s)
1−d
2 ·
{
γ(1− ds, χ−d, ψ) if n is odd;
γ˜(1− ds, χ−d, ψ) if n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
Proof. If n is odd, then it follows from Proposition 8.19 that σo is unramified. Thus, the
result in this case is proven in [GSS18, Theorem 3.14].
If n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then by Lemma 8.20 and the last item in Proposition 8.16, either σo
is unramified or
σo = η̟,(2) ⊗ σoo,
where σoo ∈ Irrgen(T o) is unramified. Again, the first case for unramified σo is proven in
[GSS18, Theorem 3.14]. We prove the second case.
As noted in §9.3 we may assume that χ is ramified but χ2 is unramified. LetML(·, ·, χ, s, ψ)
be the local coefficients matrix given in [Szp19, Proposition 4.18] whose rows and columns
are numbered from 0 to d−1. Similar to the proof of [GSS18, Theorem 3.1.4], we consider
the matrix M(χ, s, ψ) produced from ML(·, ·, χ, s, ψ) by swapping the i-th row with the
(d− 1− i)-th row (with a total of (d− 1)/2 swaps). We have
det(ML(w, σo, s, ψ)) = (−1)
(d−1)/2 det
(
M(χ, s, ψ)
)
.
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Here
M(χ, s, ψ) =

A1 B1
. . . . .
.
A(d−1)/2 B(d−1)/2
C
B′(d−1)/2 A
′
(d−1)/2
. .
. . . .
B′1 A
′
1

,
where
C =
(
(q−2sχ(̟2)
) d−1
2 · γ˜(1− ds, χ−d, ψ)
and for 1 ≤ i ≤ d−1
2
we have
Ai =
(
(q−sχ(̟)
)2j+d−3
(1− q−1) · ε(
1
2
− s, χ−1, ψ)−1L(ns, χn),
A′i =
(
(q−sχ(̟)
)−2j+d−1
(1− q−1) · ε(
1
2
− s, χ−1, ψ)−1L(ns, χn),
Bi = ε(
1
2
− s, χ−1η−1i , ψ)
−1 · ε(2s, χ2η2i , ψ2)
−1,
B′i = ε(
1
2
− s, χ−1ηi, ψ)
−1 · ε(2s, χ2η−2i , ψ2)
−1.
Here ηi is a certain character of F
× which vanishes on F×d for 1 ≤ i ≤ d−1
2
.
Thus,
det(M(w, σo, s, ψ))
= (−1)(d−1)/2 · C
(d−1)/2∏
i=1
(AiA
′
i − BiB
′
i)
=
(
(q−2sχ(̟2)
) d−1
2 · γ˜(1− ds, χ−d, ψ) ·
(d−1)/2∏
i=1
(BiB
′
i −AiA
′
i)
= γ˜(1− ds, χ−d, ψ) ·
(d−1)/2∏
i=1
(
(q−sχ(̟)
)2(
BiB
′
i − AiA
′
i
)
.
To finish the proof, it is sufficient to show that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ d−1
2
, we have
(9.23)
(
(q−sχ(̟)
)2(
BiB
′
i − AiA
′
i
)
= µ(σo, s)
−1.
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that
(9.24) AiA
′
i =
(
(q−sχ(̟)
)n−2
(1− q−1)2L(ns, χn)2
and that
BiB
′
i = q
−1
(
qsχ−1(̟)
)2
.
Therefore, in view of the explicit formula for µ(σo, s)
−1 given in Section 9.5.2, the equality
(9.23) is equivalent to
(9.25) q−1 −
(
(q−sχ(̟)
)n
(1− q−1)2L(ns, χn)2 =
L
(
ns, χn
)
L
(
−ns, χ−n
)
L
(
1− ns, χ−n
)
L
(
1 + ns, χn
) ,
which can be proven easily by a direct computation. 
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We now wish to give an analogue to Theorem 9.12 for the case n ≡ 0 (mod 4). By
Lemma 8.20, the following result addresses all possible σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) occurring in an
unramified representation of Irrgen(T ).
Theorem 9.13. Assume that n ≡ 0 (mod 4), gcd(n, p) = 1, f(ψ) = 0 and σo is unrami-
fied. Then,
(9.26) det(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) =
(
ηu,(n)χ
−1(̟)qs
)d
· µ−
d
2 (σo, s)
and
(9.27)
det(M(w, η−1̟,(n) ⊗ σo, s, ψ))
= (q−sχ(̟))d · γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ)µ(σ, s)1−
d
2 · ωψ(̟)β(σo, s, ψ).
Proof. We first prove (9.26). Let M(i, j, χ, s, ψ) be the local coefficients matrix given in
(9.11) and let M(χ, s, ψ) be the matrix obtained from M(i, j, χ, s, ψ) by swapping the
i-th row with the (d − i)-th row for i = 1, 2, · · · , d − 1 (with a total of d−2
2
swaps). We
have
(9.28) M(χ, s, ψ) =

E0 F0
. . . . .
.
E d
2
−1 F d
2
−1
F d
2
+1 E d
2
−1
. .
. . . .
Fd−1 Ed−1

where
Ei =
(
χ(̟)q−s
)−2i
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn),
Fi = ε(1− s, χ
−1η−2i−1̟,(n) , ψ).
Thus,
det(M(w, σo, s, ψ))
= (−1)
d−2
2 detM ′(χ, s, ψ)
= −
d−2
2∏
i=0
(FiFd−i −EiEd−i)
= −
d−2
2∏
i=0
(
ε(1− s, χ−1η−2i−1̟,(n) , ψ)ε(1− s, χ
−1η2i+1̟,(n), ψ)
−
(
χ(̟)q−s
)n−2
(1− q−1)2L(ns, χn)2
)
.
Lemma 4.2 now gives
det(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) = −
(
χ−1(̟)qs
)d d−22∏
i=0
(
q−1 − (χ(̟)q−s
)n
(1− q−1)2L(ns, χn)2
)
.
The proof of (9.26) is completed by using (9.25).
We now prove (9.27). LetM(i, j, χη−1̟,(n), s, ψ) be the local coefficients matrix given in
(9.12). We expand det(M(i, j, χη−1̟,(n), s, ψ)) along the first row and then we expand the
determinant of the minor obtained along the (d/2)-th row. This gives
det(M(w, η−1̟,(n) ⊗ σo, s, ψ)) = ωψ(̟)(χ(̟)q
−s)n−2γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ)β(σo, s, ψ) · detM
′′,
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where M ′′ is the following (d− 2)× (d− 2) matrix:
M ′′ =

G1 H1
. . . . .
.
G d
2
−1 H d
2
−1
Ĥ d
2
−1 Ĝ d
2
−1
. .
. . . .
Ĥ1 Ĝ1

with
Gi = ε(1− s, χ
−1η2i̟,(n), ψ), Ĝi = ε(1− s, χ
−1η−2i̟,(n), ψ),
and
Hi =
(
χ(̟)q−s
)n−2i−1
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn), Ĥi =
(
χ(̟)q−s
)2i−1
(1− q−1)L(ns, χn).
By similar computations to those already used in the proof of Theorem 9.12, one finds
that
det(M ′′) = µ−(
d
2
−1)(σ, s) · (qsχ−1)d−2.
This completes the proof. 
As expected, Theorem 9.12 and Theorem 9.13 agree with Theorem 4.17 (or Example
4.18).
Remark 9.14. Equation (9.26) was already proven in [GSS18, §3.6]. The proof there uses
a modification of the scattering matrices given in [GS16, Lemma 4.3]. Since no details are
given regarding this modification and the modified scattering matrix is different from the
local coefficient matrix computed in Proposition 9.7, we have included an independent
computation here.
9.6. A remark about γ˜ and the n ≡ 0 (mod 4) case. In §9.4.2, §9.5.1 and §9.5.3
we have described the local coefficients matrix and the related invariants for the n ≡
0 (mod 4) case using γ-factors and partial γ-factors. In fact, we may describe these using
γ˜-factors and partial γ˜-factors as follows. We find this peculiar phenomenon to be another
manifestation of the Go trichotomy.
Comparing the integral representations of
γ
Kn
(s, χ, ψ,̟j)
and
γ˜
Kn
(s, χ, ψ,̟j)
given in [Szp19, Theorem 2.12, 2.14], and taking into account that both Kn and Kn̟
d
are contained in F×2, we may write (9.6) as
M(i, j, χ, s, ψ)
= ωψ(̟)
i−j ·
(
γ˜
Kn
(1− s, χ−1η
(i+j)
̟,(n), ψ,̟
i−j) + γ˜
Kn
(1− s, χ−1η
d+(i+j)
̟,(n) , ψ,̟
d+i−j)
)
.
Moreover, since in the case n ≡ 0 (mod 4) one has
ωψ(̟) ∈ {±1},
we may conjugate this matrix M(·, ·, χ, s, ψ) by a diagonal matrix whose (i, i) entry is
(−1)i and remove the term ωψ(̟)
i−j in M(i, j, χ, s, ψ). Same goal can be archived by
changing the additive character ψ′ fixed in §9.2.3 to the character ψ.
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Since d is even, we may use the third item in Lemma 2.2 and rewrite (9.15) for this
case as
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) =
1
d
·
∑
a∈F×/F×d/2
∑
b∈F×/F×2
γ(1− s, χ−1ηa,(d)ηb,(2), ψ).
By using Lemma 4.3 and then applying the third item in Lemma 2.2 again, we deduce
that
Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) =
∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
γ˜(1− s, χ−1η, ψ).
Lastly, we can rewrite (9.27) as
det(M(w, η−1̟,(n)⊗σo, s, ψ)) = (q
−sχ(̟))d · γ˜(1−ns, χ−n, ψ)µ(σ, s)1−
d
2ωψ(̟) ·β
′(σo, s, ψ),
where
β ′(σo, s, ψ) = γ˜(1− ns, χ
−n, ψ)γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ)−1 · β(σo, s, ψ)
is also a quotient of L−functions, similar to β(σo, s, ψ).
10. Local coefficients matrices for GL2 and invariants via restrictions
In this section, we compute the invariants associated to a local coefficients matrix
of a genuine principal series of GL2. Our method is to relate the local coefficients
matrix to that of SL2. In fact, our analysis gives an explanation of the disappear-
ance of the trichotomy in det(M(w, σo, s, ψ)) for SL2, when we consider the analogous
det(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) for GL2.
10.1. Local coefficients matrix for G and Go.
Theorem 10.1. Let σ ∈ Irrgen(T ). Then there exists a local coefficients matrixM(w, σ, ψ)
associated with σ which is a diagonal-block matrix satisfying the following:
(i) If n is odd, then the matrix M(w, σ, ψ) consists of nc |nc|
−1/2 diagonal blocks and
each block is a local coefficient matrix associated with the unique σo ∈ Irrgen(T o)
occurring in σ.
(ii) If n is even, then the matrix M(w, σ, ψ) consists of 2nc |2nc|
−1/2 diagonal blocks
and each σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) occurring in σ contributes exactly dc |dc|
−1/2 identical
blocks, each of which is a local coefficients matrix associated with σo.
Theorem 10.1 essentially follows from Proposition 8.14 and from the simple observation
given in Lemma 10.10 below. We will postpone a full proof for Theorem 10.1 to §10.3. In
§10.2 below, we will first give some important consequence following from Theorem 10.1.
Corollary 10.2. Let σ ∈ Irrgen(T ) and let σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) be occurring in σ. Then,
µ(σ, s) = µ(σo, s).
Proof. Recall that (
To(w
−1, (σs)
w) ◦ To(w, σs)
)∗
= µ(σo, s)
−1 · id.
By Theorem 10.1, a local coefficients matrix associated σ can be chosen to be a block-
diagonal matrix where each block is a local coefficient matrix associated with a principal
series of Go appearing in the restriction. Thus, a matrix representing
(
T (w−1, (σs)
w) ◦
T (w, σs)
)∗
can be chosen to be a diagonal-block matrix with each block being a scalar
matrix where the scalar is a Plancherel measure. On the other hand, one has(
T (w−1, (σs)
w) ◦ T (w, σs)
)∗
= µ(σ, s)−1 · id.
The assertion now follows. 
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Remark 10.3. Let σo ∈ Irrgen(T o). Explicit formulas for µ(σo, s) are given in §9.5.2.
These formulas show that µ(σo, s) depends only on
χσo |Z(T )∩T o .
This observation is non-trivial when n is even, since in this case Z(T ) ∩ T o is strictly
contained in Z(T o). Theorem 8.15 and Corollary 10.2 together explain this phenomenon.
Remark 10.3 and the explicit formulas in §10.3 motivate the following definition.
Definition 10.4. A character χ of F× is said to be associated with σ ∈ Irrgen(T ) if
χσ(s(α
∨(a) · ζ) 7→ ζ · χ(a);
equivalently, if χ is associated with an σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) occurring in σ.
We emphasize that χ is independent of any choice of additive character ψ of F and
that χ is unique up to twisting by elements of ̂F×/F×n.
Corollary 10.5. Let σ ∈ Irrgen(T ) be a unitary representation. Then, I(σ) is always
irreducible. Moreover, I(σs) is reducible if and only if the trivial character of F
× is
associated with σ and q−1±ns = 1.
Proof. We note that the above result follows from the general theory of Knapp-Stein R-
groups, which is extended to covering groups by Caihua Luo [Luo]. On the other hand,
a weaker result applicable only for maximal parabolic induction is proven by Savin using
a different method, see [Tan, Appendix]. We elaborate on the latter approach.
Since σ is unitary, it follows from Propositions 6.2 and 6.3 in [Tan, Appendix] that
I(σ) is reducible if and only if σ ≃ σw and that µ(σ, s)−1 is analytic at s = 0. By the
Stone-von Neumann Theorem, σ ∼= σw if and only if χσ = χσw . In particular, σ ∼= σ
w
implies that for all a ∈ F×n, one has
χσ
(
s(α∨(a))
)
· χσw
(
s(α∨(a))−1
)
= 1.
This is equivalent to the fact that the trivial character of F× is associated with σ. In this
case, Corollary 10.2 together with the formulas in §9.5.2 imply that µ(σ, s)−1 has a pole
at s = 0. Thus, I(σ) is irreducible.
If s ∈ i · R, then σs is again unitary. By what we have already proven, I(σs) is
irreducible. Suppose now s /∈ i ·R. Then σs is not unitary. It follows from Proposition
6.2 in [Tan, Appendix] that I(σs) is reducible if and only if µ(σ, s)
−1 = 0. Using Corollary
10.2 and the formulas in §9.5.2 again, we conclude the proof. 
10.2. Invariants from M(w, σ, s, ψ).
Theorem 10.6. Fix σ ∈ Irrgen(T ). If n ≡ 0 (mod 4), then we assume that gcd(p, n) = 1.
Let χ be a linear character of F× associated with σ. One has
Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) =
|gcd(n, 4c+ 1)|
1
2
gcd(n, 4c+ 1)
·
∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×n
γ(1− s, χ−1η, ψ).
For Re(s)≫ 0, we also have
Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) = (dim σ) · lim
r→∞
∫
p−r∩F×n
χσs
(
s(α∨(x))
)
ψ(x) d×ψx.
Proof. We only prove the first assertion, as the second assertion follows from the first one
by the same argument used in the proof of [Szp19, Corollary 4.14]. Let σo ∈ Irrgen(T o)
be occurring in σ.
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Suppose first that n is odd. In this case, it follows from Theorem 10.1 that
Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) = nc |nc|
−1/2 · Tr(M(w, σo, s, ψ)).
The result now follows from (9.15).
Assume now n ≡ 2 (mod 4). By Theorem 10.1 and Corollary 8.15, we have
Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) = dc |dc|
−1/2 ·
∑
a∈F×/F×2
Tr(M(w, ηa,(2) ⊗ σo, s, ψ)).
We now deduce from (9.15) that
Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ))
= dc |dc|
−1/2 · d−1 |d|
1
2 ·
∑
η′∈ ̂F×/F×2
∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
γ˜(1− s, χ−1η′η, ψ)
= dc |dc|
−1/2 · d−1 |d|
1
2 ·
∑
η∈ ̂F×/F×d
∑
η′∈ ̂F×/F×2
γ(1− s, χ−1η′η, ψ) by Lemma 4.3.
Since 4c+ 1 is odd, we have
d
dc
= gcd(n, 4c+ 1).
The result for the case n ≡ 2 (mod 4) now follows from the third item in Lemma 2.2.
Lastly, we consider n ≡ 0 (mod 4). In this case, Theorem 10.1 and Theorem 8.15 imply
Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ))
= dc |dc|
−1/2 ·
∑
a∈F×/F×2
Tr(M(w, ηa,(n) ⊗ σo, s, ψ))
=
dc
d
·
∑
a∈F×/F×2
∑
b∈F×/F×d
γ(1− s, χ−1ηa,(n)ηb,(d), ψ) by (9.15).
Using the third assertion in Lemma 2.2, the proof is completed. 
Corollary 10.7. Suppose n > 1 and gcd(n, p) = 1. Let χ be a linear character associated
with σ. If σ is unramified and ψ is normalized, then
Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) = nc · (1− q
−1) · L(ns, χn).
Corollary 10.8. Suppose n > 1 and gcd(n, p) = 1. Denote by χ the linear character
associated with σo. If we assume that σ is ramified, then the following hold:
(i) The conductor f(χ) is determined by σo.
(ii) If f(χ) 6≡ f(ψ) (mod d), then Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) = 0.
(iii) If f(χ) ≡ f(ψ) (mod d), then
Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) = nc ·
∑
β∈ ̂O×/O×n
ε(1− s, χ−1β, ψ).
(iv) There exists ψ such that Tr(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) 6= 0.
Using the first assertion in Theorem 10.6, the proof of Corollaries 10.7 and 10.8 goes
word for word as that of Corollaries 9.9 and 9.11.
Theorem 10.9. Assume that gcd(p, n) = 1. Let σ ∈ Irrgen(T ) be an unramified repre-
sentation. Let χ be a linear character associated with σ. If f(ψ) = 0, then
det(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) = τ(n) · µ(σ, s)
(1−n)nc
2 · γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ)nc ,
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where
τ(n) =
{
1 if − 1 ∈ F×n/d;
−1 otherwise
=
{
(−1, ̟)2 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4);
1 otherwise.
Proof. Throughout the proof we repeatedly use Corollary 10.2 which gives
µ(σ, s) = µ(σo, s)
for every σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) occurring in σ. By Proposition 8.19, there exists an unramified
σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) which occurs in σ.
Suppose first that n is odd. It then follows from Theorem 10.1 that
det(M(w, σ, s, ψ)) = det(M(w, σo, s, ψ))
nc.
The result for odd n then follows from Theorem 9.12.
Assume now n is even. In view of Proposition 8.20 we may assume σo is unramifed,
and that χ is an unramified linear character associated with σo. If n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then
Theorem 10.1 and Theorem 8.15 imply that
det(M(w, σ, s, ψ))
=
∏
a∈F×/F×2
det(M(w, ηa,(2) ⊗ σo, s, ψ))
dc
= µn(σ, s)
2dc(1−d) ·
∏
a∈F×/F×2
γ˜(1− ds, ηa,(2)χ
−d, ψ)dc by Proposition 9.12.
By comparing Corollary 4.5 with the explicit formula for the Plancherel measure given
in §9.5.2, we deduce that∏
a∈F×/F×2
γ˜(1− ds, ηa,(2)χ
−d, ψ) = (̟,−1)2 · γ(1− ns, χ
−n, ψ)2µn(σ, s)
−1.
Note that
(̟,−1)dc2 = (̟,−1)2
as dc is odd. Hence the result follows in the case n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
Last, suppose that n ≡ 0 (mod 4). By Theorem 10.1 and Corollary 8.15, we have
det(M(σ, s, ψ)) =
∏
a∈F×/F×2
det(M(ηa,(n) ⊗ σo, s, ψ))
dc .
It is thus sufficient to show that
(10.1)
γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ)2µ(σ, s)1−n
= det(M(σo, s, ψ)) · det(M(ηu,(n) ⊗ σo, s, ψ))
· det(M(η̟,(n) ⊗ σo, s, ψ)) · det(M(ηu̟,(n) ⊗ σo, s, ψ)),
where u is such that ηu,(n) is unramified and
(u,̟)dn = −1.
For this purpose, we note that det(M(σo, s, ψ)) is given in (9.26); moreover, since
ηu,(n) ⊗ σo is unramified, det(M(ηu,(n) ⊗ σo, s, ψ)) is also given by (9.26) by replacing χ
by χηu,(n). Note further that det(M(η̟,(n)⊗σo, s, ψ)) is given in (9.27), and by the same
argument just used, det(M(ηu̟,(n) ⊗ σo, s, ψ)) is also given by (9.27) with χ replaced by
χηu,(n). Thus, the right hand side of (10.1) equals
µ(σ, s)2−n · γ(1− ns, χ−n, ψ)2 · β(σo, s, ψ)β(η(u),nχ, s, ψ).
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Finally, a straightforward computation shows that
β(σo, s, ψ) · β(η(u),nχ, s, ψ) = µ(σ, s)
−1.
This completes the proof. 
It is clear that the proof of Theorem 10.9 holds under the weaker assumption that σ
contains an unramified element of Irrgen(T o). Aslo, it is clear that Theorem 10.9 agrees
with Theorem 4.17 (see also Example 4.19).
10.3. Proof of Theorem 10.1. Given with σ ∈ Irrgen(T ), we realize it as i(χ
′
σ) where
χ′σ is an extension of χσ to T˜ . Let σo ∈ Irrgen(T o) be such that
χσo = χ
′
σ|Z(T o).
Note that σo occurs in σ. We shall realize σo as i(χ
′
σo) where
χ′σo = χ
′
σ|Ao .
We fix a linear character χ associated with σo. For g ∈ G, we define
χg = χ · η4c+1det g,(n).
Lemma 8.1 implies that χg is a linear character associated with (σo)
g.
For G, we define
σs, χ
′
σs , T
(
w, χ′σs
)
, Ms, and Ns
exactly in the same way as in §9.1 for Go. For instance, T
(
w, χ′σs
)
is given as follows: for
hs =Ms(fs) ∈ I(χ
′
s)
and g ∈ G, we have T
(
w, χ′s
)
(hs)(g) is the meromorphic continuation of
(10.2)
∫
F
hs
(
wu(x)g
)
dψx.
This integral converges absolutely wherever T (w, σs) converges absolutely. By the same
argument used for Lemma 9.1 (see also [Szp19, Lemma 4.6]), one obtains a commutative
diagram of G-maps:
I(χ′σs) I
(
σs
)
I
(
(χ′σs)
w
)
I
(
(σs)
w
)
.
T (w,χ′σs)
Ms
T (w,σs)
Ns
Lemma 10.10. Let χ′σs be an extension of χσs to A. Then for t ∈ T , we have
T (w, χ′σs)
(
Io(χ
′
σs)t
)
⊆ Io
(
(χ′σs)
w
)
t
.
Proof. Since w ∈ Go and U ⊆ Go, it follows that for all u(x) ∈ U , g ∈ G one has
det(g) = det(wu(x)g).
Thus, it follows from (10.2) that if hs ∈ I
(
χ′σs
)
t
, then
T
(
w, χ′σs
)
(hs) ∈ I
(
χ′σs
)
t
.
This gives the desired inclusion. 
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Consider the diagram
(10.3)
I
(
χ′σs
)
g
Io
(
(χ′σo,s)
g
)
I
(
(χ′σs)
w
)
g
Io
(
(χ′σo,s)
g(w
−1))T (w,χ′σs)
Y ′
χ′σs ,g
T (w,(χ′σo,s)
g)
R′
(χ′σs )
w,g(w
−1)
where the maps are given as follows. First,
Y ′χ′σs ,g : Io
(
(χ′σo,s)
g
)
→ I
(
χ′σs
)
g
is defined by(
(Y ′χ′σs ,g)f
)
(h) = δ
s+1
2
B (g) ·
{
χ′σs
g(t)f(ho) if h = gtho, t ∈ A, ho ∈ Go;
0 if h /∈ gAGo.
It is a normalization of the Go-isomorphism Yχ,t given in Lemma 8.13. Second,
R′
(χ′σs )
w,g(w−1)
: I
(
(χ′σs)
w
)
g
→ Io
(
(χ′σo,s)
g(w
−1))
is given by (
R′
(χ′σs )
w,g(w
−1)(f)
)
(ho) = δ
−s+1
2
B (g)f(g
who),
which is a normalization of the Go-isomorphism Rχ,t in Lemma 8.13. Since
(χψ
g)w = ((χψ)
w)g
(w−1)
,
Lemma 10.10 shows that the vertical map in (10.3) is well-defined.
Lemma 10.11. The diagram (10.3) commutes.
Proof. Fix fs ∈ Io
(
(χ′σo,s)
g
)
, go ∈ Go. We compute(
R′
(χ′σs )
w,g(w
−1) ◦ T (w, χ
′
σs) ◦ Y
′
χ′σs ,g
(fs)
)
(go)
= δ
s+1
2 (g)
(
Aw
(
χ′σs
)
◦ Y ′χ′σs ,g(fs)
)
(g(w
−1)go)
= δ
s+1
2
∫
F
(
Y ′χ′σs ,g
(fs)
)(
wn(x)g(w
−1)go
)
dψx.
Observe that
wu(x)g(w
−1) = g
(
w(n(x))w
−1g−1wgo
)
.
Denoting
g = s(diag(a, b)),
we have from the definition of Y ′χ′σs ,g
that(
R′
(χ′σs)
w ,g(w
−1) ◦ T
(
w, χ′σs
)
◦ Y ′χ′σs ,g(fs)
)
(go) =
∣∣ab−1∣∣ · ∫
F
f
(
wu(ab−1x)go
)
dψx.
The result follows from a change of variable ab−1x 7→ x. 
For k ∈ K̂ and g ∈ T we define
ξg,k ∈ i(η)
∨
by
ξg,k(f) = norχ,ψ(k) · f
(
gs(α∨(k))
)
.
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The same as in the Go case,
(g, k) 7→ ξg,k
gives rise to a well-defined map on
K̂† × T .
If n is odd (resp. even), then we fix a set S of representatives of Z(G)/M (resp. T/MT o).
Consider
Rχ,ψ = {ξg,k | g ∈ S, k ∈ K̂†}.
Lemma 10.12. The set Rχ,ψ is a basis for i(χ
′
σs)
∨.
Proof. We need to show that
{(d, s(α∨(k))) : g ∈ S, k ∈ K̂†}
is a set of representatives of T/A. By Lemma 8.7 and (8.3) we have
|S| = nc |nc|
−1/2 ·
{
1 if n is odd;
2 |2|−1/2 otherwise.
Also, by [Szp19, Remark 2.6] (see also [Szp19, §4.2])) one has
K̂† ≃ T o/Ao,
and thus in particular
K̂† = dc |dc|
− 1
2 .
It then follows from the first item in Lemma 8.9 that∣∣∣S × K̂†∣∣∣ = [T : A].
Thus we only need to show that for any g, g′ ∈ S and k, k′ ∈ K̂†, if
gg′−1 · s(α∨(kk′−1)) ∈ A,
then g = g′ and k = k′. However, the equality g = g′ follows from (8.4). Moreover, as
Ao = T o ∩ T , we deduce that k = k
′. This completes the proof. 
Let
M
(
(·, ·), (·, ·), χ′σ, χ, s, ψ
)
: (S × K̂†)× (S × K̂†)→ C(q−s)
be the local coefficients matrix associated with σ, representing T
(
w, σs
)∗
with respect
to B(σs)w ,ψ(Rχ,ψ) and Bσs,ψ(Rχ,ψ). Similar to Proposition 9.2, it is the same matrix
representing T
(
w, χ′σs
)∗
with respect to the two basis
Nψs ◦B(σs)w ,ψ(Rχ,ψ)
and
(M−1s )
ψ ◦Bσs,ψ(Rχ,ψ).
Theorem 10.1 is a direct consequence of Proposition 8.14 and the Proposition 10.13
given below. Though the proof is technical, the focus lies in the transformations of
Whittaker functionals arising from the two commutative diagrams above given in this
subsection.
For every g ∈ S, we define
Mg
(
(·, ·), χ′σ, χ, s, ψ
)
: K̂† × K̂† → C(q−s)
by
Mg
(
a, b), χ′σ, χ, s, ψ
)
=M
(
(g, a), (g, b), χ′σ, χ, s, ψ
)
.
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Proposition 10.13. (i) Suppose that g, h ∈ S and that g 6= h. Then for all k1, k2 ∈
K̂†, one has
M
(
(g, k1), (h, k2), χ
′
σ, χ, s, ψ
)
= 0.
(ii) We have
Mg
(
a, b), χ′σ, χ, s, ψ
)
=M(a, b, χg, s, ψ).
In particular, Mg
(
a, b), χ′σ, χ, s, ψ
)
is a local coefficients matrix associated with
σgo .
Proof. In order to shorten the notations in this proof, we shall use k to denote either an
element of K̂† or s(α∨(k)) ∈ T o, and no confusion will arise from the context. We have
(see [Szp19, §4])
Bσs,ψ(Rχ,ψ) = {Jσ,s(ξg,k) : ξg,k ∈ Rχ,ψ} ,
where
Jσ,s : σ
∨ →Whψ
(
I(σs))
)
,
is the isomorphism such that Jσ,s(ξg,k) is given by the meromorphic continuation of
fs 7→ norχ,ψ(k)
∫
F
fs
(
gk, wu(x)
)
ψ−1(x) dx.
Thus,
Jσ,s(ξg,k) ◦M
−1
s (hs)
is the meromorphic continuation of
hs 7→ norχ,ψ(k) · δ
−s−1
2
B (gk)
∫
F
hs(gkwu(x))ψ
−1(x) dx.
Denote
βχ′σ ,χ,ψ,s,g,k := Jσ,s(ξg,k) ◦M
−1
s .
Similarly, we have the isomorphism
Jσw ,−s : σ
∨ →Whψ
(
I
(
(σs)
w
))
.
A similar consideration shows that Jσw ,−s(ξg,k) is the meromorphic continuation of
f−s 7→ norχ,ψ(k)
∫
F
f−s(gk, wu(x))ψ
−1(x) dx,
and that Jσ,s(ξg,k) ◦Ns(hs) is the meromorphic continuation of
h−s 7→ nor(χ
−1, ψ)(k−1) · δ
s−1
2
B (g
wk−1)
∫
F
h−s(g
wk−1wu(x))ψ−1(x) dx.
This implies that
Jσ,s(ξg,k) ◦Ns = βχ′wσ ,χ−1,ψ,−s,gw,k−1.
Thus, M
(
(·, ·), (·, ·), χ′σ, χ, s, ψ
)
is determined by the relation
T
(
w, χ′σs
)∗(
βχ′σw,χ−1,ψ,s,gw,a−1
)
=
∑
h∈S
∑
b∈K̂†
M
(
(g, a), (h, b), χ′σ, χ, s, ψ
)
· βχ′σ,χ,ψ,s,h,b.
Observe that βχ′σw,χ−1,ψ,s,gw,a−1 is supported on I(χ
′
σs)g. Therefore, Lemma 10.10 implies
(i). In fact, it also implies that Mg
(
a, b), χ′σ, χ, s, ψ
)
is given by the relation
T
(
w, χ′σs
)∗(
βχ′wσ ,χ−1,ψ,s,gw,a−1
)
=
∑
b∈K̂†
Mg
(
a, b), χ′σ, χ, s, ψ
)
· βχ′σ ,χ,ψ,s,g,b.
By [Szp19, Proposition 4.9], the local coefficients matrix
M(·, ·, χg, s, ψ) : K̂† × K̂† → C(q−s)
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associated with (σo)
g is determined by the relation
T
(
w, (χ′σo,s)
g
)∗(
λa−1,χ−1,ψ,−s
)
=
∑
b∈K†
M(a, b, χ, s, ψ) · λb,χ,ψ,s,
where for k ∈ K̂†, the Whittaker functional λk,χ,ψ,s ∈Whψ
(
I
(
σs
))
is the analytic contin-
uation of
hs 7→ norχ,ψ(k) ·
∫
p−r
hs
(
kwu(x)
)
ψ−1(x) dψx.
(See also Proposition 9.6 for the case n ≡ 0 (mod 4).) A straightforward computation
shows that
βχ′σ,χ,ψ,s,g,b ◦ Y
′
χ′σs ,g
= λb,χg,ψ,s
and thus (
βχ′wσ ,χ−1,ψ,s,gw,a−1
)
◦R′
−1
(χ′σs )
w,g(w−1)
= λa−1,χg−1,ψ,−s.
This completes the proof. 
Remark 10.14. For the intertwining operator in (9.1) (and everything that follows), we
have used w = wα instead of w
−1 = w−1α (compared to §3.4) in the integral form, as this
is better-aligned with the work in [Szp19]. However, we briefly justify below that such
discrepancy is harmless in all our consideration.
The essential point is the effect of hα(−1) := wα(−1) ·wα(−1) = w
−2
α (in the notation
of (2.8)) on the operator
T (w, χ)∗ : Whψ(I(χ))→Whψ(I(χ))
as in (3.2). More precisely, it is easy to see hα(−1) ∈ Z(G) and hα(−1) ∈ Z(Go) = Z(Go);
thus hα(−1) acts naturally on Whψ(I(χ)). Moreover, as hα(−1) is fixed byW , by tracing
through the definition of T (w, χ)∗, we see that it is hα(−1)-equivariant, i.e.,
T (w, χ)∗(hα(−1) · v) = hα(−1) · (T (w, χ)
∗(v)) for every v ∈Whψ(I(χ)).
Therefore, the two local coefficients matrices arising from using w or w−1 are conjugate
and thus have the same invariants.
Alternatively, we see that for Go the change of Weyl representative from w to w
−1
amounts to multiplying both J(σo,s)w ,ψ and Jσo,s,ψ by χσo(hα(−1)). Thus, the functional
equation defining the local coefficients matrices is unchanged. Moreover, Theorem 10.1
shows that a local coefficients matrix for G can be realized as a block matrix, where
each block is a local coefficient matrix for Go. This also justifies that the choice of
representatives w or w−1 is immaterial to our final result.
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